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' I • I 0 (""'i, 
t?r.ev.tousty. -found 5·. cces~·fuL clinical ·resu'i ts. · lea" 
, '· I I 
<)'to a proposa·l .that . improvein 'nt in obs,essive-compulsive 
' . 
s~mptm_ns could be· effected .b , the ~ppli<?a.tion · of ' an. aversive 
' . 
stimulus (~~~adiG ' Disru~~ion} -_to ~~.e image~ J Th<?u~ht~ .-· . 
that patients expressed .about thef~ SYI.ttptoms. (obsessiv.e. 
0 • • 
.ideatiqns) . 
. .. 
' . 
. . 
·.' . 
A controlled study· was initiated -in ·which an 
' 
. . •' 
. . . .. · . ' . . . experimen~al group of patients · shffering~fr m obsessive \ 
• I ' • - I o \. t ' 
' -t . . 
rleurosis received 30 .sessions' of Far di a · · 
. ':':' I 
. . 
three-month period and a w~iting~list control_group ~ith 
. . .. 
\\the . same di~gnosfs .. ~as del~yed ·by :t"firee mon.ths befor-e 
Q. 
receiving treatmen.t. An attempt at complete. matching of 
. . 
subjects was only partially ·successful, and·a final"total 
of six· sub~ ectp in the ~xperimenta~. group and four ·in the 
Cb~·trol g:r:oup-W~S achieJed .. · 
·. ' :. (~ 
' I Assessments,of treatment progres~ were made through 
.. ' u . \ 
the use of _ patien~ su~jective ratings of their ' symptoms, 
0 • 
an independe-nt psychiatric rating of symptoms_, a psychiatri~· 
. \ 
rating of g~neral adjustment and tw~ psychometric tests, 
the !PAT Self~Analysis Que~£ionnaire . and the JC~r Survey 
- \ . .. 
Schedule. The latency of image. f9rrnation, .i.e. the leng~h 
of.tim~ake~· by the patient -to. form an irnage ' on command, . 
. . 
was ~sed as the main experi~ental measure. Assessments were 
made prior to treatment, after 10 tre~tments . {or 1 month··· 
,waiting contrO'l}, after 20 treatments (2 months waiting . 
. l 
. - ~: 
' '•: . . . .. 
·~- .r 
.. 
. , 
_, . 
.. 
. ~..-. . . ·. 
:·. 
\ . 
; . t 
,· 
. ·' 
. ; ., .; 
·. ,_, 
\. 
: .cqn;r-~1) and' after 0 3.0 ... tre.atmen~s'. <.,3 months ,waiting. contrc;>l,)' . .. 
F~llow.-up was in_itiated .. on .. ·_all P.a .tients su~cessfully corn- · 
. 
.·~- p~e~ing the treatment .. 
.. 
. ' 
• .. 
Clinical and exper.~rnent_al ·resu).'ts show~~d t ·ha't 
~~~adic·~is~u~~io~ ~~S· p~rticula~ly ef£ec~ive i~ ·t~~ 
.. . ~ . . . : ' ~ ~ . . - ~/ . 
. ~ed~~tion of target·. s_Yml?toms ·an~ prqduced a ~orre~ond~n.g 
. •, 
. · .lar~~ increase in tl)e l~tency. o·f · forrn~tio~ ~f e~periment_al·ly •. 
• . ' . . I tr'eat.~d. images . . ·.The t~e_atment also ·: pro~uced c:t · lene_r~l · · .· 
improvement in patients I adjustment ''and. th'ere . WaS a tend-
' I ' ' 
r 
'. 
en_cy lor . the treatmel}t ·.eff~cts to. ~xtend ~to non;-target, 
· sy~ptoms. There was no evidence that' u/e ther~pe'ut.ic 
v endeavour resulted in changes · in general . situational or 
·-
. 
.. ' 
trait anxiety. 
'· 
. . . 
•• •T' 
F~llow-up for a . median. period of three-months showed · 
• ' . • l ... ·~ . 
· th~t clinical improvement persisted but some r7lapse · was 
noted in ~ne pati~nt. _ ~ 
.' In al·l, six of seven. · patients wh,o ,completed- treatment. 
" 
;I ' ~ • I ' .. < • 
were rated a~.be~ng considerably improved while one patient · 
faile.d ~o . improve. o . \ . . .· . · . 
- , '·' The nat~re of olDsess·ive i'deations in' obsessive 
. . 
neurosis and .the .nature o·f the Farad-ic Di.sr\:lption treatment 
are dl.sc.ussed. r ' 
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SECrtiON 1 : 
INT~ODUCTIO~ / ' . 
· ,/ 
"-- · The Diagnostic · a~d . Statistical Manual for- Mental· ·· 
. " Q - . • '· . : .. ' 
.· disorders (American · Psychiatric A~sociation, i968) defines 
an obse~sive-co~pulsive neurosis as ·a: ·· 
· " ... ~.di~otder characterized by the p~~sist­
ent. intrusfon. of unwc;tnted. _thoughts, · _u~~.es, or. 
act1.ons · .. that . the pat1.en t l.S unabl~ tO""·stop • . 
The thoughts may consist df single word5: 
oi ideas, rumination~, or trains of thought . 
often perceived by the patient as nonsensical~ 
The actions vary from simple movements t-6 
compl~x · rituals such as repeated handwashing. · 
Anxiety and distress . are often present either .· 
if the pat1ent. i~ · prevented from c·ompleting · 
· his compulsiv~ r~tual or ~f he is concerned · 
about being unable ·to ·_control' it himself." ·" 
In relation to other psychia~~ic disorders, obsessive 
. ., 
. neurosi·s' is generally considered to .be orie of' the 'mo~t chronic 
.\ "• .. 
. ' , 
.and severe (Mayer-Gross, ·_-Slater ~ Roth, 19~4) and has been 
found ·to be particularly resistant to · therapeutic int~rvent~ 
ions of all types (Good~in, ·Guze · & Robins, 1969). The most 
recent endeavours .in .the. t~eatment qf .this cqmplex disorder 
have come from the field of .behaviour therapy and a diversity 
• < ' 
. ' 
· ·Of,'.behavi,.our modification techn'iques hi:we now been applied 
• 0 .. 
-wit~ varying degrees ·of success. 
THe AnxietY/D;ive Reduct.ion ·Model 
.-. 
• 
. . . ~ . ~ 
' 
Research intq the · behaviour modification .o.f · ~bi:iessive:... .· . . . ·.-.· ·. · 
\. . . . ' . . 
I .. 
compulsiye neurcisis, ~pannin~ the past two decades, · has . 
proceeded primarily al'qng ori_e m~in theore_tica~ . plane: the 
an.xiet'y/driye. _reductio~ model0 (Metzner, . 1963)'. · .in ~his · 
, . . . ... 
. . 
_paradigm, o~sess;i ve-:compuls.ieve ,behaviours aJ,"e es'sentialfy 
• ~ D 
' 
. . 
~-· \. 
._ 
. . ~ .. 
··. 
I. 
J 
• .' 
~ . 
2. 
reg~r~~~ · as ideational or motor acts which arise i~ . ~esponse : 
to anxiety provoking cues and which become "fixated* as a .• 
. . ~ . 
0 
' • ·' • ' . • ~ • (.J • · ' 
result _of strong ~egative· reinforcement in the form of . anxiety/ 
·d.~ive ·reduction. . ' To use a simple hypoth~tic'al example, ·a . 
. . . . . . 
particular substance such as ~rine might evoke an exaeptjon-
. \' 
0
. ally severe · anxi'ety response in a given individual. Subsequent 
I 
~:~hing ~ehav~our/ arisin~ in respons~ · ~q that,cue may result 
-in·a ·decrease in the ' anxiety, thereby causing an increment 
'? . ' . 0 
in. "its- .haii;t strength. Continued repeti_t_~of the ·cycie 
• ~ - f ~ 
might eventually lead to a fixat~on of the washing .behaviour 
I 
ana the processes of· stimulus and ;resp_onse generalizat;ion may 
o, . ... 
lead to a fi.xa.tion of. washing .behaviour to other cues , or l-ead 
to other ritualistic behaviour~ ~eveloping in response ,to 
the original•cue(s) .. 
Early in th~ historic·a·l development of this model, 
various author.s (\'lolp~ 1 " 195B~ Metzner, 1963; Eysenck .&· Rachman, 
1965; Mather, "1970) felt the need to "provide laboratory 
. ·-
analogues - for the development of obsessive-compulsive 
behayiour based on experimental research in humans and 
anim~ls. Afthough nevez: directly state_d,_ it- appears that 
this need:- arose in resp·onse to two perceived problems: a) 
that there were examples of• 'compulsive' behaviours whlch 
di9 not app~ar to f~t th~ anxiety-~drive reduction model; and 
. . 
~ *The term 'fixation' or.'fixated. responses' is presently 
being u~~d in the context found in most current discussions 
,. · of the~havioural modification of obsessive neurosis and . · 
. • should. be roughly. interpreted as referring to behaviours 
that are strongly conditioned, performed repeatedly and 
apparently without ~?tive (Metzner, 1963·) ~ stereotyped and 
rfgid (Eysenck & Ra~an, 1965), ebc. 
,"1 
_/ 
., 
'. 
. ~ 
4 • 
., 
\ 
\ · 
· .. :, ~-
' l.-.. . 
. , 
. . ' 
•' 
b). that some explanation . was n~cessary to ·Jif{eren~~ate tff¢ ) . . ' . . . . ~~!~; . : t:, 
' obsessional pati~:nt who engages in elabo~at,e ·, ri tualist~g/ ~" 
I f 
. . . , . 
:·t:.. . ~ behavio'ur · from th~ phobic patient;. who presen~s much: s~mFJ.i·er . 
avoidance. behaviou·r . 
Consequent~y the dis~ussions have .ranged from a review 
. \ . . . ' 
qf superstitiotis behaviour in ~nim~la (Skinner,. 1948) to 
fixated responses 
& Arno'ld, .19 s\} .. 
all .. the ·reviewers, . i 
.,. 
soluble problems in humans (Marquart 
bly the most popular analogue ·among 
an .experiment w·i th dogs. (Fonberg ,· 
I ~ 1956t'in which previ usly learned avoidance respQnses (leg 
' ~ 
lifting, head shaking) ~eappeared under c9nditions of an 
. 
ex·perimental neurosis which bore no 'direct_,..similari ty to . "the 
. . 
original learning situation. The implication is tha~ in 
/ 
patierits ·suffering from o~sessive neurosis, the ritualistic 
·. 
responses are precisely such .earlier-learned avoidance r~sp~nses 
~hich arise ~~r new stress_ conditi6n.s .. · 
Later the~retical . disc~ssions of the· model have tended 
to drop most' of.~ th~rimenta~ analogues presumably ~~cause 
it has been ·reaiized that tne human clinical population itself 
pr·oyides · enough material. and problems to warrant analysis. 
• • f •• 
Even Metzner (1-963) who orig~na·lly proposeq most of the 
analogues, stated " .... ~in many ~ases of obsessional neu~osis 
•..•. the behaviour· is still elicited by definable situations 
and reinforc;d ,by obvious reward~" (p. :32} ~mplying_ that the. 
"' us·e _of analogues ':ias unnecessary in these cases. . ·rn tact, moS"t 
, . . . . ' 
Of \ the' Ca:seS Wh;i_~h Were ' presente.d aS ~·exceptiOnS tO the rule I ., 
I · ,t, \ did not prC?vide enough infor~a~ion t:ttat. one could ·adequateiy . 
. I 
\ ., 
I. 
\. ...• 
'l-. 
~ ..... 
. t 
,. 
c · 
. ..., 
-
. " ~ 
4 . 
• • - f 
-· 
determine whether or' not· th~ anxiety/drive reduct~on.model 
~ . ' . 
could. in fact be applied. As to the differentiation 'of 
1:' opsessives and phobic.~, _it_ ~\so presently . ~ppears ... that this {) / / 
·can be adequately .made at a ~linic~l le~el (c.f. Worsley, / 
•" # l r \ 
1970). 
-Per: haps even more import·antly, earlier theoretical 
• I 
' . . . 
formulation;; .... ,tended to ·drift away from ~he existi~g ~o~ology 
. ' . ' 
f~r obsessive-compulsive neurosis. M~riy of the. cases which 
. ,, 
' ' ~ppeared aifficu~t to apalyze ~ere s~ch disoiders a~ eXhibit-
ionism, compulsive eating and other behavioural proble~s which 
although they app~ared to · have a 'compulsive' element to them~ 
. . 
were not strictly speaking . ~bsessive-compulsive disorders . . 
... ' 
It· is now being realized that the lack of delineation of whic.h 
.. . , 4J 
' problematic behaviours should and which should no~ be con~ 
. --
siqered obsessive neuroses is a major obstacle to the ·provis i cin 
... ': ' 
~f a cogent -theoretical framework (c. f. Yates, ·1970) . 
... 
Thus, whil~ it ~ is not being suggested that labora~ory _ 
. " 
analo~es have no . valuetin a discus~ion of this diso~~e~, it· 
. . ' 
is probably better to restri~t co~ce~~ualizations to the 
clinical populatidn at least until there is- an overall clar-
,. 
i.i; i cation .at this-· leveL 
Anxiety/Dri.ve Reductiqn eri ticlsJlls 
·.· ·.;.- .... 
' 
' 4 
The amciety/drive reduction model, fo~ the clinical 
population, has in ~act received a oconsiderable nu~er of 
cogen't criticisms. The first criticism stmns from. ~n ol:}serv"':' 
'ation py ·Wolpe (1958) th~t some obs~ssional patients _exhi~it 
· compulsive ritualistic behaviours which appear to augment 
- . 
' . 
) 
Q 
.. 
./ 
I 
/ 
/ 
r 
( 
s"·. 
theii anxiety rather than reduce it. It is suggested th~t 
t • 
. I 
th~ anxiety/drive reduction model cannot -in fact be applie~ 
. . . 
~ in these cases~: The secon~ criti~i~rn comes from observations 
by Walker·& Beech (~9~9) that some obsessionals do ,not appear 
to be distressed before_· they carry out their 1:-ituals and 
. . 
. 
therefore theFe is no anxiety, to be re,duced. They also 
. 
suggest that in some obsessional patients, . mood is an· important 
~ l 
factor and that performance of ritualistic behaviour sometimes 
' ~ 
improv~s -the mood s1::ate, especially if the ,ritua~ is of short 
. . . I . . 
duration',. . but it ~is similarly noted that the mood 'state also ' 
. . / ' 
deteriorates under these conditions: ·The~ su~gest (see also 
- I 
• I I 
Beech, : 1971) that these· ·are clear exampJ/es which_'directl.y ' ' 
I 
violate 'the anxiety/drive reduction -model. 
.A third criticism .st~ms primaf l'y from 
literature on avoidance behaviour· (H~rrnstein, 
the experimental ' 
. \ 
1969) in which 
- - · , t I ' 
it bas been found that· ·avoidance behaviour cari develop in 
resronse to environrnen~al~cues without intervening anxiety 
or ?tnxiety 'reduction. It is argued that,avciidance and auto-
nomic behaviours are in fact independently occurring responses 
. ., 
to these cue~. 
To Ehis ~ist of ~riticisms can be added ~ fourth 
problem, , which is implicit i~ many discussions,· namely, the 
previously me~tioned discrepancy between phobic · an~ obsession~} 
patients and why ·such divergent forms of -behaviour are 
- I 
developed. 
In response to. these. c·ri t _ici'sms, the first experimental 
I 
studies o( clinical obsessional behay.iou'r were · initiated by 
, .. 
0 
r 1 
' .. 
\ 
,. 
·' 6. 
·Rachman -and his ·c'o-wo:zokers at the Maudsley. _I~stitute. 
~ 
' I . 
In the first experimen~. {Hodgson · & Rachrnan, 1972) 
:."' .. . . . . . 
12 obsessive-compulsive patie~ts characterized by contaminatio~ 
.. ' • • ~ • : I • ' ' 
. !ears a~d ri tuaJdstic washing -b-ehaviour were asked to rate 
. : \.. .. : . 
the degree of subjective anxi·ety/t1isc6mfo~t fnat , they exper-
I 
ienced fn r~sponse to each of the four following conditions 
r . 
that they P,articipated in:_l) touc~ing a co~taminated object; 
2) washing immediately· after touching the object; 3). being , ~ 
delayed by one-half . hour before being permitted to wash; a~d 
\ \ · ' 4) having ._the wash interr),lpted. The term · anxiety/discomfort 
, \ was. used' in this study as many of the pa.tien_!:s did_'not feel 
that the term 'anxiety' a~equately described wh~t they felt 
whereas the term ·'.discomfort' ·was more appropriate for them. 
·' 
\ ~ ' 
.. I 
--"' . . ' 
. . . . 
The authors argue tpat'' the ·two terms· 1n. reali:ty .refer to the 
same ·process of autonomic arousal. 
, Each subject• served~ his own control in a -balanced 
\. 
design b~ touching ·a neutral· object. Pulse rate fluctuations 
were also recorded at the time and the follow~ng conclusions 
were made: 
._ 
"Touching a contaminated object does produce 
an increase in subjective anxiety/discomfort 0 
. and there is a trend for pulse.rate variability · . 
to increase. The completion of a washi,ng ritual 1 
after such contamination does produce ~ reduction 
in subjective anxiety/d~scomfort~ and a te·ndency 
for pulse rate variability .. to decrease. The 
interruption of ~ a ·washing ritual after s~ch 
contaminati produces neither an increase· nor 
a ·decrease n subje i . anxiety/discomfort. 
nor. an increase or de.cre se in pulse rate 
variability. ' (p. ll:S)" · 
In "the second experiment "'··(Roper, Rachman & Hodgson, 
. . 
197J) 1;z obsessional patien.t~. characterized by pervadiRg doubt 
r 
! 
t .-
. , 
. coupled with · compul~ive ched~ing rituals were studied in a 
manner 'fde~tical to the first experiment except t?at these 
patient~ were asked to engage in a potential~y harmful 
\ 
' activity instead. of· simply touching a contaminated · object. 
. . ., ' 
~n a ~similar fashion it was concluded ·that performing these 
. . 
7. 
acts does lead to an increase in subj'ectiv~ anxiety/discomfort 
'. . 
and that su'~s~que~t checki~g does reauce it~ . 
This second -experiment also presented a comparison 
betwe-en the r~s~lts found wi'th these_ o_bsefsional 
ana the obsessional "washers" studied by ·Hodgson 
.- . 
"checkers" 
& Rachman 
(1972). It was found that interacting wit~ the feared object 
produces great~r. increases in' anxiety/disc?mfort among th~ 
~ , 
1 washers than · among the checkers but' that decreases in anxiety/ 
. . ~ ~ 
·dj..scornfort foilowing completion of the ritualistic, beh.;_viour · . 
• 
were roughly. ·equal. 'The authors explai1;1ed this discrepancy . by 
I 
. suggesting that the checkers may have viewed themselves as 
. ~ 
. r:ot ~reatly i;.hreatened as the~ 'were in a relatively safe 
' t1 
environment." {the hospital) where the' cons~quences they usually 
feared w~e not likely to · take place. 
Pe.rhaps. most importantly·, on 7 of the 3'6 occasions 
. . ' 
..., 
in ~hich obsessional che~kers ~ere studied, completion of the 
chec~ing rit~als was rated as. causing ~n inc~~ase in subjective ~ 
. . 
. . 
anxiety/discomfort. No - instances of this nature were found 
among the obse.ssiori.al washers. 
These · two experiments- app~ar to confirm, at least for 
. -;, 
these tw~ ty;es of obsessional· dis~·rder , · that an:>:e; iety/drive 
, • 1' / ·- - '·.-.;_ • 
reduction 'is the prime: mode .of rei~forcement.; of ritualistic 
1 ,;-t' ~~:- · . ~ ~ -
• :; -r 
)" . 
. ·.,~ 
_J.:_ - --
"' 
0 
. 
' 
... 
~·- . 
(J 
. '· 
-Q 
-. 
(· 
/ 
• 1· 
, 
. ; .. ~ . 8. 
behaviour;. 
·~ f ~ . . . . ; ' 
On the dther hand, the fact that"· S0ln~~cases of . " 
. . 
anxiety-:-augmenting. ritual~ W~re( fOUlld 1 .Sti•l_l pOSeS problemS 
for the .model.: The .authors' rejoinder is that the f~ndings 
. \ . 
. . . 
do nc>t in fact contradict. ·the basic .hypothesis, for 11 •• : ~. • 
• 
· . ·~- ·if checking gives reli~f or avoidance of discomf9L"t ,on SOJlle 
' \~ 0 
occasions then'it may fai~ to extinguish .even though' on other 
r 
occasions repetitive checking increases d.iscomfort. "- (Roper 
. .. "': 
. . 
et al., 1973). This appears ·to' b~ . basically a statement of 
' . -' the effects of partia~ reinf~rce~~nt. . ( 
t:J 
. In ·response to 'the criticism that avoidance behaviour 
. ~ .. -
·" often develops 1n 
-~ .· . 
(1972) ·state, that;. 
, . 
the ~ absence of anxiety, Hodgson . & Rachman 
. . ... :... ~. . ;. .. . . . . . 
this -~does-'n'ot necessarily mean. that . the 
.. 
an~iety/dr.ive reduqtion. phenomenon. is not .occurring in "these 
instances. Essentlkll~ these "authors do -not deal with the . 
.. 
" . .. . 
question of di;fferentiaA:...ing o~se~sional patients _from phobiC? 
~ . 
pati~nts' on be~avioural grounds. 
<$; • 
. .. 
An excellent discussi~n of the anxiety/drive ·reduction 
. . \. -
· li.ypothesis is provided. by .Worsley ( 1970) although it is some-
. . . 
·,.,· ·. ~hat h,ampered J;>Y the fact that;. he fails to . use conventional 
• a.· ' • • • • • • 
terminology· :i.n ~o~e. inst~rices. WQisley 'first tackles the 
'·· . <4. : '? . . 
question of the?diffe~ence between phobic and obsessive --
patients. l{e sugge.sts th.at both engag_e in escape behavi~ur 
,,. ' . . 
.• 
when confronted 'by "the anxiety-triggertng -suimulus and the 
two oni~ differ 'in the logic~! relat~oqship of the esca~e· 
· "' 
> • 
behaviour to the'cue (e.g. bus phobics Rhysically leave the 
' ·.-
s 'ituation while obsessives who c!lnnot do so engage in behaviour 
.i 0 
like washing which may rid them of the feared substance). 
-. 
•. 
~. 
·' 
II 
. 
, 
') .. 
Q 
\ 
~ J \ 
• 9 • I o ' 
0-
l Both phobics and obsessives ~~bsequently le~rn . to avoid ~ 
~nxiety-.provoking cues~. Anticipatory avoidan~e in b~s pvobit:s 
wou:j..d-' entail taking steps ,to stay clear of buse~ and flnding 
0 • !! 
other modes of travel~ whereas in· obsessives antici~atory 
. ' . . 
avoidance· of contamination woulod involve more wa~hing o and 
0 • 
. cleaning rituals very much like those- which they exhibit .:i:n . -
... 0 0 
es~ape situations. Worsley then appears to be'suggesting that 
. 
. . 
confusion ariq.~s because in some instances ri tual.isti'C ~ash~ng · 
is escape behaviour and .in othe~ instances ·avoidance behaviour.~ 
This explanation would suggest that those cases obsei~ed by 
0 • 
Walker-4"&. Beech (1969) .whose rituals were in'itiated . . without 
previous discomfort, were cases ef oanticipatory avoidance. 
·" WOrsley §9es ori' to state that the"i-~ is no reason to 
I o 
assume that anticipatory avoidance behaviour should be mood-
, 
~proving . and_th~~ the instances where anxi~ty reducti~n does 
' take place · is, through partial reinforcement'· mqre; than enough 
&0 
to provide adequa~e reinforcement ofor the fixation of ·the 
behaviours.. 
... 
Overall Worsley has· provided ' an excellent account o.f · · 
. 0. 
~bse~sional ·be~aviou~ ·.in ter:n·s of ~~e oanxiety_/~rive reduction. 
(model .and his .explanation seems to counter the criticisms · 
0 
whi ch were offered previously . 
9ne commen~ would appear warranted, however; ·Worsley 
describ~s the ant~qipatory avoi dance behaviou~ of obsess~~los , . 
as a 'thr eat of failure to·· act ·i n~ a certain way' • Al thou 0 
- - . 
this is· an interE7sti ng in~erpr'etation, i t does not s e em to be 
necessary in behaviour al terms and ohis simpLer explanation 
-- __ ..... 
" 
-:·- -
. \ 
' I 
.. 
-
. . . 
- . · ... _ ~~ . 
iri terms of anticipa~~ry avoidance seems a~equate at least 
until ·some other . finding .requires additi.pnal · ·postulations~ 
· o 
A f~uitful expansion- of the anxiety/driye reduction 
In a 
10. 
model has been proposed by Wal.ton'(& Mather (1963, 
study of six· obsessional patients, ~hey found that treatment 
.of the conditioned autonomic drive (C.A.D.) in the acute cases 
was much more successful than in t~~ chronic cases. They drew 
the conclusion that this result occurred beaause in the chronic 
cases the compulsive behaviours had become conditioried . to the 
. · . 
. C.A.D. itself .and thereby became functionally autonomous from 
the origitihl anxiety-eliciting_cues. 
B.andur~ ( 196~) argues against this formulation, 
~ . 
however, primarily on the basis that the experimental liter,;-
ature .suggests that ' avoidance and autonomic aspects of fears' 
act relatively independently and ·that there is no ,(experimental) 
evidence ~hat one can bec<frne conditioned to· the other .. ·Bandura 
'l" 
l 
suggests that the difference lies in :the fact that. r;?Ver a long 
period. of time, the chronic · patients have fixated their com-
pulsive' b~haviours to a n~er of . oth~r (than th~ original)' 
cue~ or set of aues through the process ~f stimulus general-
ization and that many of these cues were not presented when 
treatment of the C.A.D. took place in -the chronic cases. 
·. 
This is a dispute which on the face of it sho.uld be 
directly exper~mentally testable but~again the argument used 
by Hodgson & Rachman (197~) in rebutting a similar criticism 
'\ 
~ould also ap~ear to be rel~vant; th~t is to argue that the 
principle poes not hold fo:r exp:rimeptal studies does nott!,1 
• I 
. " 
( 
, 
I 
_, 
.· .· 
neces_sarily preclude it from applying to_cases encountered 
clinically. 
11'. 
Overall then, the anxiety/drive reduction model seems 
-~··· to have-;.-considerable · value. in explaining the f i xation of 
-~,-.Jo<·. . . 
compul~~ behaviours to anxiety-provoking cues particularly . 
. ' -· f,~.··~: ~'"\~ -
if :some of the· qualifications pl:"oposed by Worsley and-.~-~,Y.ra 
are acknowledged. 
.:\.\ 
The mo.del does not explain hc;>w the anxiety-
.,-
\:,..H ,:• 
"1,. ••• • provoki~g cues evolved in the first place although. it is 
,... ·- ·. 
generally implied t.hat this occurs in 'the same manner as has/-·-
\. ;~ : ~-
· been described _for pho~ias 
By -the very nature 
reduc~ion theory leads one 
(c. f. Worsley, 1970). · ~· 
of the model, the anxi etY/drive ~· t:.· 
to focus on~ the anxi ety-provoking· .. · ~ U 
. ~ 
' . It -is predicted t .hat· if " cues as the target for · treatment. 
~nxiety responses to' thpse cues are reduced or elimi nated 
then there should also be a corresponding diminution of 
') a·sso~iated c~mpulsive behaviours , ~xcept perhaps in ~h-os~. 
- ~~  
cas es where the compulsive behavio~rs have become function~lly • 
. . . . .. 
autonomous (depending on what po±nt of view is taken for ' this 
I ~ " 
ph~nomenon). In these. latter cases some additional therapeutic 
measures will be ~ecessary if it is assumed ·that functional 
autonomy has · taken place. ~ 
·Treatment Methods 
. . 
Initially two treatment techni ques, desensitizatiOn 
. 
(Paul, 1969) . and aversion relief (Solyom, Kenny & Ledwidge, -
1967) both of which have shown promising results in the 
""•( . 
·~ 
' . ~ -.-; .. ,·-
t~eaofment of b~sic phobias, were ·applied to obsessive fears." ;,.,_,,,"·"·'·'·"·"· 
• ,,,,_,,,,.·J>''• . 
In two r~port~ (Bevan, 1960; Wal ton, 1960) t~e desensi~~zation 
.' 
. •' 
. ·. 
.... , .. 
. ·, 
1·-~ . 
'\ 
). 
.. 
-~... . . 
. ( 
. . 
• ... - <... .. ,. 
proced.ure was a manipulation of at).xie·~y using psycho-
.~.. ... .. 
tropic drugs ba~_ed on a reciproc-al inhi'bi tion ~ypothesis 
' .. 
. .... 
' {Wolpe, 1958). in: i~stances where some attention has .. been 
:;...., 
paid to functictnalli"'qutonornous behaviour 1 either g\iided 
It 
· r~sponse prevent·J..qn or punishment (.~lectrical aversion) has ~ 
' '\, '1. • ' ' I '... '\....:-";._'"'7' , •, , ~ ' 
~ - . . .. . . . 
. ;. been~·~RRl.:ied ~ subseq~ent t .o treatment of the ~-A-.D.' · -\~-~--~ . . 
rn · single case studies · irnpr~ernent h been reported 
. - . ....____ .. ' 
- ' by Lazarus .(1958),. ,Bevan (1960), Walton (1960)., Wolpe (1964), · ~ .. · · 
. ~ 
H,'t~- (19.~5), . Lazarus (1965) , · Solyo~- (1969), Gentry (1970) ., ' 
Wickramasekera (1970'f ·~ T,a.nner. (1971) and Rackensperger & 
. . 
Feinberg (1972). In · sev~ral multiple case. studies the· results. 
. . . 
·- h~ve shown considerabl"e · v~ri.;tbility; improvement has been 
reported by Walton . & Mather (1963) in th~ee of si~ . cases, . 
by ~qoper, Gelder & Marks (1965) . in only three of ten'cases, 
by Worsley (1910) in two. of four cases, by £aper (19~1 ) : in ~ 
. . 
one of two cases and by Solyom, ·zamenzadeh, Ledwidge & Kenny 
. . -
(1971) ~ 11 of l5 · cases~ o~ the ' other h~nd definite~ lack 
.. ... . 
- u 
· .-- \~- 6£' ; .j.mprovernent (with desensitization~ . ha$ been noted by 
. .... 
' . 
-._.; 
:.::.,schmidt, Castell & 'Br own (1965) .in t~ree cases, by ·Meyer (19,66) 
.. .... - \ . { . 
. in· ~wo c~~s, by Marks, Crowe, Dre~~, Youn~ & Dewhurst ~1969) 
in one case, by Furst · & Cooper (1970)· ·in two .cases and by . 
. Wisocki (1970'}- in ~ne case. 1\,o ~ate no contr~ll~d studies 
• , I ' 
of these methods has been undertaken for· obsessi ve neurosis. 
By simple aad{ti~n, the above cited s tudies E;.l~ow that 
31 cases improved and ·26 were unimproved. These resul ts are -
~~t ove~ly impress i ve and. some detai~ed studies would appear 
warranted a€ this point i f these techni ques a re 'to be c9nSidered 
.... 
I 
. 
• 
' ., 
. . ~ .... -
•...::-•.r_, 
'""'-.- .-
---
.. 
' ' 
\ . 
·. 
\ (t •. ,, 
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1 for regula,r. use with this: type· of disorder. ) . 
·., Flooding and · Modelling 
I 
. , ri . 
~· 0 
A' more recent set of· studies has expl6red.the use- ·-
fuin,ess:. o.f modelling and flooding procedures i'n the t~e~~m~nt.-l:i 
• • f ' ,; · :-. . . \, 
of · obsessional disorders. 
·c: ~ , 
An ~.ni tial case st;.u4.~- ·by Rachman, . 
• • • • \ • < -:. 
· Hodgso~ & Marzillier {1970) showed that a modellin~ 
. . ' -- . . l 
• • 0 ~ • • • .- - " 
s.i.rnilar8 to the technique desi,.gneci . by Bandura ,(19.6 9) 
• 0 • 
proceq.ure ,··, 
was 
~~ '!J :...-: • 
' ' "' • • I ' 0 
particul:arly · ~ffective in reduc·±n·g tl:l;.e obs.essive fear ~f · , · . ~f· .(·. 
. . 
in a 20-_ye~r old male. ·In tJ:lis ' t.rea_trne:~Y, . · . 
" . . . ""'-
• .., ...... • ,.. (I "" ffiOdel::,~ed. ~ Variety., Of the p~£i~nt I 5 feared 
(5' e , " .. .-. " 
' · , . \ • I . .G.JS " . • 
a srne~r . o.f d<?..g excrement) and su~~eql;1ently . : 
~ . 
dirt and excreta 
• I ·o 
.the1 experimen~e~ 
obje~.ts 'ce.g. ·, 
' · t. IJ- r 
· encourag·ed the pati~n_t· .to gr~_dually :=tPP:t"~ach .·it and there tduch 
\. . . . . 
it him~elf., q~g~-~ning ·with the 'leas.t a~xiety-prqvoking and, ·.<· . 
• ' . · . . · .~ . .+ . . " ·. ~-
' ., working . ~p · ~ -~~~('r\r~hy .of. i ~~rn~. · .Gui~~d ~e.spon~7 . ~~even~~on · 
was also u.se~~· ... -eo delay compulsive handwashing 'and ther co'ittbi~ 
0 .. (' t • • " • • • ' 
' . 
. · ation of the· two' pr~cedur~s ·~esul t'ed in a ·1a·rge d~cree1:se ;i~ 
.. 
. . ' •. • a 
ROth the obsessive fear and the handwashing . . Follow-up pn 
. . ' ~ ~ ·, . . ' .. ·. . . . ·-
ischarg,e showed a maint.enance of. imp~o~e~es:t. . , 
: J 
.tJ • • 
.. ( ) 
l3aum & Poser (197~) . described the':treatmept o~ ~~o 
~ . . . . 0 . . . • 
• • 0 '· 
patients 'with obses.sive' probl,ems .using flo(L)ding·,- .·a procegp.r·e ' ' 
• ., # f " " ' ' / .., I 0 • ' • < I 
• .. (f ... \ • 4 ' .. • • • ... 0 • i ., - , 
whiC'h ~pz::eyiously had b~en shown ,to be ··~ffective in the treatment . 
. r • . ' . · • 1 • ~. 
of. phob·i·~·~· (Boulougou~is,· Ma·rxs ~·· Marset, 1971). · 
~;. . 
._ In flooding / :pati.ents are confronted·.ii\ vivo with r 
. .. 
• . • 'fl-
·. ,'the' ;eared objecits and e~c6·~~aged to· 'interact witll the objects 
r . , ;,,:· r.o n ~ 
~ . c . . • ' , . . ' ; . • 
without avoids;1nde or· perforrifance ·of rituals. · In the two cases· ·.~ .. 
. . - . . . :. , ' ... . . . ' 
I • ' • " 
0 tl • • ' f O .., " 
reported by Ba~~ · &' .Poser, .considerable ~y~p,.to~atic l.mproveinent 
. ~·.~~.~ .. ~_,;·_ . . y .. :. Q • • 
was obtained and subsequintly maintained. ·other auccesses . 
.. 
I ' 
: ,, 
~ . 
. . 
, . . 
.. 
,, . ' . 
··. 
.c . 
. j 
.... 
' , 
I 
~-
. ' · ~ . 
,, .  -
.. 
. ·, 
. •, ' -; 
~ 
•. 
'\ . 
.;:th ~~coding tim ~Ber{ J:Ld. b'/ Rairiey ( 1972) ili one·.'' . ~ 
.... 4 , cas~ a~d by Boul~~q~Ur~~. & fa;:iakos (1973) :i:ii three ~a:es .. 
.. . . ·: ~Rachman, :.Hodg.~ori __ & r:tarks ·(1971). initiated the first .· - ~ · . 
. . .. · ' .•. :7 · · '· -\ . . • 
-'of. ~hr~e s.~~di'es t ;b ·compare ,th~· r~e~ul~s· ·.-of ·-~~coding ·andf . 
• • • 
0 
' 
0 
, .-;,0 ( o o o ' , J , D , ' 
modelling .in the • treatJnent of oJ:>s.e'ssional disorders •' T~n 
. ' . . . 
'iJ ' t' .; 
pati~nts : with longstanding -obsessive:..comtmls~ve · 'nemroses we 'Fe 
~ • • '"' • • ft 
stud.i'ed.. -in a · cros~~ov~r d~sign."· Al'l .. t.en ·patients first' 
. . ' ·. ~ ~ . 
. I' . . ' ' . , ,. • , 
· .. ·, · .. r~c·eived' · lS ~~e?pions oef r·e.lax.~ti~~ · t~ip.g ~~e~ "·a thre.e-~e·~k.~ 
~e~~.~~ f_~l~owi?~ which f~ye .. QJY t~em ·receive.d . floodi~g in .. vivq 
. : (1~ session.s) ·and five receiv~d ·· inodelli~g (15 sessions). · ·In 
. . · ... ·_. ·. . ' ·. ' ' . . . \ 
• ft . I ; ., 
·. . both t.t.he floOding and modelling procedures re9p0n~e . preventj.ori 
0 
•, _I " : 0 • ... O ~ ( I f" • 0 J I ~ 1 , ~ 0 
. : . . 
· . · ·was e 'ncou'raged for -incr·easing periods . of ·time _foll~wing_ the 
I C • ; • • ' 'l, ~ • .. • l> 
. . , ·" 
. . . 
t ·reatment sess~ons ~ · A number of m~asures were taken to assess· 
' ' • • I • • • " , • • • 
. . . . 
~ . . ' ~ . . ' . \ ,.. 
the -therc;ipeutiC'' effee.ts including clinical fating.:, sca·les, ~ .. 
. . ") . ' 
atti tU:~e .sc.ale.s ,·· an overt avoidance_· .t~st. of . patient, 5 ~ecific 
• ~""' -. - ' , , • ; I ', 
• • ~ G • • • 
fears .. . 'a su~jective fear thermometer (~n response to the 
'·• 
' . 
-. . 
... ~ .. · ·' . .. · phobic . object) .· and .tWC) p~ych~~etric t~st's I 'the. Leyton . Obse~s- . 
• ~ " • ... 6 • • ' • • • ' • • ' • • • • • • : 1$ ~ ' • • """' •• 
. iqna'l . ~nventory and ,.the . P. E. N. · · (Psy~hot~cism/E;xtraversion/ 
• I{) ,;' . . . . • . . . . . • . . ... 
. . . 
Ne.uroticism) .Sca).e . · 
• I 
.. . 
.t! . . . .. The .overall· results showed that while none of · the · \ • • • 4 
. ~· • • . I . . , . .. . . . 
.· 
. . 
i 
\ 
~ 
... 
.r 
' 
' 
0 
..• 
· . 
. , 
• 
..... 
' · 
patients ! imp.ro~ed .with' r~laxat:~c>n ~l~~e, thr~e ~~: ~iv~ r imp:r~ved 
- I . . • . . . ' . . . 
significantly with mode'lling~ a~d thre·e Qf ~i~e · impr~~ \~~th 
·--'""" ,.. 
. flooqing. 
. ----../ 
" 
T.hose who il'Qp·roved c0n.tinued to do so 
~ l,non~hs. follow-upl' · · '~-. 
. . . 
....~ ' -
up" to . . three 
~ . On .the treatment measurements, the ; sC::ores of the 
Q . 
. . ' -
.modelling and floo~jng sessions w~re combin~d and found to. 
. .. ~· .. . . . .. . . . ' . . 
. - - .. . 
.. . . . ., . 
· b~' significantly · superior to the relaxation session.s ·:for : 
·y. ,' . . ~· ,.,· ~ 
' t J , 
' ·. . 
. ") 
, ·~ u' 
· .. ' . 
• ... .. . .. 1 • . . .. 
. 
. --· 
. ' . 
(" 
-~,:'?1 . . . ' I . ... i, 
:; \ ;. '· \, 
a .. 
- ) 
Q 
, . 
. ' 
' ' 
,., . 
~ .· 
I 
' , 
, . 
' I 
J 
' ' 
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Q • 
. ;almost ·a·ll .the r.ating_s .~ While modelling, alone and . floodin"g 
- " ' -- . . ~ . ~ ·. , 
alone .were ·.both s~peri~r t<il r~l~xation·· on m~st measures, . 
- . . . 
1r~- t.hey · -d~d ~o~ .ap~ear.· t~ - ~i~fer . i_~ eff~c-~ive~ess ·when comp~re? 
,~, . . h h h . ·., ·~If .wJ. t eqc ot er. · ,,. 
~I • 
. .. Th~s both modell:ing and flooding produced - la~ge 
. . 
decreases in phobic anxiety and _phobic avoidance . (as . rateq 
by .at:l independent ~ assessor); l~rg~ - d~creases- 'in phobic·_ av~id­
an~e and phob.ic . anxi~ty fee'lings .. ~~o~rd t}le phobic ' ~bjec"t ~ 
(fear .thermometer); a iart;Je decrease in· over~ pl}y,sicaT avoid- . 
-9}'\ce of .. ~ne p.hob~c object (tested in ~ivo) i. and other , v.arious . " · 
. ' 
attitude changes. 
In the second study· (Hodgson 1 Rachman &t Marks 1 1972) 
, .. 
. - ' 
.a ne~ group •of five 1atients was 
. • , . 
treated ~ith a technique which 
combi-ned modelling and floodiri<j. I; ,This tre~tment followed the 
. ... 
procedure for mo~elling e~cept th_at instead of _starting .with 
items ~ow 0~ the fear hi~~archy, 'the order was reversed and 
. ,, 
the most sever~ items . were' 'prese,nted ·fir$:1;. . . . 
(, ·-. 
The cross-ove.r design·, treatme.nt / measurement and 
• • • • ? 
. . '\. 
statisti cal proc~dures· wer~ the same as in ~he previous study. 
. . ' 
Four of the five p~tients treated by the new technique improved .. 
• ' ,J. . 
considerably while one ' did not. The results of this study 
. a • 
-were cornbined -wi~n th9se o~-the.original study. ~nd showed that 
. . 
0 , . \ • • • •• 
this new procedure plus, the oth~r- two - treatments combined were \i 
~ignificantly ~uperi'or , to relaxation alone . and that modelling"· 
) -"• .- ,.-
• •, 'I 
.. ,· 
J , 
· 7 
.plus: flooding itself was superior to relaxation alone on most 
. 
, . r 
· measures. · A' comparison of fl·ooding ~: moqelling and .· modelling 
• f ,'" • " 
plus fldodipg . showed that the last o f these was superior to the. 
---. ) • 0 • '.' 
I 
. . . ,. 
<t 
r . 
1' 
-· 
. ' 
& 
' . 
· . 
. 
_, . 
.. 1~6. --
' ,. ' • ' • • I • 
,. ... 
. ~ - -. ' . . \ , . . . 
- . . ·9t~ers OJ), ·-several . mea~ures •. ·_ Finally I follo~-up o_~ all 15 
• • "·. • ~ ,• • • Q. • • ~ • • ' "' .. ' • • • \ • • 
. ' 
., 
• •• v ' 
· · p·~tiebts ·was carried out to · s<tX months · ~nd ~hewed· :that the 
• 4 • ' • • ' , • : • 
. '~.... . . . . . 
. . · <i!np~ov~men:t?achie~ed ;. i1;1 the. ~~erapeu_t.i.~ sessi'ons had been . 
.. . · maint~ine_q· and _eve~ ' irn:[:>l;·oved upon ·i~ some _cases. · 
In the latest . study (liachm~n, . Marks ·& Hodg'so~, 19.7 3) · 
, .·. . ' 
five more patie~ts.w~re ~tudied w~t~ - the ~odelling. plus - ~lood­
i .ng technique. When the re~tlts -~ere ~oniliined with ~the result~ 
of the ·previous 15 patients, it was found that w.hile all three 
. , 
' 
types of treatment were significantlf\superior · to relaxation 
alone, · th~ ~uperiority of modelling plus floo~ing over the 
l oth~r two treatments had .. disappeared·: . 
... 
' 
';('hUS •it appearS tha~ modell~ng 1 ·flooding; and' model-
ling plus flooding are equal~y effective treatments for 
·-
'obsessional neurosis.: · It is important,_ howev_er, _to make some 
qualifi~ations of- the results. First, the treatment procedur~ 
- . 
its~if is somew~at confou~d~d with the effects of-response 
) 
prey~ntion which ~as ca~ried out simultaneousay ~ith the ~ 
treatment. Secondly, m~ny of the patien~s re9uired a con-
• • • • <o .. 
s{derable number of ' booster treabments before they were 
- " . ·• 'S-
1 • 
c(msidered-.a.eligible . for discharge .- _ .Thirqly, these ' tr~atment 
. : 
forms appear to require that~patients be hospi~alized d~ring 
the treatment sessions •. 
. ' 
Fourthly 1 many of the patients '-did 
, . not improve .with the tre~tmentl the final results being 13 
inuch imp~oved' ohe some\•;hat improve'd and . six unlmproveci~ ' 
... I , • 
.Fifthly, as· R·achman (.1971)_ . points out, patie~nts · who_ cqmp~ained 
' . . 
primarily .of o~~essional r~inations without a ~reat · dea~ of 
, ~ ~ . ... 
. .oye~t 'obsess'ive-<7ornpulsive beh?!viqur -we~.e delibera.tely e?9-lt1fed 
from the study. \ . ....... 
.r,;. 
,_ 
' 
,. 
.( 
. ' 
~· 1 · v .f 
'· 
.... .. 
17~ 
e field of 
than thi~ however. 
study may_ hilve b:'en .ev·en mor~ n~rr-~w :. ·. 
Although details· of the cases are scanty, . 
-· I \. 
. . 
~t appears n~t· ts of the 27 cases reported above as having 
' . -
·been treqted with flood~ng_, modelling,· _or ·.modellj.ng pius .-
' . . 
flooding were sf the contamination fear/compulsive. washing 
~pe, · whil~ on . ni~e were. of other . var ietie·s sue~ as com-'-
' 'l 
I 
·p~u_J.sive c~eckin \ fear· of harming others, etc. , 
Thus ther not· 'only . a qualific~tion by type . 
· ~ 
for 'the ·outcome . of these t .reatments but tl\e studies also 
suggest tbat a rnajo prognostic . factor lies in the'number oC 
' · 
stimulus situations hich provoke ··compulsive rituals ... As ~ 
Rachrnap et al. . (1973) conclude " ..... ·in . our opinion ·~he most 
difficult patients to ..... are those ~ith . repetitive 
• r:'.r' 
pervasive· checking involving 50-l!<lO .. checks every .day, 
. 
in a large' vari~ty The pati~nts wi tn the best 
, 
prognosis appear to 'be th te with contam~nation ~ea~ 
. . > washing ri t~als fo~u~ed. u~o~ .~ i-estricted number :f stimulus 
\ 
\ 
~.' ~it·u..;,_t~ons'i (p. ·470) •· 
' . 
Overall then, taking \ nto account a few 6'1: the .above 
· cited qualifications, either .m\~elli~g, flooding or a com~in­
ation of the . two tr,eatments appear to be at present .the ·most.· 
. 'effl~acio~s methods ~f treating \t 1east 0_pe ·. type or·"''·-t:.his 
· co~pli.cated . disord~r . .. . It -i·s· ~op\bly ·i~portant· to n.ote t~at 
as none •of the th~:e mE.thods has b\e~ ~holjn 'to be rE.~ii.Y 
superior t~ the others, the prospec\~ve therapist may choose 
the ' form 1of treatment that he 
to hls pat~ents. 
j 
. \ 
fee1s \ 1 " be 1~a~~' stressful 
. 
'\ . ...... ~~. 
\ 
-
., 
-. 
'·· .. 
f 
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.. 
Tpe ·theoretical formulation of obsessive-compuls~ve 
. . 
.neuro~is_based on an~~ety/drive reduction theory and the 
. ~ / 
subsequent~approaches to its tr~atment do not exhaust th~ 
, . 
' behavio~ral techniques that have been applied to this disorder. 
' 
Apart from the strikingly differ.ent approaches _ta_ken .with 
. ,.,. 
obsessio~a~ ruminations (to ~e descr£bed) , some isolated 
techniques have . been report~d and will be .mentioned very 
briefly here. Thes~ ~nclude 'modification of · expectation~, 
a te_chnique .described by_ Mey~r (1966) and one which has :-many 
. . 
.· sirnilaritieq to- ~he flooding procedures in practic~ if not in !. 
·~ 
.th'eoretical e~p-1-anqtion:;. discrimination learning and J;einforc~-
\ 
me~t of de6isi~D maki~g (Mather, 1970); and tHe use of operant 
r~inforcement procedures .(Bai 1~ & · Atchinson, 1969; Yen, { 971). ' 
-· 
. 
· Whi~e th~re are some interesting ideas pre~ented in. these case · 
..,. c, 
< ' s~udies, they do not warrant ~n ex~ended discussion at this 
. ·. 
0 ~ 
point as the numbe~ of re~ort~d cases is very small ' pnd 
the theor~tical analyses of the cases, treatments~ and result& 
ar~ quite limited. 
< '\ 
Treatment of Obsessional Ruminations 
As noted (Rachman, 1971) obsessive ruminations have 
been excluded from stu~ies on · flooding .and _modelling. Although 
obsessive ruminations 4?re conscidered an obsessional disorder 
(Y~tes, 1970) approaches to its modification have been quite . 
diffeient · irom the previously described trea~ments. Two 
. l .. / 
particular trea~ments · that have evolved for dealing with .them 
are electrical aversion therapy and ~hought ~topping. 
l ' 
•. 
/ 
II 
,• 
. , 
- .. 
' 
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Electrical Aversion 
· 'l'he f irsf usc of electrical aversion ther-apy ·is 
.. 
describe~-- Wol.pe (195 .8') •. lie had patients ·c.J.e~rly imagine 
. . 
their obsessive thoughts· and raise their _finger wl~t_hey . ~ 
.\ 
had done so. ~aisin~of - thc ·fiuger was followed by a painful 
electric· shqck ' which was lcrminated when the su~ject lowered 
his finger 'indicating that he could not bear the shock any . 
- -longer. .Wolpe ~nly dcscr ibed .ono_ c~se in detfil, a woman 
with a 'food obsession', and the method a~penred to be success-
' .. _ 
ful in r_educing the obsessive brooding about food. 'rhree 
' 
• l 
othcr·c~scs are mentioned~ one having. achieved moderate · . 
.. 
success, one \Slight success, and one which failed 'to improve. 
. .., ' 
McGuire & Vallance (1964) also described th~~treat-
. .. 
ment ,of a .9asc of obsessional·ruminations in thi? manner 
apparently with good s~cc~ss. 
~ 
. . r 
Their ~ebhod difjerc_d from 
Wolpc's, however, in that after the--firs~ session the patien~ 
was .givcn his own shock apparatus and asked to d~liver the 
punishment by hi~self ~hen the ruminations carne to hi~ mind. 
Kushner & Sandler (196~)' describe tl)e successful treatment 
·-. 
of a case of suicidal ruminations using W~lpe's"technique~ 
Mahoney. (1971} approac;:hed the problem in a similar fashion. 
However, instead 'of elect;ric shock he had the patient punish 
himself by flicking a large rubber band attached to his 
wrist each tfme an obsessional r~inat·ion came to his mind. 
This study ~~l~o differed in that .positive·. th~ughts wer~ 
r 
systematicaily : reinforced through self~adrniniste~ed 
' . 
rewards. • ' -
r 
.. 
.. 
•. 
•. 
. 
'- -
I 
~-. 
-_ .. 
. ·'' 
J 
r 
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Thought Stopping -
... 
/ 
· Thought stopping has been. applied "to obsessional' 
. ' .. 
. ~ 
ruminations in a simtlar fashion (i.e. with a punishing' 
. . 
• 
stimulus) . l!n .. this technique the patient is ask~d to re-
i~agine -an _ obsessiv~. thpu~ht and after he has obtained· it 
' 
20. 
clearly, the therapist sud<Jenly ~pouts_ (STOP" and sometimes 
-') 
makes a loud noise at the same time. -With -repetitions he 
. t1 ' . - d 
tries to ·demonstJ:a.te to the subject that this proc.edure does 
drive out t~ tpought at least temporarily • . The therapist 
then -inst~e patient to_ us~ ~~e method himself b¥ 
shouting 'stop' in _his m\~d each time he experiences ·an 
obsessive thought. Some bac~-up sessions are provided by 
the pat-ients. 
This -technique has been described in detail by Wolpe 
, . 
and Lazarus (1966) and positive results in single instances 
. . 
hav~ been reported by Stern (1970) and Yamagaml (1971).· The 
first controlled trial has been reported by Stern, L~psedge 
. . 
& Marks (1973) ·. Eleven patients w~.re treated with . thought ' 
.... ~ ~ ' (I 
... . ·'· stoppin~ and relaxation . training in a cross-over design. 
Only four of them e~perienced what can be considered as 
definite improvement resulting .from · thought stopping and~ 
- e ' • • II 
·- -consequently th~- effe~ti veness of . Uris techniqu¢ has not been 
I • ' ... 
. . 
· adequately demoristrated.· . The . author~ . suggest that the over~ 
.. 
all lack of efficacy could have arisen from the fact that a 
'·· 
limited number of treatments ~as given and that treatm~nt 
, · was g~ven · by tape recording, so a final : judgement must 
presently- be reserved. 
·-
. , 
.. ·~ ,, 
,• . ·' .. · ' . 
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~he Nature of Obsessional 'Ruminations 
The~focus . of this thesis is a consideration of· · 
- .. . 
obsessional ruminations. , Rachman (1971) describes them as 
"repet.itive intrusi.ve and unacceptable thoughts. 
I 
They may < 
be distasteful, shameful, worrylng · or · abhor~ent or a combin- . 
·ation of all these characteristics. In content, they generally 
comprise thoughts of ha.tming others (particularly ··relatives 
6 • - · 
.. or · ~child.r~n) , causing ~ccidents to · -occ~r, swearing or dis-· 
tast~ful sexual or religiou.s ideas (p. '229). II To th,is ·. 
' 
definition we·may add the quality of in~ernal resistance · 
- . (Mayer-Gross et al. ., 1954) as · obsessional patients, while 
. . . 
recognizing.ruminations as their own thoughts, fee~ that they 
: ) . 
com~ agains~ their ~il1 and consequentiy resist them, usually 
., 
unsuccessfully. Rachman (1971) ·believes that patients with 
' • # l ~ t; 
. . 
obsession.al ruminations.,,also engage in surreptitious avoidance 
J • 
· behavio~such as hiding . shar?'ob~;cts,· keeping their hands 
in the~ pockets, refraining ~rom diiving or even remain~ng ? 
• housebound ~n some extreme cases. 
~ 
~n the ~resen~ c9ntext it 'is i~portant to consider 
the question of whetheJ: .obsess'ional ruminations or ·r~inativE)­
. ~ike . thoughts ~re present in other 'types 'of obsessional dis-
. . ~ - . 
. order and i .f so, ~hether the~ h,ave 1any· impo_!tance . in . tQe . 
~ 
genesis and maintenance of the disorder. 
. . 
for the 
. . 
Many a~rs have given an 'ideational' explanation 
natur~ o~ ~~e~sio~al . disorders. For example, as 
, ~entioned, Wor~ley 1197Q) des~ribes patients a~ behaving~as 
·-
.if there were a threat that they will not act in . a certain 
I 
,, 
" 
·. ,. 
,. 
.. 
•. 
... 
. • . 
; .. , 
.. 
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way' ·. 'l'his type of explanation, al thc;mgh stated in an '.as if' 
.. 
ma.nner, implies that obsessionaf patient-s th~nk about possible 
future'events and en9age in 
' 
of these ideas (cognitions) 
of ove_rt behaviou·ral event's. 
f 
. ' · 
~~tua.l~stic ~aviours as a result 
rather than strictly ?S a result 
These types of ideational hypotheses are; however, 
.:too global fo:i a speciflb analysis. o.f the mechani~ms under-
' lying obsessional behaviour. While they appear to engender. 
an understandi~f the behaviour, 
postulations ·~out selective modes 
processes. 
Obsessive Ideation 
they do not lead to specific 
of action for ideational 
' I 
The present thesis tak~s the position that ide~tions 
are presen~ in obsessional dis~rders, that they ar~ rqml~ation-, 
like in character
1
and that they play an impo~tant functional 
role in the genesis and maintenance of qbse~sional . disofders 
of all types . . 
··.r The author has stated elsewhere (Kenny, Solyom & 
. . 
Solyorn, 1973) that reports . h·ave· be:en· ~btained from obsessive-
compulsive patients describing the presence qf ruminative~ 
. . 
like thoughts which seern . to share all the characteris~ics of 
rum~nati?ns (as previously described)~ The term 'obsessive 
ideation' was coined to refer to thes~ thoughts .in general, 
., . 
regardless of ·the nature of the remaining symptom pattern. 
Obsessive ideations appear to incorporate any o! .all 
. .. . . 
of the follo~ing types of ?Ognition: 1) obsessive image~: 
2) obsessive thoughts or ideas (verbal); and 3) obsessive 
I ·~' 
-;i 
• 
q, t 
.. · 
.. 
... 
-. 2 3' t 
--
. . 
memories in the visual Ol:i auditory, mo~e . . An example. of th~ 
first type, obsessive ~mages, is illustrated in a ,case.seen 
. . 
by· t~e author, in which a young woman 
tlie-.. image of ~n e-re~t penis.. Another 
repeatedl~· experienced 
~a'·~ involved a man who 
. 
continubusly had~ series of pic~ur~s of his wife in bed ~ith 
another man. · Interestingl'Y, although image_,s are often seq-- : 
uenti.al, they a.re rep?!ted by patients as being like t • 1 . f s1ng e .... . 
. :,. 
. .. 
·t'rame shots.' rather than like a moving picture. 
. . . _ Verb~ve tl)oughts and ide~s r_efer to unwanted ·. 
- ' . );r . 
·~ntrusive cognitions which appear.to occur in~ ver~ai fuode" 
"' . ( 
that is, the thoughts come like wo:ds and-phrases .. Most of 
' 
the. descriptions of ruminations'·. quoted from Ra9hman above · 
are examples of this type. They occur in other ·obsessional 
"' disorders in- a similar fa$hion arid are often ~hained. A young 
. .. ·e-· , 
.. 
, 
... 
woman · with contaminati~n fears and compulsive washi.ng rituals ,. 
. --
de'scribed constantly present thoughts such as "There may be 
urine' on _the toilet ·seat; I may have accidenta~Jy touched it; 
I may have touched the table with it; I might have-- con tam- . 
ina ted , SOmeone (a member qf the family) 1 etc o II 
A qualification - must _be made a~ this . po~rtt; ~whi~e 
. o • I ),.<, 
most patients· . seem 'to describe their · oosessive ideation~~ ·as 
im~ges or verbal t~oughts, there are som~ for whom neither 
catt;!gory seems -to fit. · These patients app·ear to havpdea~­
ions ·in .the nature of conc::eptualizations· which do n~t ·fit · · 
•:. ' ' . - \ 
either d:scription. 'In de.alihg with these patient~ the aut~tor \ 
\ . 
has' obtained some success by combining images and verba~ \ ~ ~ 
phrases · (in the treatment to be described) .. ~·-
~ 
,.1'' 
I 
'\ 
.. 
'. 
.  
.... 
/ 
. I 
.. 
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Final·ly, some patie·nts experience obsess1ve memor1.es, 
·usually . in the ·form of images but rtot always. 
- • 0 
One patient ' 
WaS COntinUOUSly ObSeSSed With , I Seeing himself' at hiS 
. J 
brother,l s funeral which had taken place many years before·. 
. ' . 
Another patient could I hear as if she were here now I her 
~ ~ 1 
mother 1 s words about ·how much gooa there was in a single drop 
) 
\. of· cleaning water.· · 
.• 
The fact that· obsessive . ide·ations can be discussed 
in thr~e sepa~ate c~tegories does not mean of course ·.that the 
boundaries. never !JVerlap nor that combinations do not occur. 
,This .aoes happen but the auth9r 1 s experience suggests that 
the~e i:s usually a dominant mode. 
There will, probably.,be li~tle argument wheth~r such 
. , .. ...:,. 
ideations exist. ·What qh~~acteri~ics they sha:re w-i:~h rumin-
a t 'ions and what forms they take is somethin,g which . needs to 
be· decided by crar~ful. study. · The main' problem, however, 
. . 
appears to be i"l~ establishing what r~le they play in the 
-obse~si've-compu~sive complex of symptoms. Two main arJ.ternatives 
I 
pres~nt themselves . First these ideations may simply be · an 
express~on of attitude, a rationalizatl.on o'"l behaviour which 
... has arisen as a . res.u'lt of overt actiqn~ If this is so, then · 
... 
'\ .. .... 
wh~n: the behavioural aspects o( obsessive neurosis are changed ··· 
for the .. better, there · should be a corre'sp~nding change in 
~., . ideations. · There is evidence i'n the ., stu_dies by Rachman and 
I . 
}}is c?-workers .~ that ~t-titudes~toward the distressing stimuli 
and concepts .. of obsessional .peh~viour do change in obsessional 
patients as a {es~lt of successful treatment. These dhanges 
.•. 
) 
... . 
. ' 
, 
I ' 
,, . 
I 
J 
do not necessarily refl~c:·. changes· in obsessite 
as it is being .described here, howe;er. (i •• e. /as 
ideation -
a symptom 
and as the target of treatment) • It will be o·f 'critical 
25 •. 
importance to assess this· cha;nge, in future .studies as far .as . 
.this theoretical stand is concerned . 
. ~ 
The second ·possibility, . which is off~ed in this 
;:;tudy, is that obsessive . ideations play ·a functional role in 
\ 
ob?essional disorders.· At present this hypothesis Cil,~ only'. 1• 
be indi-rectly support~d with evidepce· that modification of ' . 
these ideations leads to changes in behaviour .· (Kenny 'et al., 
~ ' ( 
1973; Kenny, . in ·preparation)·. However, it seems ~hat some. 
postulation of the nature of this . mechanism is necessary at 
this point. 
--· 
I • 
Two possible modes in which obsessive ideation mig~t 
~ 
be involved in the functional nature 6£ obsessive neurosis 
• 
will be discussed here. Fir.s1:, if, as Bandura (1969) suggests, 
avoidan_ce ·and autonomic behaviou_r maY, be .independently elicited 
I 1 
and fixated to the phobic' stimulus'· then we might' as·sume that 
. - ' '/ 
the same would . be true of obsessive 'id~ations--hence. they 
could be· viewed as covert responses to fear-pr<?,Vo~i~g stimul~. 
- . 
It might .be further assumed that such _responses when fixated 
as in compqlsi ve beha-~iO\lr • ·may serve "as stimuli which could 
then provoke addit;.ional autonomic .responses (an~iety). This 
. ·• ' .J! f 
approach assumes . that covert obsessive · ideations will obey 
. ~ 
') 
the same laws of behaviour as do ove1='t responses. 
. 
It would then be· expected .th'!lt jJJst, as cc:>mpulsi: ve 
\ 
. \ 
· (a,~o~dance) behaviours reduce 1.n response to habituation of 
.... J 
·. ' 
\ 
'· I ' 
. 0 
.. 
. ' 
\ 
I ' -
\ . ' .. 
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the anxiety-eliciting cues,. so should obsessive ideat!cins .· 
' 
On the other hand, ~f, as Bandura (1969) further suggests, ' _.-/ / / 
b·ecause compulsive behav- / / / chronic cases are' l}.arder l6 treat 
/ 
. . . 
- , / 
a la~ge number of cu~~ · through~ iours have become condi ti,oned to 
. . ~ 
stimulus generalizat~on, then it mig~t be assumed that the 
same situation app1ies to obsessive ideations . 
... 
. < 
This formulation would not suggest that a direc·t . 
. -- . 
/ 
treatment a-t.tack 'on obs.essive ideations wo\Ild be of any thera-
~ ..;. . '-~ro~~. .... ~-'7 
--~J peutic val3e~pless it is ~ssumed .that Ob?eSs,ive ideations 
~ J,;..~ I 
can also ?ecorn?· ~p. ... nctionally autonomous C!-nd capable _of elicit-
ing_ avoidanc¢behaviour (as Walton and 
--~-~ . . . 
Mattier (1963} have 
. 
suggesteq · ~or r.f.tualistic behaviours}. Even if that assumptio~ 
. · £. II 
is made, however, then· such an approach wo.uld. only be .wan:anted · 
. . 
in chronic cases • 
. 
Obsessive· Ideations as a Functional Entity _:.:.• 
' l• --..;;: ·: .~ . - ·.\...;.._ 
;: A seco'!ld · possibili_ty as to the role of c;>bsess.We 
) 
~ 
. ·' .' ideations suggests i~sel'f ·, _ however. This is that · in the 
. -. .._ .--
" genes'.i<~t; and maintenance of obsessioval beh~viour, ideations 
I o il ~!light serve to 'bridge logical: gaps' . which occur between 
phobic -stimu~i and subsequent· ritualistic behaviour. 
-. - . , 
It was mentioned earlier in the discussion· by Worsley 
- (1970) . that conflisi.on may arise in.· the analysis- pf ritual-
· istic behaviour because such beh~viour may be either escaEe 
.. 
or avoidance behaviour. I~ was noted that .obsessional patients 
thus differed from phobic patients in the logical relation 
. - . 
-·, 
of their behaviour to the provoking stimulus. Taking this a 
,. 
step further, !t a'ppears that in many instances of obsessive , 
. ·"'-. 
• 
J ~-
, t · , 
f • • • -
..:.!-
- -:. 
•• 
·' 
. .. I 
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' 
the distressing" stimulus is undet-ectable and un-
·. 
Partigularly in cases of con~amination trars· _ . ... 
ith 'was.hingl ri tua·l's _; the sfimu~l~~i are ui:>'t;ally small·· ~ -
.... 
aJllOUnts ·. of excreta,·. various_ che'Wical substances, .. virus·e~ '· -: 
- .J cancer, ·small p~·ris. ~n~ p1eces fl'i":~ ~r~ken -glass;· ·etc. These have~, 
" ... 
. \ 
the common characteristico of .. being :relativ~ly undetec'table to 
the naked eye (or . touch} and are therefore unavo~dable ~Qugh 
ordinary -means. 
. I 
-' -
Now if it ls assumed that such fears are learned · 
' - . . .. 
(e.g. through strict parehtal tra:i.ninCJ) it ~us~ also be 'assurne;d 
. ' . 
. . 
bhat all of ·t'he fq_;llo.wing are lear.ned: a)_ that minute amounts 
·• ' 
Qf( t~ese substances ·can be present (•i. e .. n 'on the hands· follow--
" , i~g ':lrin'ation~:. p) that washin·g will get rid of vi~ible dirt, 
_etc~; a~d, c) th~t . wash~n_g wi'll get rid of 'the undetectable .. , 'I / / 
\ ~ / 4 
traces as we,ll • . Both a and c are ide~tions and it can ~~ // · 
stated, therefore; that·;~hese ~re e~amples of 'learned id~.ati~n~/ -... ~~- ... 
. . / 
which' ~erve .. ·to b~idge the logi'cal gap between beha.viourall:y · I 
'b ., 
illog_i.cal. events. (trying to wa~,.})'1~J s~~ething which -cannot 
. -~~.,..; 
' · \ 0: :2. detected). ,. ' 
~. "' 
Even if ~his forrnulati~ri. . iJ . a~C'epted, it does not' 
. ~ . . ---- . 
explain why ~bsess~onals wash more than .one~ af~~ring-
. .... .., - • 0' . ~:. M. .. t ~ • 
the- phobic st-imulus. Many l},op-obsessional people have gone. _ --'----------
.. .. ( ..,) .. ~hro-~gh the above-cited learning experience ahd ar'e satisfied 
• .. , .. • 0 t ., .. • 
to ·v-~sp ~nee follow_ing contact with urirre, for example. 
· .Three possible explanatio.ns fo'r the repetit.ion of 
. ·' 
washi.ng ··pr.esent themselves. The first is ~hat obsessional 
... 
patients may nave responded with a far grea~er de9ree of 
' l 
. .., .. 
' . 
. ' · 
• 0 ._ 
0, t •• • 
... 
•1' 
•. 
. ' 
. .; . 
I 
I 
(.:,) : 
•.,'A' 
'I , ..... 
I : . ~ " ~~;· . 
.. ' 
'· . 
.a~x,i.ety 
seque~t 
. . 
. •, .. 
_, 
.. 
. ' ) ' . 
. .... ~ ....... . 
. . 
t~~n hav~ rnost.an~ th~t the large amount 0~; s~b-
.. c . . 
anxiety:...reductiop ·is" the cr~c'ial variable. · While 
. . . . 
·.this ··rni'ght .~xplain why washing behaviour is ~trongly c<in-
28 • 
• ~,) • ' .. c" -a , ' ' • • 
dit.io'ned to t:be cue; it doe's · no:t expl~in · why ~ashing occurs ·. 
.. .; t 0 • 
. ·P . 
· . ~ ' 
.more than once .. The second explanation .would be that a .high 
. .. 
r 
' 
~ 
.. . . 
·. de_gree ot an-xiety is p're·sent but that single ·waE!hings result 
.- . . . ~ . . . . . 
· ~· in.· oniy. small. decrements in that drive· so that s'everai ~epet-
··· 
•'J·· . ~ 'I • .. 
1\i tiohos are· n~ces~ary befo:t'e_ an · adequa.tely low .. level i~ . · · 
o, . . · i~- I t 
achieved,. 
'· 
Thi~ latter ·. su~gestion· , while -~xpiaii1ing the r~petitio.n . 
·-. . ' 
of the ritualistic .re'spons.!:!s·, ·does .not · ~xplain · why tl_'le wa.~hing . 
" . 
··is· ~estr:i,.~t4SH •. to particular bo(!y areas (u'sually the . ~ands and· 
., ' 
' ' J 
fa'r~arrrts) nor why part.icular rigid sequences are fo'llowed . . · 
• ., 
_T~ese latter pro'c·es.se.s can· only be · understood .if- it is assumed 
~0 • •• that ideat~~ns . arise. whi~.h not · ~nly act as ·s~·i1Jlu1i f~~ an~ie.ty 
·. ~u~ at·so (direct ':t}1e_ loc:atio.n of possibl~ · contamination and 
even further, which.suggest that· certai~ sequences of -washing 
. . ' ·' ./ . 
t:hat they 
' I " ' 
than others~ Thus . many obsessional patient~ $~ate 
. . • I • . 
doubt. whethe? ~~1 the s~bstan.ce has· been. eliminated, 
~re safer 
.. 
. that it rna'y have sp,reaq to other pa'rts of . the bpdy, that they' 
r may have .touched the walls br ~lethes ~ith it before it wa~ 
gone·, that some .mcly still be on the 
- . n . 
types ·of · ide'Ati~ons may. indeed serve 
-\:~ .,, 
tqiiet· seat, etc. These 
' . 
to initiate a great ·deal 
- <> 
of ritualistic washing and cleaning behaviour. It seems qqite 
·- \ 
. : . 
· · reiasopable that these ideations which e.ither .fail to habituate 
. . . . . . .. 
I ' "". Q • · • ' • ' (as · Racliman, ' 197'1,. suggests for· ruminations) _or becom~ _fixated 
t"·p • ' .. : • • , • • . • . ('!"\. t 
• .. \ D' •• . "t ...... 
= ~-~-~ . irt some other . man~~r ~anxiety-reductio~) s~rve. as s~rong 
"'L~ : : . 
. ~ ·-
~":' \ •. 
: .:.-:\} . .A.fi . - • 
. . . r-. '·: 
.. 
,. 
.. 
. ·' 
::..: • t , ' 
' I 
·-..... 
. . . 
. 
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, 
.. 
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· .
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~ . ., ~ ~ . - . 
stimuli ·.for su.bsequent·- washing•. beh'iivl.o~r. · such ide~ti~n~ · : · 
. ...._____. ' . . " . . - . -
~ . 
also ~~F~e as mentioned to_.l?ri~ge th~ · logical -gaps between·, ~ 
.J, ' o r 
the 'physical. stimulu~ ~ and 'subsequeo.t _. qvet.:t_ washing behaviour . 
. 
One further point must be ma,.de. ·It seems .very pn-
• 0 • ' ., : · ' • • • 0 
likely tha't· ali 'the ideations (doubts) described above, .. 
. . . . . . 
., 
·particularly the . .i,deation~l chains 'of cqns~querices, would,. 
• • ' *> ~ :• • ' • • • • I ' 
have heEm acquired -.from others; Therefore; . it can· ·only be 
,, 
assumed th.~·t they. have been covertly gener~ted · in some fashion, 
. . 
·. al th~uqh they can be and may alwars~ be a iog-ic~l extens~o~ o'f 
.. . ~ ~ 
a previously. learned idea.-· Fo~ example',· i't. i~ ' learned that 
r • • • 
• • 0 ' t . . 
. traces of a sdbstance may remain even though ·unseen but the-
• • < .:;. .. • 
-. -
'• . ' 
covertly gene·r~£-ed ,.:extension of this (-th~t it may hC!-ve, spr;a~, 
' . . 
etc.) is 'what chara~_teri'zes the obse~sional. I 
~ ~ . . 
' . . . .· " 
The crux of · understanding obsessional neurosis may 
be then in discovering why and h0\-1 such ideatio)1s arise and· 
,. G ' ' ,• 
. ·subsequently pecome fixated. : Whil.e an explanatiort in terms 
. . . . . . . . . 
(I • • • 
of .env-ironmental learning cannot be ruled out, some consider-
"' ' . ·' . . .. 
h • • • " • 
0 .. ~ • ... .. ~. ~ • • 
a~:i:bn must .. be given .to causes r~lating ~o a) personality .. 
. . 
traits, and "b) previously· learned . cogn·i~ive sets oi: _styles. . . 
The . above formulation has been given for the can-
t<'/ 
· tami~a~io~ ~eaf/comp~lsive ~ashing type. of ob~ession~l patient~ . 
~ . . ·The 'same analysis can . b~ applied to o~her types of ~bsessional 
hehaviour·, 'and in particular ·to p'atients with ritualistic 
. checki~g behaviours whose ·main . c,ompl~x :of ,sym~to~s ~~·te~ ( 
, . 
. 
centres around ·Ol;isessive ideations in the .'form of doubts 
f : ":'..,."' • , 
., . ,~ -~-. (e~·g. -have I reai.ly tut:~ed ·off . the stove?) • 
...... 
- . . 
-.... . 
' . 
. . . 
·r 
. ' • < 9 
--- . ~ 
.,, 
r . 
. , 
.. 
.... 
..... 
.. 
-. 
r··· · ~ 
.;_ .. --
·. In. sununary then·, the following points have been 
suggested concerning obse?siye ioeatfons: a) al.though they 
. . 
·' . . 
be~r a dire~t relat~onship to overt cu~s, they represent _a 
process of ideational learning; b): th~y se.;rve in t.hesp. 
s to bridge 'logical gaps .between physical cues and 
" 
/\. 
., .'1 
... . ' ./ 
' J I " 
•· 
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sub ' equen~· overt compulsive behav-iour; c) they may be covertly 
ge erated extensions 'of previously. learned ideations; d) ~hey 
• serve as stim~li for autonomic arousal and ove~~behaviour · 
. . 
independently of the original cues at times; and as such e) 
~ ~ 
' they may like overt behaviours become .independently fixated. 
' · · Mode_lling . . and flooding have been .shown to improve ofisess-
• 
• v 
ional behaviour (as men'tioned). It is not unlikely that such 
~ procedures may also initiate changes in obsessive ideations, a 
,.J · postu~ation which may account for the fact that many patients 
0 • .. 
continue to improv~ beyo~d'the termi~ation of .treatment. On 
. . ' 
the other hand, strongly fixated or particularly intractable 
. 
ideations might account for many of t;he thetape~.tic failures • 
.0 · 
Resistance 
, 
Unfortunately, the question ·of the nature of obsessive 
. ' 
ideat'ions must be· complicated one step 'further • . Tnis stems 
• • 0 ~~... , 
from the observation (Mayer~Gros~ - et al., 1954) that most·. 
I 
' 
obse&sional patients view their obsessive ideas and ruminations 
. . 
I • 
~s foreign, silly, .etc. and strongly· _resist them., · 
Although Walker (1973) suggests that ~esistance should 
.. 
not be · ~sed as a criterion for the diagnosis .of o~sessive 
. . 
. 
'disorders, ·as many patients do not report this phenom~~o~, 
- . .· . . /' . 
the fact remains that mariy other,, ~f not the majority · of ..  
patients, do have thi.s particular experience.. Thus s 'ome 
~ r 
•' 
I 
-./ 
) 
. ' 
\ tJ 
\ 
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explanation of the inappropriateness of the ideas and the 
I#!' . 
. ' 
patients' -attempts ~t resi~tanc~ seems necess~r¥· 
' ' The repugnance, sillin~ss, etc. assqciated with an ,. 
obsessive ideation must ne'cessar~.\,Y vary, with the patient·· s 
(> 
I ' 
previously learned response to its 9ontent. A~··walke~ poihts 
. out 'it would · b~ possible to have o9sessive ideation which ' is 
' . 
not distressful. - ~hus the feeling associated with the obsess-
... . ' . . .. ~.. .. 
-, . 
ive _ideations should ~how co~siderab~e varia~ce from patient 
to patient. This feeling will ~·e compoun<;led, however, by the· 
' . f 'act that through COnVersat.ion and Observation Of otherS 1 the 
' 
' obsessiona~ patient learns tpat others do ·not behave as· he · 
~ - does nor dd · they report the ~arne thoughts. If, as a ~esul~ 
. 
of th~se two processes, the valence associated with the 
. 
ob~essiV.e ideations is highly negative, then the patient will 
., 
resist them. ... 
As regards the phenomenon of resistance itself this 
I . . . 
· may be given an opsrational 8efinition' as .follows: A patient 
wi.l'l q~C2_l;"ibe himself as resisting an ideation when he engages 
'- -
in overt behaviour which,· it has been previously learned, can-
• . . 
not co-exist with elaborate trains of thought. . Thu~ sucq 
k 
acts as performing simple overt t_asks, working.~ speaking, . etc. · 
.... 
are common behaviours- which make thinking difficp,lt if. not 
~ ' " i~possible. Obse.ssive pat~ent~ .;1will then · tend .to ·engage in 
-
_ s~lch behaviour to try and eliminat~ the obsessive _ ideations.· 
~ 
When th.ese attd possibly new~y-generate4 . methods fail to achieve 
• ' • • (. ., I • 
. . 
this end~ the patient will state that he is unsuccessfully. 
resisting. - ~ 
.. 
. -· 
• 
-
. ' . 
.• 
\ 
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0 
Obviously these are not. easily described and analy~ed 
d problems. The nature and ·role of obsessive ideations can 
only · be vaguel_y speculated on. On· the oth~r hand, · it is the 
· pur·pos~ of . tl1is the.sis to provide some justification for .the . 
• ' • 1\. • 
. . 
formulation, by establishing whether or not a direct threa-
peutic ' attack Ol). obsessive .ideations results · in .therape4tic 
progress being reflected in an overt change in behaviour-as 
. . . 
well " as in the subjective obsessive experience. 
Conditioning of ·Ideations 
As it has been found ·tha·t electrical aversion therapy 
has produced marked changes in obsessional rumidations (se~ · . 
' previous discussion) -it· appears ~ogical , to assume that other 
. . 
. · ob~essi~e · i.deatio.ns can be approached ~n the .. s arne manner . 
.. .. ~. 
The,applicatio? of an aversive ·st·imulus to mental' 
phenomena wc:fs first examined in deta~l by Marks &' Gelder 
L 
. . 
(1967). They found that th~ ' punishment ·af 'mental images of 
.. 
fetish objeGt~ resulted not only in the ~eduction of these 
f 
' images (in terms of frequency and .severity) but also in a . 
. . 
. \ 
large·reducti6n in the frequency of over~ fetish behaviour 
' 
wh;!.ch -persisted for ·over 'two years (~arks., Gelder & Bancroft, 
1970) .• Perhaps, even more important bha~n these observ9-tions 
was that for the first time changes in irnag~ry we're s..tudied 
systematically. · The main piece of data collected in this 
.... 
re~ard ~as the latency ·of image formation. When the pati~t 
·~"1'-
.. . ~.. .. ._/· . . ~ 
~as ask~ to reproduce ari image . in his mind, the time that 
. elapsed 
patient 
., 
between the instruc~ions a~d the point at which the 
raised hi·s. ~'inger ~q . ~indicate tha.t. he .had tl:)e ima~e · . 
. , 
. ' 
-;;~ 
' 
' 
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c~early was recorded. · Thi~ 'latency of image formation' 
wa~. observed to increase over sessions when the aversive 
. -paradigm was applied (Marks & Gelder, 1967). In ·many cases, ·' 
' . . . 
tthe ·l~tency of image\ formation in?rease_d to .. the .~oint that 
even when up t~ three rn~nutes were allowed, the patient could · 
~ 
· no longer conjure up the images. ·· . 
These observations coupled with the-observations on 
the effects of,electrical aversion on obsessive ruminations 
led to .a proposal· that a similar· eff~ct could be achieved in 
· obsessive-compu.J..siv_e patients (Kenny_ et al, 1973). 
An initial success in eliminating compulsive vomiting, 
, 
in one ·patient. (Kenny & Solyorn, 1971) led to .a pil~t study 
on, a ' treatment for obsessional patients (Kenny et al. ,.197~) . . 
, 
This study was performed essentially backwards to the- current · 
formulation in that the compulsive behavi<;>Ur.s were tre~ted 
first. This was done:for two reasons: first, the a~thors 
wished to "know if compuls i ve behaviours could be modified 
through imaginal presentations as ~n the ~re~iousl¥ mentioned 
ease and ~econ~Hy, the authors wished · to ·assess the resulting 
• • c 
effects "of .. removing thi,s b~haviour on obsessive fears and 
~ ideations. 
. . " 
It w~s found that the technique -did in fact cause a 
¥eat inhipi tio~ on the part of the patients to carry out-
their rituals . and it was obs~rved ~hat in some . cases this -~ 
- ' -~roduced ver~ distressful results~ One pati ent reported after 
. . 
. . . 
fifteen sessi'ons that · she was b~~o~iilg more · and. more ~nxious 
l ~ 
because she still had a terrific urge t~ check the-gas and 
-. 
.-
,{)' r . ' <> '~·
G.,, ~ 
/ 
, 1 · 
,; 
'";7' 
' 
, ; 
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~ 
other devices but she could not bring herself to do so 
• 
because of the treatment. This pl!lt her in a ... terr:i,bl.e . .quandafy 
. - ~ 
and a list of obsessive ideations was quickly made.up and the 
" 
treatment applied ' to these. This appeared to shortly reptify 
the probl~in in that the urgE!f· to check subsided gradualiy. 
The ..resu]. ts of the treatment ca:r;-ried out on five, 
•' . . 
patients (Kenny et 'al., 1973) were that three were gr,e.at1y 
. .... .. . . 
improved, one moderately improved' and . one patien~ develope~ 
psychotic delusfons .after the complete removal of her 
obsessions. 
These initial succ~sses wer~ · fallowed by furtfier 
. . 
successes with additional patients treated over a two-year 
period. It subsequently _ appe~red reasonable that a controlled 
1 
trial should be instigated . 
. 
Faradic Disruption Treatment 
Electrical aver.sion therapy as applied by Marks & 
Gelder (1967) appears to f~l~~w. q straight' "ior~ard punishment 
"" 
., . 
paradigm as the occurrence of mental images is swiftly followed 
. . . . 
· by a painful stimulus. ·The. method used-. by · this au'thor is not . ·· 
so s~mpl'e -t>ecause patients- are ins~ruct.ed that when ·they obtain . 
their images or thoughts they. are to keep their finger raised 
as long as they can' hold the images in their. mind. This 
' W?uld ap~ear to rese mble · an ~scape paradigm as the shock i s 
te·rminated when the finger .goes down indicating that the · image 
has disappeared. On the othef hand, patients are requested · 
not to deliberately escape the situation but to force them-
selves to_ keep the· images in their mind despit e the shock 
.) 
- . 
' 
' . 
• ..!. · •• 
:. ! ... 
~ ' . 
-"X.· 
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' ·, a 
until the J.mage 1 blinks' out, in a sen·se w:i. th6ut th~ir · 
conscious effort. Patients do not appear to mind doing this 
even though in ·essence they are punishing themselves. 
This parttc~lar._procedure was .designed to 
from that of Marks, and Gelder as it was felt that 
be f{ferent 
adfi tll.onal 
therapeutic v~lu~ mignt be obtained by making the .termination 
' 
of .shock,cont~ngent' on changes in mental imagery rath~; than 
I 
purely __ on patients 1 ·tolerance o·f the ~-aversive stimulus. Thus 
·it was hoped that s.:( tuations where the shock could not be 
further tolerated but where the mental image was still present, 
.would be better avoided. 
As .the ~atu~e of this paradigm is unclaar at the 
present, a· -temporary term 1 faradic disrupti-on 1 ·has been coined 
ft 
to refer to the procedure and is deliberately intended not to 
make any implications . a·s to the nature of the treatment other 
. ·. 
than viewing· 'it. as an aversion type o·f _therapy. Marks ( 1968) 
has used the term 1 experimental, x:epression' but the present-~. 
term is preferred as it makes .no assumpt~on about the mechanism 
whereby the . ~ocedure achieves its effects: . 
'\ 
In tne present investigation, obsessive idea·tion is 
the target for treatment with. faradic qisruption. However , 
, 
in some · cases·where compulsive acts are long-standing, they 
' 
may be treated as . targ~t sympt~m~ b~ onl~- subsequent to the. 
completion of tr~atment·of obsessiv~~eation. 
..... 
I 
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The aim of. the presen-t 1study was to test the following ~ 
hypotheses,. which were derived -froin the previous study (Kenny 
. · \' . . 
et al., 1973): 
a) that improvements in · target obsessive-compulsion 
• ·: • • <. 
symptom~ are a direct result pf th~ application o~ . Faradic 
Disruption of Obsessive Ideation; · , .. 
~ 
b) . that the ~pplication of ~aradic Disru~tioh results· 
in increases in the latency of ~mage (thought) formation of 
treated obsessive ideations over the .. treatment sessions i . 
c) that improvements in untreated obsessive-
compulsive symptoms accompany changes in .treated symptoms; 
I -
d) that improvements in obsessive-compulsive symptoms 
r~sult in an overall improvement in patients' general adju~.t-
rnent to'life situations; ahd (. 
e).that the effects of Faradic Disruption of Obsessive 
~deation remain relatively specific -to the obsessive~~ompulsive . 
. ' 
.. 
neurosis and do not extend to general tr.ai t anxiety or· anxiety 
r~sponses to other situational events~ 
·Method . · 
Groups 
study. 
' . 
Two groups of subject~ ~ere designated for the present 
An . ~xperimental group was ~·~ receive 1o. ses~ion's · of · 
·Faradic Disruption. of . Obsessive Ideation over a three-month 
period while a .control group was to receive ~hree months .of, 
t 
0 ,• 
·. 
. .. 
.. 
' 
' ' .'t 
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-. 
conventional ·psychiatric treatment .. (drugs, · psy~hothe~apy , . 
.. · e~c.) . 
. 
.. 
. ; 
Due t:o a gener~l· reluctahce on the part of·. referring . 
. 
.If.· 
~ • • • tJ 
phY.sicians to give ·conventional · psychiat~ic treatme'nt for a 
. . 
. . 
uhree-~qnth perioq when a .behayiour modification treatment 
· w~~ a~ailable, the control grou~ had to be changed to a :. 
wait~ng-iis~ controi group (c.f. experimenfal design); 
D~spite earlier indic~tion~, it w~s also found that . 
la.rge numbers of pati,~n-ts with Gbsessiv~ neur9sis ·w.ere · not 
' I~ I ' 
readily ava~lable s~ ~hat 'a ~in~l t~tal of six patients 
comprised t~e farad~c disrupt:ion gr~up~and foil~ . ~<?mprised. ' .. 
the wait±ng-list control group' (c. f . · selectio.n and matching 
: . 'i> \ . 
of subjects). 
.- / 
Selection of Subjectft "' . . ~ 
-Subj~cts diagnmfed a~ having an' obsessional neurosis. 
we.re admitted to the study pr_ovided that they met the fo.llow-
·ing c_riteria: 
~1) that at le~st one majo~ ob~e~sive-compulsive 
. 
_sym~tom . ~as pre.sent · and tl:lat it WJiS the do~in·a.nt comp\.int; 
• \ I' • • • ' I 
· 2) that no other psychiatric illn~ss . w~ich may be 
considered ctn organig,rpsyc~osyndrorne or .a functional p::;ychosif:!· . . -
. was pr~sent; · . 
\ . 
3) ~hat ·the . pat.i_en:~ad a hist01;y of -the main obses~- . 
•· 
io.nal compla.int for no. 'less than t~o · years·. ~ 
. " c 
No patient was rejeqted on th~ basis that h~ presented 
other neurotic symptoms provided that- all the other c'ri teria 
• 'II 
. . 
.- .• 
' I 
.... '.. ~ .... "" ' ........ -
... 
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...... 
were adhered to. Furthermore there had to ·be an agreement 
concerning each of the criteria on ~h~ part of the referiing 
.psy~hiatrist: an in~ependent ps~chiatric resident' who also 
~erved as: a blind assessor in the.study, and the present : 
• . .. 
author. 
Eight subjects were initially admitterl to .the Faradic 
Disruptipn group. ~ However, two of these had to be excluded · 
· • ~or the following reasons. One patient terminated treatment • 
after 13 sessions of . Faradic Disruption because he felt that 
.._....._ 
the therapy was too stressful, despite the fact that he had 
rated himself as already much improved. A second patj,ent who 
also ra~ed herself as conside~bly improved after ten treat-
. 
ments was deleted frQm the study when it was discovered that 
" ' her psyc~otropic medication had been increased to the point 
•, 
where she was ataxic and actively . hallucinating . 
• 
Consequently the · present total of six patients was 
~ • 0 
included in the· Faradic Disruption group. No 'patients term-
ina~e~ or were terminated whfle in the wai ting.-list control 
group. 
Thus a final total of six patients comprised the 
Faradic DisrUption group while four patients comprised the 
,:.""-.,.: ... · 
waiting-last control group. · ~ A prief description of · these ten: 
. .,. 
subjects i~ presented in Appendix A. 
Matching of Subjects 
An initial attempt was . made to match patients as they 
were admitted t~ the study. 
0 
The criteria for matching were as follows:. t 
~· 
D 
... 
.· 
.. 
-
.,,. • t • 
I ' 
.. 
.· 
/ 
-I 
I 
/ · 
I 
, ·, . , I 
·a:) ·age . (+/~· 5 yr~.) . ·j.· .( .. 
'\ I . , 
I 
i 
... .. J: 
2) sex (male/femal'e)' · 
3) . length of p~-~-s~jt illness (+/: 5 y;s·. }~: 
I , 
I • 
4) type .of .·majoi -~bsessi~e symptom~ 
) 
The first referred patient.was aut~~atically placed 
-:': 
in the Faradic Disruption group~ 
... 
·Eacn·~ subseq~ently referred 
. . . ' ' : .
' ~ .. - .. 
·patient. was also placed in · the Faradic Disruption group .·unless· 
0 ' 
~ . 
he matched Gl pat.ient already. in the graup.~Thus the control 
group was added to only• wh~n mat'ches were found. Al'l matching 
. . 
was on the basis of information receive~ fr6~-the referring 
. 
physician and was carried ou't prior to the . patient_' s initial 
i~frview for the ·
0
study. 
.. . 
It was subsequen:tly found. that the · four cont.r.ol pati~nts 
were · adequately matched with four Faradic Disruption ,patients 
with respect to age a~d length of illness., but not with 
r 
respect to sex _9r -to type.of disorder. 
:'M I> 
Table 1 presents the patient_ c,haracter.i'stics for the • 
a 
. . 
. e . .. . . 
four rn~tched subJects .1n each group . 
. \ As. 'can be s~en in Table ·1 mean , age and ' mean length .. 
of illness ar·e closely matched. · . . On~ of the rnatc.)led ·pairs was 
' ' . . . 
of opposite sex, however, and althpugh there' are identical 
numb~r~ of patients with each . typ~ o f disorder,~~his did not 
' • . 
arise from a true matching . 
.. , 
.• 
- .· 
0 
' I 
0 
. J. 
·. 
'-' .· 
. ·: 
,• ' '· 
,,.··' 
·. • 
• I TABLE 1 
· ·characteristics ot_ . Mat~hed Patients' 
J •• 
.. 
.. 
N 
Mean Age (yi,s . .) " 
Male/Female 
· Length of ·Illness ·(yrs ~ -) 
~ 
Typ~ of Disorder 
R\}minatipn. orily 
Rumination ~ Compuls·i~ 
. ~ 
Compulsion only · 
. . 
Faradic Disruption 
X - S.D. 
.• ' 
,. . 40 • . 
Control 
x- S :'D. 
< ~' 
A one-tailed t-tes't applied •_to mean ·age and lengtq of 
illness 
.. -
. ' sh~~ed th~~ .the . tw~· ?roup~ did not s:gnificantly ( 
in these respects · ct=0.077 and. O.OJ3, respectiv~). 
. . ·. -._. '. . . . . . 
Table 2 _shows how the cha:racteristics ·cha_nged witl\ 
d,tffer 
'the inclusion· of two. unmatched patients in. t~e Faradic 
Disruption group . 
. , 
The Faradic Disruption _gro~p now had~ gr eater mean 
. · age·and ·length ~f ill~ess :t;.han-<the coritrol·'' group ; but ·"a on.e-· 
.., . 
. tailed~ t.:.test shows that these ·two differences. ~re no:E sig- . ·. · 
. ·-
. nifican't (t=0.387~ and · 0.436, ~esp-;ctively) .. 
' ' (' I f'\ ' 
As the bias appeared .to. :faJ our the · control 
. . . 
. . 
. ' 
. ".) 
group ·, in 
. , . . ' . ~ 
that they are younge~ .and · have less l engthy i l lnesses; it was 
C- • 
decided . that the 'two extra Faradic. :Disruptiqn patien.ts ~ou.ia ~ 
- t • , ' 1 , ~ • , ,. / , I , • 
- ~ 
•' 
. "o 
; 
\'- . ' 
- -~- ______ ___......... 
...... __ . 
.. 
\ 
.. 41 • 
be safely inc~uded in .t~€ : dat~ withbut _ ~ntroducing a po~itive ' , 
... 
, . 
bias ~n favo~_r...--of the experimenta~ _hypotheses.· Correspond-'. 
_..,/'. 0 • • • 
- - ~- and type of disorder, ·while not particularly. 
-- --~':'- ~--.__ _-_. drspi:oportiotiate, we're , l_e:e't as u~co~troiled ' ;fac~~rs ~ .' · 
_....,.. ........-~ ~ 
.. _,.,.- .. 
. " . TABLE 2 · 
o. 
!characteristics of Patients .by Group 
.. ------ ' 
---
·Faradic Disruption ·control 
• 
&, .,..1,_ . S.D. 
.. $ 
·:··}. - ~. . 
·. 
. ~----------------:: ~· 
0 0 6 ...:.--"-_::·""4":". 
_,. 4 
29.25 9.5 <"' Mean A~e '· -------40.67 . 20.8 
. 
0 
'-. : · · • • , Ma-1-ef ell\ale' 
~-,;_~ . ' 2/4 2/2 
-------
- ---
.,..-='.!...!'" ............ 
. .. 
-·-
'· 
...... 
~ 
~eng,th of Il1n.ess (yrs.} 16.67 18.0 7.50 3.0 
Type of Disorder 
' Ruminat.i,on only 2 1 
.. 
. ) . ,. Rumination + Compulsion 4 9 
.... , 
Compulsion only 0 0 
Experime~tal Design 
' Table ' 3 presents the general_ experimental _design fqr · 
the·. ~tudy. 
- For both groups, preliminary assessments were taken 
immediately follo~ing_a patient's. acceptance into the study. 
, .. .. ' • . 
. 
Faradic Disruption i>ati_ents rec~ived treatment .~wo to three 
tim~a week ove; a three-month period until a t~tal of 30 
sessions had been reached. Dur)..~g the course of ·treatment, 
/ . 
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'TABLE 3 
. ' 
... 
• I I • 
General Experime-ntal . ·oesign · 
I 
. •' 
Asses.sment -after 
10 Treatments 
N=G 
,. 1 -~ontfh . 
· · ~Ass~ssm.ent · . 
.N=3. 
, . 
., 
' • 
. •. 
~ ~ . 
· .. , 
~---
' • 
. 
·-
.. 
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assess'rnents were made' after~ the :lOth anQ. 20th sess~on_s· , . · _ 
' I\ respecti.~ely, and a .fin'al <'assessment was ~ade at the end of 
30 
..• 
" • c sess~'Pns .- · . 
.• 
. ...... 
The ·number o:f" treatments (-90) in· the . experimental 
.. · ,. . . ' 
. 'design w_as · -~rbi'~·rarily d~t_ermined on the basis rof the pilo~ 
. ' 
' study which suggested that most of the maj<?l:' ·changes· resulting 
from F. aradic Disruption wquld take pla~e during that -tirne.:'""' ... :_-..·:f "-
..t .-T,f 
Waiting-list ·coqtrol pa.tients were contacted ior, ' . ~~~ -. · . 
additional assessments afte·r ~ne~d ~wo-month .. peri-ods;~ 
. . - . . 
roug~ly ' corre~~onding •to the within-treatment· assessments of 
. c1 
. . . . 
the Farad~c Disruption group. One waiting-list · control:patie~t 
. . ' . . 
. . . 
refused to take these assessments, insisting on coming again 
, . only 'when treatmeilt could begin. 
r----.;: . - ----=-
Conse~uently; da~a- are: · . 
.. 
.. 
. . 
available on · th,is patient for only the initial and final 
0 • • 
assessments. ~ final three-~onth assessment was given to 
correspond tJthe finar· ~reatment .assessm~~t. i ...r---
,  . 
by a 
· In cases where a· ful~ 30 treatments were ,not required 
Farad~c Dis;~ption batie:t, he was given a onqe: wee-~ly '-: 
bob~te~ treatm~nt until. he reach~d - thei·· end of th.e ·~ee-month 
' . 
p~riod~' at which time~ the fi~al ~ssess~ent was' given. In 
this maimer the assessment in't~rvals for the two gl:'oups · were 
still' roughly equal. 
. 
.In some cases, Faradic Dis~uption 
. .. ""' . 
~ore ·· tt~an 'Jo treatments be for~ . they could 
~ ' 
', patients required 
b~ plinically dis-
c~arged. Although th1s does not affect .the .results ·obtained 
during ., ,the ~x~~~!ll_l~ptal peri oil, it -do'es affec-t_ the follow-u·~ 
. . ' ~ 
. . · . 
res'ults. In .these cases, ·:foliow-up assessments wer~ not 
) 
. .. 
.. . :
., ' 
.. 
·~ 
J 
' . 
.. 
.. -
c . 
. < • 
·• 
.. _o. 
-, 
• initiated until. treatment had been con_Ipleted. ~hus for . 
. . 
some· o~ the pat~erits the' fo~low-up perio~ .began after· · ·~he, : 
final' (30 t'reatm~nts) as~essm~nt ~hile in oth;ers ft did not 
~egin until later~ 
. -
The control group was. ··g~ven Faradic Disi:u_ption ~*reat-
• ~ • 'il • 
ments b~nnin~ in\mediate_ly after the·_. ffnal (th~~.:..month) 
.. 
~assessment· followfng which the~ were assessed in "the same 
• ' \ I 
. manl)er as ~original Farad~c D_isrri~tion g.roup. · 
Follow-up asses_sments were scheduled 'for 1' 3 I - 6' 12, 
and 24-month~~riods following completion of · treatment for 
both the F.ctr"adic Disrupti~n patients and the- contro.l patients 
who eventually· completed. Faradic Disrup~ion treatment. 
All treatments were carrieda out on ~n out'-pat.ie~t 
, 
basis with two exceptions~ On~ patient, " who -was subsequently 
ex·cluded f.rom the study· due:....to- side effects of increased · 
medicafion, and another -~atien~ ~n the·F~radic Disrup~ion 
group , · were aCimi t ted to hospital, primari-ly due t,o the fact 
that th~y were . f~om distant pla9es_a~d ~he h8spital was a 
-·convenient place to· stay. In the case of the patient·- who was 
included ~n the study, ~twas ensured that no other treatments 
were ~iven concurrently to the ~~esent. 0~~ -.- . . 
- ' . ' \ 
·Finally . medications· were permitted pr?vided- they ~et 
. two cr i te:r;ia: \a) tha·t they were of a fair l.y low dosa'9e; ~- and 
b) that- they" had been regularly, taken· for a year prior to · 
. l . . ' 
treatment and could therefore be ~onsidered as maintenance· \ 
I ' ' ' 
doses . . Otherwise medication was either dropped or, · as in one 
case, t:he ~atient was excluded from the ~tudy .. . In. most cases 
- ( 
' . 
. f 
-------
0 
-- ; · 
. ~. 
. .. 
~edi'cation, whert taken, consisted of minor tranquillizers. 
Psychometric Assessments · 
~· 
For al~-~reatme~t assessments, _including follow-up, n 
the following battery of meas~res was used: 
A • 
' ~ a> patientS I .SUbJeCtive rating Q{ their symptomS .. 
·· . . · b) :lPAT S~lf-Analysis Questionnaire· • / 
. c) Fear Survey ·schedule ·· .. · 
.. 
In . addition th~ initial and final lreatment assess-
• ... . 
' • 0 • • 
..;· ·ment·s ' includ~d a blind psychiatric evaluation on: 
d) patients' symptoms . · 
e) _patients' general adjustment 
Test Descriptions 
a} Patients,· sub3ectiv~ r'ating ,of symptoms·:· Dur~ng · . 
' ·_~_ :........:..the_ini.tiaLinte~.i~ws, the patient '·s o.~sessive-compulpive : 
. . 
symptoms were list~ and the patient selected orle- as a target 
. . ' 
symptom for treatment. Al-l ~the listed sympt~ms ~e-re then 
written down on a rating· sheet designed for the · experiment 
·, (see Appendix B). Each symptom was .writt~n~wn a~ ~he side 
of an arbitr~~ily chosen 105 ~. line (4 inches} which w~s to 
represent the . symptom from 'absent' to 'most severe'. It 
' . ' 1 
was ·explained to t~e· patient ~qat ~t~is upper limit was to 
' . 
• signify 'the worst that the .symptom had eve~ b~eni. 
u , • • 
The 
patient was th~n askeQ' to make a judgement of his'symptoms, 
. . 
' . . 
as 'they were pr~sently in terms of frequency an.d s~v.erity, 
'' ~nd to rate them by plac.ing a stroke through . t_~e · line at the · 
. point he fe~t best . represented each one. A st~oke at the 
., 
.. absen~ ·en'\ ~f the line (scored 0) meant that the. symptom was 
I. 
~) 
\ 
\ 
,. 
~ -
./ 
'( 
tJ: -~-- .' _, 
7 """' ' ' ·iL ·.-.· 
. . 
·-· 
. _, 
-~ . , 
46. 
no 'tlonger present while a stroke at. the oppos_i t~ end ( sco~ . ( 
\ · lOS) meant that the sympt_pm was now as bad as it ever had ~ . 
\ 
· )J b~~~. For ·in~ervening points the distance of the stroke. in 
\ 
mm. ·from the ·absent en~ o'f the line wa .. s used as the raw score 
for any• particular symptom. \ . 
b) IPAT Self-Analysis Questionna'ire · (Cattell & Scheier, 
This test was given to the ?atient to complete . and was · 
< 
sco \d in tpe conventional manner. The raw score was tised 
for t~e study and was not converted to sten scores. This 
. -~ . .. -- . t~st; w~ taken .as a nl~.asure of trait anxiety. 
· ) The Fear Survey Sched~le (Wolpe & Lang, 1964) : Th~s· tes~as given to/each .patient to complete and was scored 
for the present experiment by allocating a score of 4 to each 
item rated \ery much', 3 to ' ea~h item rat~d - 'much', '2 for 
• I somewhat I , 1\o~ 'a. little I and 0 -~or 'not. at a'~~ I • A 'total 
. ' . \ . .. 
score was then computed as the sum of all th~se values and 
. \ . 
.used as a 1m~asur~\~f gene~~l situational_ anxiety. · _ 
. . d) Psychia~rist.s' Rating· of Symp~om~: ·The list of 
\ 
symptoms used irt ·th'e\\patient su~j:ective rating .was written 
. \ . . 
down on an.other sheet-.·~see Appen<:Iix B) and gi_ven to a psy-
chiO:tric, resid,;n\who w\ s not awa~e of. the grOup that each 
t patient was in. · ,'Aftt:r exami ning the patient he rated · each 
• • . • . , \ cl II . • . ', 
symptom from 0-10 · ·(based on frequency and -severity). · A rating . 
_bf 0 was taken to indicate a _cdmplete absence of the ' symp~om, 
· while 10 meant that the . symptom . was as frequent and severe 
b • < 0 • 
• l ... 
as it"' had ever been. These scores were rec?rd~.d beside· each 
i t~m and t~~ r~sident did' nbt have access to the pre-trea~ment 
•"-
-· .: ,-
1 
\ 
. . 
. . 
.. 
I 
- I 
•' 
·;-
. 
· ·rating when he completed the post-trea1?tlent .rating. 
·e) Psychiatric Rating of General Adjustment: This 
i .ndex was patterned after that of Gelder, Marks & Wolf"f· 
. '· ( 1967) · and was intended to provide an indication···· of the 
amount of i~pairment th~t resulted from the obsessional' 
-.,., 
4 7 •. 
~eurosis in the patient's work,· social relationships, family 
relationships, sexual relationships and leisure activities.· 
I • 
.-In discussion with the p~tient, the resident ~~corded the 
leyel' of impairment shown. by the pat~ent in each of· these 
, • ' 
. ' 
areas; · 0 indicati~g no impairment; 1, mild impairment; 2, ·· 
'moderate impairment; 3, severe i~pairment; and 4, total 
·impairment. Summing the scores in. each category p·roduced a 
general aqjustment .index for each patient. A descr~ptiori of · 
. . . 
·. 
the rating for-m and the instructions can be fou~d in Appendix ~ 
B • 
. Latency of !mag~ (Thought) Formation 
In addition to the _rating scales and psychometric 
. t 
tests, an analysis of the·~reviouslj discussed latency of ~ 
/ 
• 
.image (th9ught) formation was undertaken. This measur e is .- · - ~ 
.· 
co~ventionally taken with the presentatio~' of each -item durin9 
, ' \ . 
" -
... r .., . 
•' 
Farad~c Disruption treatment and consequently a ~omplete . record ·. 
\'\ . 
' ' \ . 
is available for each patient who receives this treatment. 
. ' 
·~ . . - -However, as i t was necessary to compare the two groups in 
. -
this in~estigat.ion, the design outiineLelow was . followed • 
... 
Duri!lg the -.i niti al _intervi ews ' £01; each_ pat'_ient a l i s t 
. ' 
of 10. images or thoughts (obsessive ideations) concerning 
,. 
· the.target symptom wa~ selected f or treatment (to be describ~d~ 
. . ' 
.. 
0 
I 
/ 
.. 
."'\ 
r 
.~ 
4 8. 
"' -
in detail below}. This ap_plied equally to the Faradic 
.. 
Disruption and control groups, however, during the experi- · 
. - ~~ntal period only the images of the patient·s.r. in the Faradic - ----
- I Disrupt~on group were sub,ject to _the ave'rsive - treatment (also . 
to be described below) while no treatment was given to the 
_control group. 
In · addition a list of 10 neutrai ideations was derived 
by taking the. first 10. i .tems on the Fear Survey Schedule 
(F.S.S.) which were -~ated 'ri~t·'at - al.l' and which gave a 
> 
.., 
. c 
.specific image. In. some instances ·the F.S.S. item had to be 
partially -changed, e ·~9. jqurney by train was changed to simply 
.,;-"'·~ . .. -"~----..:...· ----:----
• .. "1 • • 
o:;l I 
imagining a train. 
•. ·' 
If ~0 t~~Buch. :i,.mages could not be derived 
-
due~to high ratings o~·most of ~he ~.s.s. items, then the 
remaining number was taken from the follow1ng list (a house, 
a· tree, a flower, a cow, a . horse) provided the subject 
indicated· that each one used provoked no par-ticular anxiety. 
. . 
' 
. The patients were then -as_ke,!l, during ,.the assessm~n~ 
' -periods, to imag.i:ne each of the t;en items in each of the two · 
lists. This was done by having the patient sit with his back 
tci·~--the experimenter . and receive the followiopg · instructions: 
I 
"bo not start ima~ining until I finish reading out the item 
to be imagined. Raise your i~dex finger as soon as . you 
visualize each one clearly.". 
A stop watch was started as soon as the i tern was read· 
out in the following fashion: "Ciearly imagine . ---~--.oil&-" 
(.a .. train i yourself crossing a ·Street 1 - etc.) 1 and was stopped 
the moment the · patient raised hi~ finger. A 30-second 
'\ 
,_ 
49. 
interval was given betLeen each item. The time that elap~ed 
. betw~n 'the completion of , the instruction and the raising 
of th~ finger was recorded as the latency of . image (thought} 
formation· for each ,item. A mean latency · was . later calGulated 
~,/ 
for both obsessive a'i:1d neutral ideation · lists. Latency 'of · 
4 ' image formation was recorded at the ·initial assessm~nt, acfter 
10 _treatments ~or one month cont~ol), after 20 treatments 
(tw9 months ·control) and at 'the final assessment. 
Treatment .~: 
I 
Faradic Disruption of Obsessive ldeation _. 
0 
' . 
0 \ , .. -
Faradic Disruption refers to the application of ah 
• • • ~/· ~ # - ·, 
aversi~ stimulus to image~ and/or 'tbou~hts that. patients have 
. - . ' 
concerning t~eir obsessive symptomato~ogy: hence, Faradic 
Disrupti~n of obsessiv_e ideation .. 
. . 
Prior ~o the first sessio~, each patient selected a 
target symptom and in consultatio~ with the patient, ,a list 
L 
of all the obs7s~ive ideat~ons concerning that targe~:sy~ptom 
was obtained. Next the patient was psked toL•·select the ten 
(ideations) he con~idered _ to be most troublesome on t~e basis 
o'f their frequency and severity and also on the basis of how 
' . 
c~ntral each was to his ta~get ~ymptom. In some cases the · 
' list was arranged sequentially; t~at ~s, there was a step-
wise progression from one item to the next. Table 4 presents 
an ·example of such a list in ·the ca9e of a woman who was 
ob'$essed with the idea _that she was responsible for her 
mother's death. ·.The ol?session was coupled with the compulsion 
• 
to visit her mother's grave in . every fre~ waking moment. 
,' ~ . 
l 
= 
. ' \ , 
' . 
.. so • 
·,. ·7 ·. 
TABLE 4·. 
Sample List for Faradic Disruption Seq~ential~y Arranged 
0 
lo (image) You and _your mother out walking for the' last 
:.. -;-' I _. 
. time ""-.; 
1 
2 o (im~ge) 
\.~,-
·Your mother falling down .. 
-3~ (image) You stay~ng there and not going for help \ 
· ·-· 4 :~ (i_mage) Looking at you! mother · lyi!lg on the ground 
5o (imagfi!). S~eing mother in coffin ·at home I 
6o (image) Being in church at the ~unerpl 
7 0 (image) ·Being alone in g~aveyard after the funeral 
. 
8. (·imag~) · Seeing mother's face in bedroom window 
9o (image) Mother's face being very ugly 
• .--1". 
' ., 
10 o (image) Mother' s face coming towards you 
.; , . 
In other cases the list was more haphazard and littl-e- - - --
seq~ence was ·.ev.ident o Table 5 presents an example of such a 
1 . . " -
. . -~ -· 
. list in 'the case of a woman who feared that fa'ilure to perfor~ -
ce·r~ain house-cleaning-rituals would ~ead to her · sons going 
• fl • • 
,.blind. 
.· 
. I\ constructing all lists_, the most important ·cri't-
e .rion _was that the _p"atient felt that the images ·and/or r 
thoughts on the list rep esented the core of his ideations 
.. 
. ·. about the target obsessi 
'.• 
In 'some cases addi ional lists were made • . ,These 
.. ' 
. ,.. 
· · ;were e i the.r other 
. 
the · targ_et . sym~torn or a 
•·. 
' '\, ... • -~"·'· ; ,~ 
( 
'\.o.":......... . -;- ' 
-- .... ·· -· 
-. 
... 
:--~ 
r· 
p 
- * 
-' ~ -
) 
-~v---
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.. 
· .. -list of ideations about the target symptom .or . . a list of 
' I , ' ' , • 
' . ' . . . 
ideations about other ' trouble~om~ symp.toms •. These lists · 
.wer·e · not used for· treatment until both "the· .patient ·and 
- to.. • •• • ' 
therapist were satisfied that the first lis.t had been 
. l . ' • 
ade'quately· dealt with (to be described}. • , A 
TABLE 5 
" Sample ·List. for Faradic Disrupt·ion - Not sequeptially Arranged 
1. (thought) Don ·'t put those sheets on because something 
... ' ' -~ 
may happen to the boy:;; 
2. (thought) 
"v- :. 
The boys may go b!inc1f 
·3. (thought) Iron the sleeves again or sometjling might 
happen . ._ 
4. (thought) ... I might go' blind' because I can It see weli now 
I ·' . ' ? ·. 
5. (thought) w.?-sh your hands or yo~r boys will be blind 
6. (thought) Take · the sheets off or something will happen 
t'O your boys 
7 ·. ·· (thought) · Was·h .the ·cups over again or your father will 
go bli'nd 
. 
B. (thought) 
'- ' 
9. (thought) 
£ 
10. (thought) 
" 
• 
Ring the wash through the · r-ing~_i:: ag~in or 
something will happen to the boys 
I ·have to pin the clothes on the sarne·way 
every time 
· Pre ss :·the pants oyer again· or something wi·ll 
' / 
happen -
·. 
. ' 
•.•. 
0 
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After -the first list had been satisfactorily designed, 
. the individual ·sessions were begun. In ~ach session the 
' patient was seated with his back to the therapist ~nd fing~r 
ele6trodes were attached to- the_ finger-of-choice on the right 
· hand. A ·sensation threshold was then- determined by· elect-
" rically stimulating through. the electrodes ' using a _ variable . 
. 
amperage shock · generator with a maximum level of 20 milli-
amperes. 
Aft~r, t;he sensation threshold was determined, the-
>shock was slowly . increas'ed to a pain threshold- intensity _ 
_ which was indicated by the patient saying that the point was · 
reached at which l1e could . not tolerate a greater intensity. 
The . shock level was then reduced ,slightly and the session 
begu~ with the presentat~on of the 'first item on· the treatment 
list. 
Each i tern was prese~t-ed in the following manner. 
The therapist began by saying"\1early imagine (the 
item):" The patient was prevjously instructed to raise ·the 
·index finger on· his left hand when he could clear!y obtain 
. 
the image (usually a couple of seconds). As soon as the 
instr~ctions were ·stated, the therapist began his stop-watch 
and recorded the time that elapsed frbm that point to the 
point at which the pa~ient first ·r<lised his finger. 
Thf? . p~f'ient was previously instructed · that whe~ he 
"r . • 
raised hi~ finger, he was to keep it raised just as long as 
he could _ keep the image in his mind. He was told to per-
t;-, 
'•1 
;-
53. 
severe and try hard to keep the image (or thought) despite 
6 
·any shocks he would re.ceive. Tl].en when the ima9e did 
'disappear' (or 1 b'!ink-out' as .many patie:Q.ts desc:r:ibed it) , 
he wa~ to immediately' lower 'his finger at which point the 
shock would cease. 
.~ . 
-
When the patient raised his finger, the electro-
. . . 
shock was immediately delivered at the previously adjusted· -
1n a---pu-ls-a-t-ing-fa.sl'iiolL_~ g. approximately ·-21 ' sec~ 
-· .· - - ' . / . 
burst every' second}. . tn cases where the finger remained 
raised for more than 5 . seconds, the shock was gradually 
-i~creased until the image was disrupted; it was then returned 
to ·the I?revious l.evel for the presentation of . the next, item. 
' 
In 1addition, throughout the sessions, the patients were 
asked to indicate at any time if they felt the shock was 
. " ' 
too weak- or. too 
·. \, 
"strong so that an appropriate adjustment 
They ·were ·al~ enco~raged to tak.e the · sh~ck 
• : ' . t 
could be· made. 
as strongly as they ,could without.- making it unbearable. 
In each session the therapist and ' patient. attempted t.o find 
cf level. of -electroshock which when delivered resulted in · 
-
.. a disrup1;:ion of the image within 5 sees. ·of the pa~ient 
raising his finger. 
., . 
Each· item in the list was treated in this · fashion,_ 
with a timed 30 sec. int~rval between each one. Each item ·"\ · 
""'(', 
was' presented in . order . (e.g_. items nos. 1-io successively) 
. ' . --- ·- . 
un l ess , as i n so'me cases; the pati ent f ound the predict-, . . . 
. .• 
ability boring or d~sturbing, whereupon a r andom _pre s .entation 
was g i ven. 
" 
· $ 
• 
. 
. l, 
-· 
. ,
-~ 
- - -- ··-- ·\r\r:~~ -.• -
. ... 
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-
Sessions 'lasted .between 3? · and. 45 minutes: . pt 
each · session .the list of· H) i terns was presente9 a mini.'muin __ ,. 
of twice and ~ m_axim~ of four "times, .with .three present:-
ations being given in most instances. If the images were· 
being conjured up very quickly (i.e. ·withi'n 2-5 sec.)' as 
D 
- . someti~es happened in · the initial few sessions, then fo~r 
/~') .~ ( 
v 
presentations were possible. In later sessions, when the 
images· were taking 30-60 sec. to pro~u~e, sometime~. t;e \ _) 
list could only be preserted twice within the session . 
f - ' After the ~irst three ·~resentations of -tl~e list 
(first session) in. which .; continuous rei~f~rcement .. (CRF) 
~ 
schedule of sh9cks was used, · ~ variable ratio (VR) schedule 
) 
was introduced. This usually- started at' the beginning of 
• t fl .. • 
the second sess~on and the patient was told· that he would 
not always get a shock when he raised his finger . a~1 that 
if the tllerapist said 'O .. K.' when he raised his finger, he 
could immediately put 'it down and he would not'i)get shocked. 
' . 
•,1 
The VR p~ern was used · as · follows: ( S = shock; NS = no shock) : · 
s I .NS, 
. . - ~ ~-~, S__,_ ijS, S, NS, NS, S, _NS, S, S1 s·~ NS, S, NS, S, S_, 
.. 
N s ' . s I N s I N s, I N s ' . s , N s , s . ( s / = 13 : N s '= 12 ) • . '1'j:li s , 
r r p~ttern d_id {not c.o~resyond -~~ ~~y 'particular i tern -~6- that 
over a large riumber of sessions the 13:12 ratio was main-
tained for' each i tern. - I 
I 
• . ,. ,) q (') ~ » 
Sessions were .giv.en ' at the rate. of. no mor~ than 
,, '\ - . 
\ 
three ti~es per week and an attempt was made to ,. space a day 
·- - - (I • t 
between each session whenever possible as ·· it had been noted 
. > (I C • o ~ 
in· the course of the previous study ·(Kenny et· al. -, ·~~73) 
n ' / 
• , I 
.. ·-- ... 
G ' ... 
\ 
,, 
~ . 
·' 
~· 
-· . .
. "' ,,.. , . 
-.. : 
. 
. 
•· . 
) 
' . 
·' 
0 
( 
that this l~d to a more reg~l~r · rise ·in -the latert~y of 
~ .~ 
"image formation:· . -.- . •' 
" 
. 
' 
A~ mentioned, Faradic Disruption · wa~_gelivered for 
. . ... ·: . 
30 sessions with th~ derived .l'ist~.'of .. ideations. In som·e 
• ·, I ' ' . 
'' \ 
instances,. howeve1;, either the following ·situati ons arose: . 
55. 
' • ~! -
.,. (I • ~ .. 
. a)., the patient reached a poi~t before 30 treatments ·at which. 
- ... . . 
,;. 0 .... 
"he felt the ideations being .. disrupted._ ~ere no · longer exerting -
: • • • I'~~  . • • t. • • 
an inf'luenpe on hi~) beh-aviour; or b) he_· could no loric;ier con-
" '· v ..:' . ~ ... . - ... .:._ -=. ;· " . . . . 
jure Up· lnOSt Of the images i or aS WaS US'Ually the Case 1 ·c) 
..  ~ . .,. ' ' 
' < 
he reported both. 
. . 
.. 
In these instances one. of the following proc~dure's 
was initiated: a) if 'there were ' ,adP,itional ideatiqns' t~ pe ~ 
. ' 
treated, · a new l~st was made' up; b) ' i~ no .new list was ·re":.. ·. 
·r 
·quired (i.e. the patient' -was ready.· for termina'tion) and he 
' . ' ' 
.. . ,' • j . 
had .reached 01; passed 30 sessions, then treatment. wa-s term-· · 
• - ' • ' ... 41 
inatedJ or c) if he had not reached 30 sess i 6ns, w~ekly 
• :,;;·, 
1, ' -
, booster sessions were gi'ven unt i l a three-month period~nad . .... 
... 
"' . ' 
.,.,-
., 
been .reached. 
Thus the treatment )prc;>ce·d.ure aimed· at :dealing. with~ 
.. 
the patient in relation ·to · changers .~ha1:. ·occurred during 
• .> 
. ~ach one. 
therapy so ~hat the ·most satisf actory state w~s reached with 
S., . I . 
' . 
• 
" Where treatm~nt was conb:inued beyond 30 sessions 
' 
' ~- ,. 
the follow- p,p p,eri~d was . not ini-tiated : until all treatment 
./V 
'was completed. 
.::··· : I' ... , -
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t . 
. -~Wa.iting:...Li'st control Group 
. ' : ~ . 
.. ;:. . 
•, a. . • . • ~ P. • • • • '\. ' ' 
, The initia~ assessll\ent~ f 'or the Fa'radic Disruption 
. .. . . ' . . ~ 
1f'"' g·roup and t 'he wa.itirlg- list -control' gro.ilp: we.re . identical in 
:~ ~ 
.... . 
• · ' , 1 c , 
. . al~es~ects. ·-.The :.control . g~oup was t~ld - _ that ~~ey ~ould _be - ., · 
'· ~o. - del~y~d +o~ .thf~~ mont~~ ~~~o're t~e~-~~ent. -~~s- ·beg~ri · bu~· · that 
', . . 
·. ' 
. ' 
' ' 
' ' • • ' ' I 
-... they. ~ouid : be . se~n one«:. a rnontht until the ~~iting period was " 
ovE;!r. When · the ~oritr·oi patients .:were s.E!en once· a ~6nth th~y· 
. . . 
' . . . ~:. • . ,r . ~ ·~ . 
. were -rated and ·. encouraged t9 be patient, but a discussion of· 
_., ~ : . . •: ~ . ' 
their ·proble~s w.as g.voided ·as far as P()SS~b~~· . They ·we~e, 
. , r. . . 
. · on , the otl)er hand, encouraged to c.on~imie taking·-theii:; rne_d-
. . 
' ' 
·. ication and seel:ng ' th.eir ~eferrin'cj physician· if· they so' desired.·. 
' ' ""' ·I~ the iriitial i·~terview ·, · t;hey w~·re given a . full 
. . . ' - . 
••• • • 4 • • • ....... • 
:-· .. ·-~-~ · exQlan-axi:on-of·· ·ure'-- trea-tment---·and --~its ~~tion-ale- .. a·s·-~-~re ._the-·-::-· --:-- - --- ~---~ 
.. 
. . . 
... 
·, 
l ' 
·'· . 
.. ·~,,· 
. ,. .. 
. " 
.. 
. ·.Fiira.dic Disruption patients. 
. , - . 
At~ the end pf upe - three-rnont~ w~iting per~od, t~ey -· 
were : g~ven ··_their final asse~s~en~ after w}f'ich tirne.-:.1:hey beg~~ 
·-~·. 
treafrnen~·if t~ey stil~ wished tb.do so. · ~-
.. . 
'. 
. . -~ . . Follow-up 
: ' 
J • • - At ~ ea~h follo~-up sessiob, in addition to ~aking a 
0 0 • • • • ~ • 
, r~ting, a discussion· o'( each pa):iemt' s adjustment y.ras ·made .. 
. ~ .. . . . . . . . 
a_lC?~g wit~ '·an~ s~gge-~t-~~~s·_ tha~ c.dula be· p·r~:~·d.~~a,tien~~ " 
:'1ere also told that they could take boostey sessions . i_f ·they . 
. . .. • ~ I . • I . . . ' 
. wan teq them . Howev~r, . io dat~ t~is ·req~est. has n6t b~e~'mad~. · 
. (/ . . 
Clinical 'ResuJ.ts 
, . ' . ' · 
Faradic Disruption 
\ I r !; , ' 
' · · ~ ·.- Eight patients o~i~.i~al~y :~'J,.9rnpr'i~ed · tqe Fa-ra~ic". · 
. . 
gr6up and, . as rne.J),-tioned, . one pat:,i~ht vol~n-t;{i;rily ..... 
r'··. w 
. ' · 
~ . ' . 
.... ' ~ . . .. . ' '• 
.. ~ . '. ' 
. . . . ' 
. . 
.. -
'• 
·' 
. ·, 
8#-
. ' 
. ' 
~ ·- ~ -- ·~ · ·-
' 
- 0 
. .. 
. , 
. 
-
.. !.. 
~ -
b 
. ... 
; 
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' . 
.I 
. . 
.· · Bot~ of these patiei}ts · had eJ:eperi~nc.ed some .considerable . c-
. . .: 
improvement with . the .. t .reatment. 
"~ , • . C.J . ¥ . ' :\ • 0 
Of _t~e ~iX pati·r~ W~?· completed trea~ent:,· ;ou_r : 
con~idered themse.lves 4'reatly · imprev-~d ~- one · corisl!dered her-
~ I . _, . , . . .. -
~elf. only. ~qderately improve~nand ~n~felt that_ she· rrad nbt 
' . im~oved ·with treatment· ~ 
. ·. ' .. . 
. I . . 
The five . patients .w_ho ,improved .. did 
D 
. . 
s6 steadily thro1.1ghotit the -treatm~_nt ses·sions . . ·rt is inter-
. . . .. . ~ 
th~ patient whq faiied to tmprove experienced 
' 
esting that 
. ~ 
.two short \p.~riods o~ co!lsiderab~e .. improvement but relapsed 
• 
" 
after four or ·five days eac~ ' time. < • 
~ · ....._ .Three of -~-~=-- ~2-"~ --~~~~~~~~- _P~~?-~nt~-- r~qu~red .r#re ____ -- ~ ---~-- -·- ----~; ___ 
. 
· thftn 30 treatments , ~fo;J:"e · discharge, ·one.· required less and 
' r.;ceiv~d .the O!l_Ce jeekiy bo~s~~r : .. ;reat~en~s ahd. one was ·term-
inqted after 30 sessions exad:ly·. 
, . 
· . Wai tirig-L,ist Con.trol 
t . . 
.. · 
\ 
All four ~atients i~ ~he waiting-list ·control waited 
. ~ 
I> • • • 
~~F _the full three-nion_th per.:ilod and all. ·claimed that they ha~ · 
- not' improveo . with . res'pect t6 their t?tl::-/et obsessive symptom 
' • I o ' o I • .. • • ,. 
• f ~·~ \ .. "' • 
t · .· · a -lthough, _some · telt tha~ they had exp~rienced impro'f.Tement ·in · 
' 
. ·-
,:-
. > 
. 
. other ~espect's · (e; g. ·anxiety, .minor ·phobias 'and ob~_es.sions): . 
. . , . . - P-<~ ... . 
_All four p~_~ie!nts decide4 to.._ take. Far_ad~c, D~srupt~on 
treatment ·· after .. the three:-month period. One of these patien·ts " 
~ . ' ,.. ' 
, . . . , ·. I 
:·~e~~~~-ted afte~ app~~~imfi~ely te~. sessio~s as ·she · felt th~ 
. t;-eatmen't was no:t· •going to work and . because" she had noti-ced 
I • • ~ 
, _·. no l{~pr~~en~ • . T~is patl.~n,t, was _particularly ~iffi_cut~ ~ 
~ . .. . . 
man~ge :as she _kept claiming she could not tolerate the shock , 
0 • -
t 
., 
-~ 
_ ,. 
· .. 
4',, 
. - ,_ 
. (. 
' 
... 
. -
' 
.• 
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' /. 
· above the sensation threshold and c_o~se9uently · there was 
. l f 
'litti:-e to no ··change. i~ ~he· . lat~ncy · of :image formation. 
' . . 
• • • J ' 
·~nether pati-~nt had to be term~n~ted frQrn Faradic· 
. ' .· . . 
Disruption .treat.rn·e~t ~s · :i, t . wa.s founq a~ter th~ee Sess·ions 
. ' ~ . - . 
'that he caul~ easily tolera'te the _maximum shock amperage 
. . 
.without. ·-the slightest discomfort. Attempts to find other 
. . . 
shock 'generators · that he would find aversive failed. · He was 
-> 
v. con,se~u~ntly adv.i~ed t~ . r_ec~~ve another _;orin ·of -~reatment 
(modelling> •. . 
.I 
A third cross~over patient completed ~0 Faradic 
·. 
Disruption .sessions, took an additional ten tr~atrnents . and 
• . . . . t; • . .. 
.. 
then.· ter~inated considering himself cons-iderably imprpv.ed_. _ _ ___ : _ _ _ _ 
. - . . . . __ ___ ~- ---·-~--- -·-----------.-. --t-----------~-- ,. . 
·- - -~ -- ·. ~urth patient has· only recently. completed ·the 
three2month waiting ~period and no further data are presently._ 
. •\ 
available. A 
. . 
· Follow-up 
The five patients from the Faradic Disrupt~o~ gr.oup 
' 
and- the ?J1e· ~atient from the origin.!~·i control' grou'p, all of 
' . . ' 
~ whom successfully cornple~ed treatment, were fo~lowed-up. 
. . 
The mean number of treatments required for ·qischarge \a{as 
3.4.8 (S.D.= 10.1). The median follow·-up period to date is 
•~ f.hree. mont~s ·. All :six patients report~d. further · improvement 
·. 
/. . 
' 
• at one and three-month foll~w-u~ assessrn~nts. ~t six-month · 
follow-up, however, two .. ·oJ the patients considered themselves 
f ) • • 
. . 
a~ having relapsed. One of these was not a true_relapse as 
~he patient confessed. at one year follow-up that s~e had not 
. really relapsed but had rated herself as . b~ing so because she 
~ 
• ' I 
. .. 
.. · 
. ~ . 
. 59 • 
. " 
was trying to get atten.t 'ion and adtion' for a hysterectpmy~. 
• • I • 
whi~·h ~inca s~e ~as .. onij ~l y.ea·r·s ~. old . and · sin91:, .. every 
fl" -
physician she had seen had r.efused to give her.~7l She sub-
. ' . 
. . - \ 
s~quently settled 'down,. no . lo~ger wished''a hyst~rectpmr and 
. 
rated~:Qerself at ·the ·one-year follow.:..up as . . even m~re : improved 
•• t # 
·-·- ~. 
. ·~ . 
The on~ - patient who experienced~ ~rue relapse of her 
. . . .· . 
. . 
· symptoms, did so after approxim~tely six m~ths . P.o'st-treatment. 
. .. . t. "'Jtt-~·"· ... . 
........ . 
9he claimed that t~e .'thoughts had~ been con.li·ng ·back more 
. / ,. 
... ·:. str.??gly'· and. she ·hr recornrne.n'ced with some of h~r ·.ritual:_ ··. -
•istic behaviour. The patient ~ift not wish ' booste~ ' treatments, 
. ·' 
. ..... 
~-- 7.· 
h~wever, · despite encourage~ from the au~hor .~nd __ ~~~!'--~~-·-· _:_:_ .. _ __ .. :_-"T_ 
------~-~-- ---- --- ·:-----------·- --- ··• · . ----·- --·----·---- .. --:·----··-- -- - ---• ------ - . I ' ' 
~-regular physician. · The ·r~aspn for this was not because she 
" · /> • • • • 
"1},1. 
. - ~-
·. ~ 
.. ' ·' 
haq any ~version ·' to treatment but because she still felt she 
.~ad some ~ontr~\r th~ problems and wan~ed· to see if she 
could regain the im~ov~m.ent on. her own: She has not yet, · · · 
. . 
been seeri for th'e. one-y'ear follow-up and rio informati~n has 
yet been recei~ed on how well she has ~regressed with her 
· plans. ' I '• 
I , 
Summary of,Clinical Results 
• 
·. · 'Six patients cornp~eted the original Faradic Dis-: 
/ 
·ruption .sessions· with ' four grea~ly improved, on~.moderately 
• ) ""' ~ • t • 
improved and one unimproved. Two of the f~ur waiti~~~{~~t 
' ~ cont~ol . patients could not progress with Earadic. Dis~up~ion 
treatment for various reasons while one ' successfully completed 
treatment and on~ hp.s just b'egun. The mean number ·of sessions 
required for·cornpletion of th~r~PY. was 34.8. 
\ . . 
. .. ..., 
#.· 
( ' 
• 0 
Q 
-, . 
. \ 
., 
' \ ·~ \ 
' I 
./ \ 
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Of the six patients who have suc:vessfully completed . . :.- . . 
Faradic Disruption, a11 have been followed .U~ith a median 
. " . . fC?llqw-up . _period of three months. Of the · six, \\nly · qne .h,as · 
· , what can be considered a true relapse.- This patient ·declined 
,, . ' ' . -, \ ' 
booster treatments. '· ·~ ..c-=- · · . 
·~ . . . 
'\ 
Experimental Results · \ · 
· All .·raW data on i:,he previously desCribed :~ym~om . . .' 
r~t~ngs and psycn6~tric tests were . arranged by treatment 
gro~ps for the fo~r assessment periods. Means an~ stah\ard · 
de~iations (presented in brackets) were calculated for 
group~r each observation .. 
• 1 ' • M1xed model analyses of variance for repeated 
0 
-----m~asures--were-per-fOrfued on all d_ata us~ng the Balanova ·- ( 1968) 
~. 
•( computer progra~. Details of any .particular analysis are ,, 
' ) 
given i:n each sub-section bel9w·. 
"'' 
'> 
I' , 
Because it was predicte~ that~ the _ faradic disruption 
grOUp 1 i~ COmpariSOrl With the COfit}!Ol" grOUp, W_OUld ShOW , 
decr~ases i'n .self-ratings of targ.~t: and non-target~ symptoms, 
-in psychiatri~ ratings of target ·and ·no~-targ~t symptoms, 
• 
and - ~n-psychiatiic adjustment ratings, F tests for simple 
. . ' 
main effects (Winer, 1962, p. · 529-S3Z: _were applied to .these 
.d;ta subsequent to the ,. an.aly.si~ 1f var~nce regardless of · 
the overall significance of t~in effe6ts and i~t~ractions . ~ 
f . · , . 
for all oth~r· measures, subsequent F ·te.sts were. ~pplied btrly 
. when significant. analysis of variance results .were .dbt.ained, 
' 
and if n~cessary. 
J 
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As · discussed previously one of the control.patients ~ 
• ) J • , • 
refused to attend . for irit'ermediate ass~ssm~t~ so tha.t data . ... 
• . 4 
werci availabie for · thii parti~ular case only -for the initia~ 
and three-month evalu~tions. An examination of· the effect·s·· 
- . .,. 
of including·. the~~ .scores in the analyses of results showed · 
that they produced a conside~able alterat~on in the pattern · 
; o .f the · contrc:>l gr~up_ .. m ..e~ns. It was ~onsequently decideq to 
. take th~. most conservative procedure and delete the· results .. 
'. -for this subject from the · ana·lyses i-nvolving the second · and 
. r 
third· assessments (with . the exception of latency of image 
£:ormation - see belO'!'J) . 
Thus for analyses involving initial and finai assess- . 
--v .- .-.--· -----·-·-:••·:---
---. -. ----· ------nl'ents the group ·members follow·ed the original experimental 
... 
·. 
._'""~ 
forma~ (N = 6 arid 4) whereas when the . within . tre~tment · assess-
~ents · we~c used ~ - =. ·6 and j). ·The number of subjects is also 
. \ . . 
. . 
4 altered in t~e ci~a~~sis· of latency'of ' image~form~tion and an 
. I 
·. 
\ 
; - A 
.· explanation is gl.'ven in 'ctetaii in that sub-sect-ion (see below)'. 
Patients' Subject.i.l!ve Rating .of Target' Symptoms 
• #o ..., • 
T_h_e :sc<?res · .. for the selected target syrnpto_ms were 
b • 
. 
. . . . " ···.. . 
direct!~ ta~e~ f~om ~he patients' subjective ratings of their 
symptoms· . . Se~e,ction of· the tar'get · symptom took place after 
the initial ratings of· al:h- symptoms . . The r ·emaining .(non~target) · 
. . ' . 
_symptoms are analyzed i~ ~ separate sub-secition. 
Table 6 presents the means and standard deyiations 
for this rating. " .. 
The means from Table 6 are plotted in Figure 1 ,· the 
numbers 1-4 denoting the assessment periods as per . Table. 6, · 
" . 
.. 
/) 
, '· 
r--' . ', . 1' 
0 
;...• ' 
• 
·. • 
. . 62. 
. .. . . 
and show tha.t · there· was·· a ste'ady decrease . in the ratfn<;JS of . 
. ... . . . . ' t: # • • 
' • ,. . ' . I 
the Faradic· Di~ruption group ~v~t the fo~~ · ass~~s~~nt ~~~ibds 
. wh{le the . contro.l . group ratings ~h.ow 50~~ 'in'creas~. 
., 
' 6 ~ 
, 
. TABLE 6 
. . 
:Means _and ·)~t~:mdard Deviations for . ~at.ients •· ·subj.ect~v.e Ratings· .· 
of · Target' S¥rnptoms ' :\ 
, . 
, ;.u1 
... 
------------~--------~---=======-=====~==--=-================~ 
' . . 1 4 
'• 2 • . ,3 
' · 
10 20 30 
Ass;es~ments . .-. Initial Treatments Treatments Treatments ' 
•.· 
... I 
,, 
~ 
. ' 
Fa..radic 
----..o"~'-srupt iori .. - x 
., 
.. 
. ----:-- - -···-. _____ . _____ __:....,_ ___ . ______ _ 
---··----1- 94. 83 ss.83. ·3s:oo . ~2 .. 83 
~ "', ' 
' . 
.... 
(N - 6} 's. o. (1'2. '05} (31.94} . -'(33.44~ { 33·. 2 0} 
Assessment$· Initial 1 Month 2 'Months 3 Months 
• . . 
' 
Control X 66.00 ~9.00 100. po 95.00 
' I 
(24.54} 
(' . ~ 
(N, = 3} 
'o 
s. 0'. 
a 
' uf..09> .... . (12.03) . ( 7'. 0 7) 
a~~----~~----------~------------------------~-------------------
The. analy~ is of variance which was performed · on these 
() . data · qernonstra~ed a significant main ' effect for assessments . 
. . . 
. , ' 
...... . ' ·· 
- ~nd ·a s]..gnific.a:!\t intera.ction .-_., ·A summary ~s gj.. v~~ in · Table . 
. .,. 0 
,. 
7. y (' 
' · 0 
'.,_ . 
. '\., 
For assegsmen~s, a test·for simple m~in ~ffects 
t • •• • 
. ' .. 
\ 
··. r~vea~ed ·a · si,gnifi'c:~to eff~~t -~or the ~aradic Dis'ruptipn group 
' . · (F = ·14 . . 1271, df -= . 3/21, p <·· .Ol)'but not .for the ' control 
I , 
.· ·. g~oup ._ (_F ~.1.96623,-" N.S • .} over th.e four ass.essrnent periods~ 
. . 
. . 
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FIGURE ·1 0• 
.; P~t-i.ents.' 'S:Ubjective Ratings of T9rg~t · Sympt(:>ms 
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. . 
ComparisC?ns between "groups .fqr each assessment pei:'~od· 
, J ~ • : • •. ' • • • •• • • . • 
s~owed that· the two. did not differ at the initial assessmen_t . 
. . 
· (F :::= 1:.8,891, df =· ~/7 ;. N.S.) .nor · it the .10 tr~atrnent· (l·m6nth). 
~ : . 
... asse~sro~nt (F .= · 3.25·2·5, N.S.)"; but t .hat there were· significant 
' . . . . 
' ' ' • 0 
diiferences .at the 20 treatment (2 month) ~ss~ssrnent (F = 
8 .. 68787.,:p · < .. QS).and a·t t~30 trea.tment (3 month) assessment 
' ~ ' •j'IJ ' - / • ' 
· ·, . 
. CF = a.7~r8, p < .05). 
Tbus it is clear that patients who receive.d the .' • 
' ~:, .. 
Fa.radic Dis·~}lpt~on treatment rated thems~1v_es aso consid~r~b1y 
I . 
· mor~ improved -·with respect ·to their target sympto.ms than did . 
. . 
the contr.ol- group a·nd ·.t_hi~ :t~~.C:t -~~1X_b~-~~~~~-~-~id':_~~-~ffter_: ____ · ----:--. _ 
. . . 
the Faradic Disr.uption patients " had· received 20 treatments 
I ; • • ' 
------·-·--·--< rattrer tha·h_:_1-cir ~nd ~catin·g :11-~siTC]~t ~ei~-y--~£--th·;-· e i£~~t;--- --· 
I , ' • i ': 
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~ 
. :.,.•, 
. •. ~ .. 
. . I": .. ; 
·.\ 
.... 
. . of treatment; 
. >.~ 
. TABLE . 7 
.: Ana1y.sis .of Varianc~. Summary fox: Patients·' · ~ubjective Ratings 
....  ' 
.I' 
' .. 
·source 
-
A (group~) 
. \ (subje~ts) 
B (assessments) 
A x ·.a 
B X S 
. , 
. ' 
' 
·(experimental 
error) 
. 
I 
\ 
.. 
. I • 
d~- Target SymP.toms · i . 
df MS · F 
. · .8256.11- 1/7 , " ~256~11 
~-,.. -
~.31878 N.S. 
17413.9 
52lo.da 
11024.00 
7 ·2487.69 
3 I 21 ~.: . · 17 3~6 >6 9 · 
\ . :1 
3/21 3674.68 
5. 04392 
·IO. p725 . 
7230. 60 21' ·.,---.-3"44-:-314 . ---. 
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··-\ 
' Q \ 
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., . 
( · I • . 
<.OS 
< .-ol 
'· ' 
\- .. 
/ 
'• ' . 
' • .a s, 
I . 
. ' 65 . 
I 0' 0 
Psychiatric Ratitig of Target syrn~toms _ 
:rn a manner . identical to patie'nts I S?bjec_ti_ve ratings, 
: ..... 
scores for . target symptdms were e~traqied· for the psycbiatric 
.; ~ . . 
rating of patients 1 symptom~ . . _ T_h~s~ · ratings · involved i_ni tial 
,: and final asse~s-;:hen.t scores '• onl~, ·however, and consequently. 
. . ' . , . . ' I . 
" .... 
no subjects . had ~o 'be dropped from · the analysi~~ ·. 
' ' 
•' . 
a~e . prese~~ed in Tabl~ ~. ., 
.. 
These means a~e plott~d in ~igu~e 2 ·and illustrate 
. . 
tnat while the cohtrol ratings decreased ·very·· slig.t:'ltly from 
. . . . . .... . ' - . . . . 
. 'the ini tialo to ' the final assessm~nt, there was ·a. correspond-: 
___ __;,.:..:._, _ ___,_, ____ ~--. :_ __ :._ _ .... , .. __ . ________ - -· .. -- -·- . . . . - . - . .. 
. ·-
•' 
. . 
ingly large dec~ease for - the Fa~adici Disru~t{on grbup 4urini . 
-- that period.. · --- --- ' · • • • (1 - · -.. ----- ·-...:__::_:_::_~-.. - -_ .. _--_-_. - --------- ---- · ----;--~-....__-=------
'/ 
·: Means and Standard Deviations for Psych~atric Rating of 
0 
' . 
· Asse·ssment 
· Fa'radic . 
D.isrup_tion X · 
II)" 
~ 
-~ 
0 ' ~ ­
{.!) 
(~ i' 6) S.D • . 
Control X 
( N . = _ 4 ) S • D .• 
-. 
. ' 
Target Sympto~s 
I ' 
•e !' -
.,. 
'· 
' - . 
. " 
ri-litial .. . . 
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. 8 ~- 00 . 
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. • I 
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A suqunary of the analysis of vat·ianq·e performed on · 
. ·, 
these data is pres~nted in Taple 9. 
. . 
.. 
. 
Tpis -~nalysis shows. that the F ratios for both main 
' ' • • ' ' I . . • , I I ' • 
· ·effe~ts (groups and assessmen-ts~ as" well · as the interacti.on-
-~re su.ffici.ently large to reject the· null hypothesis. In-
~~~c.t~on . 9~ ·Flg~re 2 ~o~-~d s~ggest that n&t on.iy did the two 
".. . . 
groups differ ±n the pattern of change,of this rating from 
t1 ' 
· .. initial to final assessments, but that the t\'To groups may 
• • J • • • -
have significantly differed from each ot~er in·the -initial 
.' • • 0 
. ' 
assessment level· of this factor. { 
,:· 
'· 
\ .. 
• >;? 
'·'.. -
~ -M o ..... ..... ,,,_ 0 .. · ----·-... · - • --· •- ooof oooooo,. ,,,,,, 
• Q 
,• . 
TABLE 9. 
AO <' • ' • • • /.. u - - -----· - .. --- =- ·-- --
_ ',-- Ana-lys±s-•o:f-varia-nce :·summary'-for- Psychiatric .Rating of / 
~ ' 
A 
A 
. . . 
Source· 
(groups) 
. . 
s (subjects) 
X B 
B. x · S 
(experimental 
error) 
Target Symptoms f 
' . . 
ss .. df MS 
·5.4. 67 48 1/8 54.6748 
.3·0. 37 so .. 8 3.79688 
14.0084 1/8 14.0084 
17.0418 B. 2.1-3022 
,. . 
F 
14 .• 3999 <.01 
li;4165 <.01 
6.57602 < -~ 05 
• 
Fur~her tests showed that - there was a s~gnificant 
'• I 
decrease .·in this rating .f;r.om initial to final assessment for 
-the Faradic Disruptiqn ·group (F =· 18.9339,. df =. 1/8, 'p < . ,01) 
.• ' 
-but not for the control group . (F -= ··.586}9,. N.S.). 
I 
' . 
" · f 
.. 
.. 
.. 
"' 
,J • • • 
. I 
. 
1. 
'<: .. 
f r ' ·r...~-- -""-- ·: 
- ----- ---------------·--·--------------------~~-------
0 
. ... 
:68. 
t:J ... 
-----~----------~eomparisons between groups ·allowed dismissal of the 
, 
t_. ' ... 
"'• 
' 
·. init'ial ~ssessment differences (F.= 2 . .2495-6, df = 1/8, ·N.S.) 
while· con.firming the ~e fincH as·sessrnent differences 
,. 
(F = 2o.J~65·, p < ~.ol) · . . 
...... · 
' . 
,. - ' ' I. 0 ,, It can be safely as~umed, t~erefore, that the Farqdic : 
. ' . 
. · Disruption patients ~ere rated by ~~e ~ndep~nden~ psychiatric 
; 
• : 0 ... 
ass&ssor as significantli ~ore im~rove~ than th~ cont~oi · 
. . ' . " 
.. 
r group with r~spec.t . _to .their .t;'lrgef _ sympto~s. - -
Patient~' S~bjective _Ratings. 6£ Non~Tatrget sy~ptom~ J 
' 0 ~ 
Foui of ' the ~ix Faradic D~siu~tion patients and three. 
of the four ·control patients had obsessive/compuls~ve symP.to~s 
0 
. \ 
other than those taken as target symptoms for treatme~t. For 
- a-iYb-ut one -c-ase these ___ non=-target- ;y;-pto;,;;-wer; -untreat~-d-~ 
" ' . . 
The .one exception was a Faradic ·Disruption patient who had 
. - ~ ... 
rec~ived five treatments on one of his several non-target 
J 
' 
symptoms at the time · of' the final assessment. Inc1usio.n of 
t~is sympto~ in ~he presen't a!'lalysis did not prod~ce ~u"ch 
"' • -; fiiQ ~ 
change in cell m~ans and consequently a divis~o~nto ~ 
treated ·and . ~ntreated. n~n-~arg~t symptoms was ~on~ide. ~~d . 
unwarranted. 
For each patient ·the symptoms which remained in the 
• 0 
patients' _subjecti~e ratings of symptoms after extraction 
• 0 
of th~ target symptoms scores, were used for this index. 
c><' 
If two or more non~target symptoms were prese~f, ·a mean was 
'. 
, 
, . I 
• ) . ' 
? S a single measure~ · 
1.:• • , 
. ·J taken. and used ' • 
The means and stanpard deviations for these ratings, 
~ 
are ·p!esented in Table ~ lO. 
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-. "TABLE 10 
J ' 
. ., 
., 
Means ·and Standard Deviations. for Patients' Subjectiye Rafing,s 
of Non,-Target Symptoms · 
., . 
'· 
1 ·2 3 4 
~~------------------------------~--~~----------
10 2o 3o 
Assessments Initial Treatments _Treatments Treatments 
Faradic 
Qisruption X 
s :o·. 
Assessments 
-Control X 
,(N. = . 3) ·~~D •. a 
. ' 
. . 
82.50 
(6.69)-
Ini't · al 
(28 ~ 47) 
v 
. ,, 
59.25 so·. oo: . 
. 
52. 50' 
(16.04·) .. , (16.61) (~4.57) 
i Month 2 Months - 3 Mopths · 
54.67 ... ' 58.33 68.00 
(27.47), (2-6·. 96} <28.88) 
- .These means a:r:e plott~d in Fig~re . 3 and suggestethat: 
.. 
• ' -\ 
.. . • • ,-.I" , • • r • 
·over the four - &~perimental pe~iods, the r~Uings · of both groups 
. . 
• ,decreased some~hat, par~icularly from the initial ass~ssment 
. ·, 
to th~ lObh tr~atment, or• 1 ~opth . assessment. 
. . 
Table:-11,· however, whict( presents a summary of the 
. . 
. . 
'"analysis· of ·. variance performed on these data, · shows that the 
' f • .. 
effect for both groups over the four periods was in·fact 
. " 
non-si·gnifis=an·t, ...... 
Subsequent ·test~ f~ simple ' m~~ effe:ts supPorted 
· .·. this con~lusion ~ irr that nt.significant results were foqnd 
· o 
. . 
·· ,across grbups·. :for the Faradic Disruption subjects (F .= ~ 
I 2.76677, df = 3/15, p < .10) or for the control supjects 
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( F . =~ .• ,6 2'0 6 6 , p > ·• 2 5 ) .nor w'ere· any~ significance diffe_remces · 
• "t : • ,' .. • • :. .~ •. ~ • • . ,... ·-J 
D • ?Jil. found bet~.een g7<?up$ .at any· of·. th.e -assessment po_int~·· 
• ~ .If ' ' <'I ~ .. • • 
. - ... 
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.. TABLE 11 
~ 
An·a'i£'sis of Vqriance Summary · for Patients' subjest.ive Ratings 
.... . 
' 
o.f .Non-Targ_et symptoms 
• ' ~I 
,.$ource 
' ~ t 
A. ··(groups). : · 
I ' 
S (subjects)' 
.J 
.. 
' 
.. . 
..... . 
.·11711. 7 
• • , 1, 
~-- B · (cis,s.e'ssments): ·, 2502.\~00 · 
'\:'< ; • 0 ' .. • ; 
. • . A .~'B r - .. • •• · · :- ·· -~2:34_-~s -_ 
. . . . .. 
Q 
B X ·s :476Q.40 
(expe-rime_n tal· 
erroF) ., 
., 
, -~ .. ~ 
,' 5 
( 
3/.15 
J/1·5. 
p 
15 
2343. 34 
0 
834.00 
241:03.5 
:317.~60 
... 
r · 
.F . 
0.14008 N·. S. 
if' 
2. 62793 N.S. 
0 -. 75950 N.S. 
I 
0 
, 
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' I ! ,j ' d I •., ·. · Psychiat-ric · Rating of Non-:Tar_get Symptoms· 
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.. 
··.rr:he psy,chiatric ·ratihg . of non-target S¥ffiptot,ns was 
c- · r ~ derived in' the same·: mariner that .non-t-arget ~ymptoms wertt.ex-
• • • J . . if ' • ' & • • • :·.. • \ 0 ' .: • • 
tracted, from t ·he pat.ients' · subjective symptom ·ratings~ A· 
. . I ' • . 
~ean wa·s ~lso {ia~erf.;. tu1d.~.u\sed a~ a single sco~e 'in cases whe.re ... · 
-<1 • ~ • • , •f,. . . . . ' t II 
· two or more - non-target ·symptoms were present~ 
.·. p ,.r .·d •' ' . 
-'' 'v ; . ". ~ ~ _ll'he means and•.st:-andard d~yi~~ion~. for~is ·. rat~~g 
' was presented in Tabl,e _ 12. 
' > • 
. · Thes.e means are plotted in ··Figure 4 and .as · with 
• • • ,1 • • '.. ... 
tne 
· --1 • . • . , ~ ,· . ~ · . ' • . ,· -
pat1ent rpt1I'lgs of _; non~target symptoms appe ar to suggest tha t 
(> • • •• " 
:botry·. ~·roups ~ we.r_r:;. rated ·'as~· ~h·~vin<;:r i~rF~ve~ from the initial 
0 • • -~· 
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·t:o the' fina.l ,assessment . 
~ ·Means·- and Standard D~viation.s ·_for Psychiatric R'ating o-f 
. .. 
A·ssessment 
Faradic 
n'isrupt.i{m 
,. 
(N = 4) . · 
·controi:,~ · 
·x 
S.D. 
·x-
Non-Target Symptoms 
.~ -
-.1 
. ) 4 
Initial Final 
6 '.25 4.00 
· J 
,, 
. 
. . (0.83) (1.41) 
7.67 . :,p. 33 
72. 
< 
· ' 
• ., (.1.25) S.D. ' (0:.47) 
. ·' 
, 
' ·; ' . ' . . 
. · '· . " ·rN = -3r..: 
·L . 
~ 
,. .. 
., 
.. . 
.. ,. 
-· . 
'•.t't., . . • . ' 
··.-:. . · In th.:J.S insb:~nce, . th~ main .effect for assessments was 
# ' ·~ 
. .... )"\ .- . . . 
. , .,.,.._, . 
·s'ighificant·, at the .. a's ~~Y..~·J. .$U:ggesting .that ·_both groups· were 
· · . • ·. · . . . · ~ , . ·- ·c · . · 
rated a~ having· imp_rQ_yed' f:i:'om' ;ini:t~a1 ·tO final· assessment. . . 
- .... . ·'· ... : . 
.. • • .. .. • . 1 
The-tests for simple main effects elucidated this ihter- . · 
f \ • ~ • 
pretat~ion b}; sh?~ing_ that whereas t~e changes frl;?m:· initi~l . 
- . . .· 7 • . 
to final assessm~nt ~ere . signifida~t fo~~he . F~radic Disruption 
, \ • • 0 • • • • • 
g~oup ·(f_ = 10. 7 522 , · .df = .i/"5, p < •• 02?) th~y . were not· t'or . 
th!e contrc;:>l' group (F = · 2.83185, N~S.) 1~ On, the other hand, 
0 • .. • 
no ~ignific~nt. differende~ b~tween gro~ps " could ~e dem~n- · · 
"stJ;ated .at ·eit.her t~e inltial (F ~· ) ·.13917 ·, ~ < ·.25) o~ the 
• • • I ,. . , •. ' 
· final ~ssessment (F = 5. 80312, p · < .10) ,. 
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'TABLE 13 ·. 
Ana:lysis· of V~r.i~nce Summa;~;. for ~yc~iatr.ic Ratill,gs of 
Source 
A (groups) · 
S {subjects) 
B · (assessments) 
. . 
A X B . 
Non-Target· Symptoms 
~ 
ss df \ MS . 
12. 0536· 1/5 12.0536 
1:1. 3750 5 ' 2. 2750.0 
' 12.0714 ·, 1/5. 12.0714 
. 
' * 
. 0 • .72022 · :1/5 00 .• _72042 
F 
·5.29827 N.S. 
4 
. c 
' 12 .. 8192, <.05 
0.76~83 
..... 
N.S. 
·-
:· 
4. 708-33 5 :94167: lo L. 
(experimental: 
_error) 
I , 
.. 
·~ . 
- - . r 
While ~11qt a.s c.1e_ar ;as _the. ratings of target symptom's, 
- these stattstica1 re.s_uits .. _.?n ~on-·target symptoms can be 
interpret~~ ai sh6wing a sign~flcant~~~provement ~rom pre-
to po~t-treatment "le~els for ·the F~radic . Disrupt~o~ ~atien£s 
and 
G · .. 
found in the· ·p_atients'• su~jective ratings of non-target 
• 0 ' . 
symptoms'· w.~ere the simple main . e~fects f~r the _Faradic 
I 
.Disruption group. c. (over th-e four • assessment peri_ods) · approached . · . 
.. • C) : ? • ·.. • • 0 • \ ~ 0 . · - · . .... .. • • 
signi·f~~an~e (p < •• 10) .. _,_ 
I I 
P?'ychiptric Adjustment . Ratin9 ~ I} 
. 
. . 
' As mentioned.previoUSfY {ps~chometric assessments) ' a. 
' I 
' • 
~·f.' I 
single im~air~ent scp~~ f~r ~a~h pa~~ent w~s derived from 
I ·• J 
. J!- ·~,· -
... . •.t'r -
the psyc~iatric aajustment ratirlg. 
~· ... 
' . 
. ,, 
Table 14 presents the · · 
. . ' 
•: 
, . ,..._ I '\ r • 
..... ., \ \ . · .. 
~~ ' I • 
,·. -: 
... , 
. I ' 
J ' • 
.. 
"'!' . 
~ -
· .. ·t 
.. 
. , . 
. . 
J 
• .. 
l . 
. . . 
. . ·--
means and standard devia~ions for~his rating. 
·-
TABLE 14 
Means qnd ·standard beviat1ons for Psychiatr~c Adjustmept 
,Ass'es;rment 
" ' 
Faradic 
Disruption 
• 
· . 
Ratings 
\ 
1 4 . 
•. ,.,. 
I.n~ti.al Final 
':' 
9. 67 .... 5.67 
75 • 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
. \ 
' 
.\' 
~. ··\ 
' .' 
\ (N = 6) S.D. (3.68) (4.27) . \ 
' . 
c 
Control 8.75 8.25 
·. 
(N = 4) S.D . (5~89) \. (4.49) 
' . 
J· ' lr' . ~- . . 
These means ~re plotted _in Fig ure-'·· ...  5 _and show that 
.. . , ·. 
while '!there is an overall decrease in thi~-~·:·~·n.dex f -rom. the 
initial to "the final assessment for· both gro~~s, th~~~ i~·-~ a . 
·~ . 
·· consider,~bly l -arger qrop for the - Faradic Disruption group. 
~ _ .fble .15 ·p~e~en~s t;h; an~l~sis -~f :vad.a_nce summa~y 
· · fo r this data·. · 
. ' 
.·. The analysi~o·~·~vari.a)lce UlU~·t_;~t~s . that "the decr ease 
:· . . . . ' ·. . . • ).'" .. ·'liP . . • 
·;.n· -the _rati~g ·: for bo-th groups ,from initial t ·o fina_l assessment 
. . \) . 
is in fact significant ~ The· inter·action effect approached 
, . J . ., . , - --- • si~nificance at the ~ 05 lev~l (critical value := ~. 3 2) but 
' . . 
... ot _,. ~ 
- . 
• • I the~null hypothe~is. 
q o . . 
· · wa~_ .,.tH~t·· ·s:ufficie_nt t o reject 
.. ~! . . . . 
,,J••·'·'····:··'' ,"f1 . . . . ' • ·· • ' 
·, 
., 
................. .,. · ' , : · · · · subsequ~nt· ·t .ests ·far 
. ~. •\l•l · '···· · •. },. 
' ·., : ' .: ' th~ trend, howe,;,er, a s tne re wa s a . signific'ant effe~t . fek 
sjmple· :ma in effec:t s confirm~d 
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. . . 
the Faradic Disrupt1C?.n ;rrol:lp ~ ~rqm ·pre .... to _post-tr_eatrnent 
,, . 
• • . ; ' ... 1 · ~ . . ., ., • ~ -
assessm.ents (F ==, 17.0665, df· ;= 1/8; ·P <; • 01) but. not .:·in the .... · ·~ --,: 
. ' . . 
~ontrol· g~<?,UP (F .. == ·1.· 7.77=!, · N. S. ), .· 
. . . . ~ ·, . 
- -
.- · · As with . . -the psychiatr.ic r.ati~g of_ -hon:.....t;arget 
. . • . . . ll . . I 
sympt'oms,. however., no· significances between groups were Q • 
• • • ~ • ~ ,.. • ' • • • • • " ~ ' • i • 
. found., at ei t _her . the preE-"treatment assessments (F =· • 078.667, - : 
' .p .· • - - . . 
' - ~ tJ . ' 
df == ·1(8 , , N. S.)' or at the post'-treatme.Qt assessment (F = 
... ~ ' . 
I ' ~ 
. ~ -·' ... ~; : 
• 6 2"4 7 8 I N·. s . ) . 
On t~i bas{s of · the first·tes~ - it caq ~e s~en that 
• • & ' ~ • \ • • • • 
· t~ere was _a clear ,\fende·n..~Y. 'for the Farad,ic nisru~-~~on · ·~oup 
: to improve on this· meaS,Ure over the duration of' the experi-
. ' ~ . ' '. . . 
-~- . ' 
·-~· . 
. m'ent. . 
-- ':"'" ... 
. " 
· . . 
.. ' 
.. . :.....-
'· . 
. Analysis . of var:.j.an,;e: su~a:r~ 'tor Psychi~tric Adjustment 
' . ~at;ings 
. o 
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IPAT Self-Analysis guestionnaire 
Table .. l6 prese~ts ~he means and ~andard deviations 
' . . 
for ·the IPAT Self-Analys'is Questionnaire with 'the one control 
patient for ~whom intermed~ate raiings were not available . 
eXfluded from· the analysis . 
. . 
These means are · plotted in. Figur-€ 6 and ·show that 
neither group changed in this evaluation during the course 
of the investigatio~. 
Th..is is con.firmed by. the non-:- significant r .esul ts_ 
ob.tained in the, -ana)ysis of varian,ce (~~_p_le 17) and suggests 
.. 
that there was no cnange in trait an~iety 
- over the. du',ration of t.he~xp~riment ~ 
Fe~r Survey Schedule (F:s.s.} · 
in· either group 
·-
Th·e restrictions for this· analysis are , identical wJ_tb 
tho~~~reported for the IPAiscala. - . Table 18 presents th~r 
means and ~tandard deviation~ for'the F.S.S. while the 
· 'analys~ of variance summary is given in "rable 19. 
•. 
The means fo.r the F,.S·. S. scores are plo.tted in 
: . . 
Figure 7. While th~re appear~ to be a group difference 
r 
·for,tniE measure in that the cont~ol group have overall 
'if' . . -
lowe:i" . .sc5ores, the analys-is of varia~ce reveals that this 
• • v ... ~"'··..,..· " ~ • • ' • • 
• • • • fl" 
differem5'e is · not · si~nificant. Essentially it · appears th_at 
'U . 
as with trait anxiety no ·changes in situational anxiety 
" . ·.,. . ' . . ) . : . . 
responses· took place· over the duration of the experiment . 
J:.atericy of. Image (Thought) Formation, . , , 
A ~e~cripti~n of u th~ basic 'desig~ for the evalJ~tion 
of.ch~ng~s.in the la~ency of image forma~ian · has _ b~en · ptev-
. iousl~ _giveri. 
I . 
" . 
,· 1 
;) . 
. ~ 
.. 
. . 
.· 
.... 
··. 
• J~ ., 
I 
.. 
. ( 
I'( 
" 
v 
• • 
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TABLE 16 
M~ns and Standard Deviations for IPAT ·self:-Analysis· 
--' 
.Questionnaire . 
.. . 
1 2 3 
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Trea ttnen ts 
20 30 . 
Assessments Ini"t..fal Treatments . Treatments 
'• . 
----~--~--------~----------~~----~--~----------------~----
Faradic ' ... 
Disruption x· 
(N = .6) S.D. 
Assessments 
Control , x 
•. ,..-(N = 3) S.D . 
.. 
•' 
5i. 30 
Initial 
46.00 
(7 .1;2) 
55.50 
(7.02) 
1 Month 
39.3 
(15.15) 
' .. 
T~BLE 17 
~ • I 
Analysis of. Varia-n~e ~Summary ".fo/ IPAT · S~lf-~nalysi.~ 
• \ 0 • • 'f 
Quest~onnaJ.re ' ':? I 
' 
tl Source ss df MS p · 
" 
7 34 :·72 2 734 .. 722. 1.20456 .. N.S . . !\ (gl;'OUpS) 1/7 0. (su~jects) : 4296.66 . 7 609.951 I , 
I B (a sse ssmen ts) · '. . 61·. 555 3/21 20.518.5 . 0. 634.907 ·N·.S. 
I 
136.277 3'/fl 45. 425J 1.40561 N.S. A X B . .. 
' . 
678.664. ' 2i 
. .. 
B X s 32.3173 r .; 
. 
' . ' (experirnentaJ.. . •..,J-j 
error} 
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TA~LE 18 . 
. . 
Means and Standard De.viations for Fear Survey Schedule 
.. , 
·' 
1 4 
10 20 . .... 30 
·, . ·Assessments.· Initial Treatments Treatments· Treatments 
Faradic 
.·• Disruption 
' • • 1 
14 9. 83 134-.33 ' 130. 6·7 144.00• 
(N = 6) S.D. (61.58) (68··.42) (56.64). ( 61:. 68·) 
1 Monj;:h. 2 Months 3 ·Months 
~ 
.. Assessments Ini.tial 
\ -;· 
Control X · 1'13.67 8~ .· 00 7 2. 33 78.33 
A 
(N =·3) D S.D. (42.07) <5;7.46). --{5-1__..48) (54.13) 
' ' 
TABLE· 19 
' ' 
Analysis of .Variance Summary ·· fpr Fear Survey Schedule·.- · . 
' ,. 
Source 
A (groups l' 
S (subjects) 
B (assessments) 
A X B 
'.:• . 
· B X S 
( e xper .tmen ta 1 
er.ror) 
ss 
22366. 1 
106339.0" 
I 
2868. o·a 
., 
1573.06 
. . . 
. , '19153 ~- 7 
~ 
. df .. 
'\ 
,1/7·. 
7 ) 
3/21."· 
3/21' 
21 
0 • 
" -· 
. , 
.MS, F 
22366.1 • .':1.. 4 7229 
' 15191.3 
•• ll . 
' .. 
. 9 56 • 0 2 7 1. 0 4 818' ., N •. S ~ 
' .-
524.354 ·· 6·.574899 N.S. 0 • . 
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As the deci"sion- to make assessments of neutr.al images 
. . 
, 
r' . was made afte-r .the ·· ini\:i~tion of the· ex.periinent, two Faradic 
•. I . . 
Disruption pa-tie~.ts w_ere· not ~aluated 5 .. this d~mension 
and -were- not ·. i~clude~ in .this analysis. 
. . ~ ~7 
· As the data fr.om 'the control Ii..atient . who ·declined to 
• • < ~ ' CJ u 
mak.e treatment rat in~~ did not _appear ' inf th.is · instance to 
• , ! 0 
a;). ter · the pattern of cell means; ·his score·s were ·inclpded in 
. . . ·' .. . . . '\ 
t'he The omit"t_ed within-tr~ment ··scores· 
) _' 
wer~ a.keri in the analys~s as missing qata which initiated' a -
' 
---> • ""' ' .. • quares. solution for _the~.az:taiysi~ o+-.variance ·program._ 
• ... · I .. 
The means - and -standard deviations for latency of 
• , •"': 1 ° • o 0 0 
image formation ·.of obsessive a·~d ne11tral images are · pres~rited 
·1 
' 0 
.. 
in '].'able . '20. . '. 
~ ., 
_ The means · a:r·e plotted in F {gure 8 which shows that 
• • I' ' ,.J 
·- . 
. f. . • o. . 
. : .. ' .. the latency .of. irn~ge fo~mation ~ncreased ~reatly over .. th~ four _ 
---~~perimental periods ~o-~ t~~ t'~ea.-te4~pe~s~ve· images w~~le . . . 
. - ~ -~ ~ -.:. 7 '-'' ·- ·' . ., . 
: ;~ · ~ . 
' 
. ' 
. t~e untte~t~~ o._?ses~iv~ i~ag~\.~nd' the two sets of· neu.tral · ·" 
· imag'es remai.'~ed basical~y . uhohanged. 
I • ' 0 . . 
....... . 
A. 3-way mixed model ' analysis of variance was per-
~ f ' • " 
. . 
fqrmed on. t~ese data using·· a ~alanced design~ The . first · 
fac.t~;-' . (A) repres~nt_ed the ' two ~xperimental, gr<?'ups, th~ ~e.cond 
. .. . .. ' .• · .. 
• I 
factor (B) ~pr:esented the two · .. l~vels of 
~ . 
anc;l neutral) , while t:he" th(id fa.c.t..Qj) (C) 
~mjs . (ex~er~mental 
den_%ted -~he four 
• tl' 1;) • • "' 
assessment periods. 
. . . . - . 
This. ~analysis ·isP suroma·rized in ·Table 21·~ · 
. .... 
As .can be noted from Table · 21 the larg~ - F~ratips 
. ~ ,, . ' . ~ ' . 
.. led t.~: a : .. l;ejection of the n':Jll• nypothe'sis for . al ·~ ma;in effec::~s 
·and ali {nte~a~lions. Inspection · of Fig1,1re. 8 shows clearly 
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TABLE. 20 ,__ . I • ' ,. 
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~e~ns and· ~t~~dard Devi~~ions for Latency of · Image · F~frnation · 
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NEUTRAL -IMAGES 
2 \ • ·. 3 . 
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4 
1 0 . 2 0 -· : 3 0 ~ ' ; 1 0-
Initial '-Treatments - Treatm·ents Treatment~ fni.tial Tre'atments 
20' " • -~o 
Assessments· 
. Faradic · 
Disruption · ... X 
·_' (N = . 4) s·._n. 
Assessments 
I • ' 
5.15 
(1.52) 
' . . Initial 
Control . x. ·: 2,23 
( N = ' 4) · · S • D ; (. 6 ~ 59 ) 
~ . 
. 
;. 
19' .10 -
. . . 
~ -
.(19. 20)· .. 
~ 
..,. , 
~ ... _. .-· 
33. 9.0 
. ,. 
· (19.94) ··· 
o . 
~. 45 • .-35 
(17 :~38) 
\ ~ 3~90 " 3.io · 
·I" 
( 0 w g·g }' . : J • . (0.94) 
., ,. :... ... . .. , .·. "":' 
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;. .. 
3.83 2. 98 · .. 
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·.• ~. (2.04) ·: co.89J" ·· 
.o 
1 ~Mont;.h. 2 Months · 3 Mon"ths ··. Initial 1 Month · · 2 Months . ~ 3 .Months.' · 
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1. 5.8 . 
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.. . .. 
. 1.- 8~. 2. 2~ .• 
~(1;28) . . :.{1.15>- . • 
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2.08 
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t~at .all of these sign~an~t results were a res·ult: of the 
substantial ,ch:nges ' which ~ook place - ;~ong the treated 
obsessive. tmag~s (F~radic Disruption gr~p) . .Furthermore, 
.,.., . 't 
as all' ~f he values-of the -Faradic: nisrupti~n experi~enta1 
. . ~ 
ima~e group fo~ the 10, 20, anq 30 treatment assessments· 
were greater tha·n all values in al1 · other ' cells, it was 
. . . . 
decided that further an-alysis (i.e. , for .. ?i~ple main effectsl" · •·. 
'1 ~ 
' I 
would be redund.an t. 
, 
TABLE 21 
.. 
.. 
,. ' . . 
I # 
Summary of 3-Way Analysis o.f Variance . for Latency ot Image, II' 
. (; Formation 
. l 
" 
·, 0 . 
Source ss df MS F 
./ 
. . A (groups) 2618.87 1/6 ' 2618.87 ' 12.2908 <.05 
"""" ' S (subjects) 1278. 45' 6 213 ."0'76 
"' \ . . v . 
B (images)_ 2077.08.· I , • 1/6 2077.08 9.02691 <. 05 • 
A X B 1947.02· 1/6 . 1947.02' 8.46169 <.OS 
•· 
B X s 1380.59 6 
· ~ 
.230. 09_8 
·C (a,ssessments) 897 . 461 3/18 29 9 '.154 6. 7.04 9(), <.01 ' 
' 
., 
A X c 892.254 3(18 -297. 418 6.66599 <.01 
. I 
' 
. 
.. c X s 
. . 
803.109 18 44.6172 
' 
' 
.. 
B X C 9.7}:7 50 
' 3/18 324. s83 6. 70696 . <.-o1 , . . 
"' ' 
. 
A X B X c 
.. 
919·.·098 
.. 
. 3/18 '306. 366 6.330_53 <:. 01'. 
~ 
a·?L1o·g . 18. 4 a .. 3950 ' . B X c x:~ s 
... 
~ 
1 
' 
. ,.,. .. 
-. 
.. 
. ., 
' r. l ' 
. . 
. . 
· f. 
\. . ... 
. .~ 
\ . 8.7 • 
. , 
... '. ' . " It . is ' cle~_r:,· therefore·_; that the. significant ef~·ects 
-< 
0 : 
. . . 
found ·in the preceding analysis ·of variance are "directly . 
I ~ttributable to· l?rge incr.ea:ses ·in the cell m_eans fG>r the 
Faradic. bi 'sruption obsessive images. :· It can b~ conc.l~ded 
. . . . . • . ~·~- ,. i . • 
.·."' • • 0. ' ·,."' 
that ; the applicat~on . of raradic Disruptio~ ta obsessive 
• 
'ide~tio~s resul.ts in . a large inctease ·in the 'latency' of 
1 formation ~~ 'those im-~ge·~ .. ·and further~or~ t~a17· the ~ffect: 
""' ~ . r~mained s~ecific to ~hose imagei as.evidenced by the.lack 
. . 
of\ chan~e in · the neutra~ _images. 
Summary · of ·Experimental R~sl:lits ,· _ j · . 
\ . . ' 
Bearing i~ mipd the. d_ifferences i _n the 
, . 
cell subj'ects :in · some· of t~ analyses, 'the . following ,resul'ts 
• • 0 • , t 
were evident: ~ 
r . 
. ' . c 1} The Fara~ic ' Disruption . treatmen~ produced~ 
s~gnific"an'tly g~eater decreas~ . in: target symptoms_ than' dld · 
the control _procedure according to pa~ients' ' subjective 
• <{' .. • • .. ' ' 
. . I 
' -~ .2) . The indepen4ent psychiatric rati.ng showed_ a 
• r . 
s1gnif ica~tly . gr_e~ ter reduction in. target- symptoms ci~ong 
the Faradic Disruption group; 
. ~. . ' 
3). No significant differences wer_e · found between ., 
. . . . .. . . .. ,· . . 
'· g:roups on t}:le··\ patients' -su~?jective ratings of. non-target 
sy~@toms. Howeve~, a ~ast . for simple main.~ffects did 
reveal a · si~~-i:Hcant charige· from pre...:. · to post-treatmen't 
• • • . 0 ' 
.. 
. . - . 
as_sessment I among t.he Faradic. Disruption group on 'the . 
. . ' . 
. . 
psy'c.hiatric rating of non-target symp_tom_s, a cha_nge not 
' . 
.. . 
.. . 
evid~nt among . control patients-. Thus there is statistical 
... ..... :~ 4 
~ - -
. ' 
a 
. 
., . 
, I· 
.. ~ . ... 
.. . 
, . 
' . 
o I o 0 
.,. . , 
·' \ ' ·, 
. 
• 
" ? . 
·: - I 
' h . 
. .-: .. . . .. 
• f'' " 
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. : ·. ' 
' . ·~ , .. \. .. ' . . . . ¥ •. . . . .. 
' w , ·. 
4 ' 
• • I 
. ..., 
-. 
0 · , · ,~ (-: . / 
evJ.de·n'ce tq support . th~ ·c}.e~r da·t~-bas~d ._tre~~ - that the 
• ' 
0 
• ~ • .. , ..,., I • ' 0 , • O 0 II>"L..:.. .,. t • 0 I', 
. ,. F_a'radi~-'Di~rpp;i~on'. ~r~atm~t d.oes . r·~v:~.ke·_ c~:}an~es in non-
. target symptoms; . .. . . . · ·. . · ~ 
. ' . . 
. . 
..• 
. .. " i . 
.. 
(""'-' . . 
- ) - -. . . , 
... . . .. ..  ~· "" ' 
· ·4') · An .in'dependent ~ psy~~iat.ri_~ _ ratin~ showe·d a 
• ) '\ 0 • 0 ' I o • • f ) • •, ' 
si'griificantly· gr-eat~r dec:r::eas_e : .ln ~rnpairment. of" adjustment 
0 j o0 I 0 0 
•• 
... ~m~ng th~ · ·Faradic>ois.r~pt.~o~ g_~oup ~han amon~. -~:~~n~rol, 
~ • • * 
. 
_gr.oup ;_ ' 
I 
. -.; 1 
.. .. --
... . 
· .• ' 5') The re . we~e ~o·. ~-i-g~i'ffcah~t: changes in · measure's .. 
., .. · "- ' .C: .,. I ~r " •• •' .~') • "! o ... ~ •..:.. \, . ~ ' . o ... 11 1 
,_.--,, .. ,··ot'. traft _anxi~ty · (IPAT)" or ~situational anxiety p?.S •. s·~ ·) 
• '
0 0 
0 
0 0 i1' f > 0 ' I I , • 
. .
. · 
.. ,. 
., 
.. : · am~ng · ~ither .:gr~up' d:uririg. the .e.xperimen,t; '"and · ·'x· _.· ;- . 
... . . .. ".. . . ' ; .· . . .. . 
.· · · 6) The appl'ic~ti9n ·of Fa~adic· .PisniP.t-ion ':_· r~sul1;:ed ·. 
. r;l . ' . . . . . . . . 
' . . . . • , . 
in ·a s~gniff~a:n~ ·increase in the lat.eric·y _of 'il!lage . . £;9~mat.ion 
• 
0 
° • , • I • ~ • • ~ 1 o .,; - ' ' 
- . - . . . . .. . , .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ~ '•,. " ' : 
. of·the treated obsessive. images, an effect . which .did·. not - · 
. . . . . ' ' . . . . 
. ,, 
. . 
.. . : 
~ · · 
' ... 
occur ip t~e ·neutral ~Il)ages• ~or occur in .. ei. ther ~the obsessive 
·' · 
. ' . ~ 
o.r q~utral ·.ima~~s·_· i~ the·. cont.rol· ~uh] e.qts. •. 
· r , 11 .. 
~allow-up.· 
. 
\ .. . 0 • • 
,__... J ~~ • 
:A· d~~cu!?sic:>~ of · the .~ollow-up' _p~b·cedur~ . has - ·~een. 
. \ . " .. .. . . 
prev~ott_s_ly given . (exp'erimen·tQl format). ·. As me.ntioned the . 
- . .. . . . I, 
• J . •• 
rnedoian ... f6·ilow-up· period for · -th~ six · pati~nts who h'ave success-
• I( . • .. • • • ~ • • • .. . 
• ' 
:fully completed therapy i~ . three ' ~onths· . ~At present there 
.. • • • • " , • ~ • • • • • .J • J ,.. 
is ·suf~lci.ent . .data to, ~res.~nt follow-up data only for' ·the .. ,.- I 
. . ' . -· : : _: ' . . ' , . . . -. . ·- 0 ' . . ··. . 
o11e and ' three •month periods. · . · · - ·~ · · 
,. 
... 
. . ~ . ~ ' . . -c-" . ~ 
.T~~ ~eans, standard deviations . and 'numo~s o f cell 
" . . --ii~· . . 
subjects fo'r . these six paoti-ent~ . ·ar.e presented ·'in Table 22 
·) 
. : 
'' 
. .f'ar: ~ubj-ective r-atings of, "target'"_ symp~o~-~, subjectiv~ - rati~gs 
.. of non"- targe t sympt.om'S , the IPAT anxiety. questionna~_re a'ni 
... · .. 
. - ! 
the F .s. S. 
• ' 1 
,' 
;. 
.. 
t . 
' '. 
,• I,. 
"· ' v , 
' . 
' .. 
•' ' 
, ~ ' y 
. •. 
• 
.. 
. • 
I. 
·-
I \ 
. , ·, 
8.9 • 
I ~ . . ' 
• I 
The means for target and non-tar:.get, sy~pto~s are .. 
. . 
~lotted ·in fig~re 9 • . It ~an be seen that there waj a ~on-
.. 
tinued ~light de~reas~ in ta~get symptom~ _ after one ~onth ~ 
• I ' t 'If • !¥ 
follow-up, while . there ·was a correspondingly larger drop from 
I . ~ 
.. 
.. . 
. . . . . . 
'30 tr~atm~nts to one~month. follow~up 1rt non-target symptoms~ 
• 0 ' .. ' • 
' . 
Th~g latter result undoubtedly refl~cts the ~dditional tieat~ · 
-~ents re~eived by ~orne Farad.j.c· Disruptic:n patients for their"" 
n~n-target · sympto,ms-.- · ' c; 
. I . . . . 
. At three-month f~low-up the sl~ght decrease ~n 
' 
subje,ct:i,:ve. ratings o'f -target symptoms was maintained. 
0 t . .. 
H~wev·er:, a return to pos/.:.. treat~ent; ie.vels wa:? not.ed fot~ . .. ... 
non-:target symptoms. These latter' results are. p-;;.rtic1i1'ar1y .: 
. -
·diffiou'lt to i~·terpret .~·s the smal'i nu~ber ·of ~ubjec~s . . . ·. :' ~ ' 
. . . . 
followed up causes the -means to be .. p'articularly influenced·. · · 
, ' . 
~·~ I •-
by single e~tries: f~r example, ~t 3 months ·follow:.u.p erie : • 
patient~ted his n~n-target _.~ymptom_s. as somewh~t _ h"lghe~ 
than · at 1 month·· follow-up_, . whi~e ·" claimin.g that he _· had jel; 
he h~d continued to im~rove; ~ 
· d Table ;2 _ ~~s~\ ~how~:> that no changes, o.ccurre~ in the • · ·~L. 
. ,, 
means for i:PAT and· F .-s. s. at .foll.ow-up. · This substantiates 
- 4 ' • 
_ the findings that these. va,iables do not change- with tr~at-
ment. . . • / .. 
. Fina~ly, ere are insufficient dat·a: (( ~ ~ . 
w-up\to make even a tentative conclusio~~~~,· 
e ·One patient of three fol~owed-up -to . that' point has 
. 
. . 
, _' xp_ rienced some ' relapse·,· . it is obvious that an extensive 
, .... . 
critical for ~reatinent evaluati.on. -
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SECTION III 
·-
0 i DISCUSSION , 
· Inter 
.I . 
'l'here are several factors · ~hat limit, .the interpret-" 
. ' 
· .ation 
.. . . 
of the results ·of the experimen·t. Th.e effect of the' 
~ • 0 
numb~r- of·, supjects that;:. were obtain~d · ~qr the· study 
. ' . . . " \ 
small 
1 "' ..... .. 
was · cornplica~ed by· the· fact ,. that ·the nu~er .·."'c)f. subjects in 
e~ch· of i;he two· groups was not the same for ·al,l of the 
0 0 
• 0 0 
statistical analyses. Cornpletely . matched sampl~s ~ere not 
\ 0 
'- achieved and ·conse'quent~ly two potenti.ally 
. 
~ental ~ariabies, ~ex and type ~f obsessive i sorder , were 
• 
uncon~rolled in ~he experi~ent. ' . . 
·. The evaluation of. the ~ffects of treatment ·relied 
,. 
~ntir~l¥ on subjective ratings of sympt~ changes and a!'though 
this . was d~ne on a! s~mi-objecitive basis,' by Using sp.;,c' · ' 
ratlng forms and ~y having an· jndependent psychiatric ' rating, 
( ~ 
such evaluations do not pb'ssess a high degree of precision 
.. 
0 ' 
and/or reliab·ili ty;.. 
I . • . 
. F-inally, the follow-up perJ._· od has not beem :extensive 
• ... ·t . " - ~ -
. enough to · .determine the : long term effects of the treatment, 
.. • 0 \ 0 ' 
particularly as one patient hap been observed to relap.se . af~~r six -months. \ . 
: . D~spi~e ~h~se l~mita~i?n~, ·a~ least the main effects 
of the e xperiment are re~atively_ clear. First, 
. ' ' . . 
.atl.on o f the ·ave r s ive tre atment (Far adic bisrupti· 
obsessive ideatioh . r esuLted .l.n .'large: ·d ecreases in t a-rget 
. . . . I ·, . . 
obsess i ve- compul sive symptoms. Thi s was evident both i n the 
• • • ' • • 0 ~ · . 0 ~ 
. 
• ' 
", 
. l \ 
\ 
, 
l 
'\ . 
$'' 
• .1' 
,, 
' . 
I 
I • ~ 
G·· 
.. \ . , 
. • ' 
\ 
\' 
' I 
•. 
. , 
.. 
. 93.' 
. ~ ... ·~ 
\\ ' > • I 
patients' subjecti.ve· rating and the psybh;i.atrlc r.,ating .' · 
' At the· three-month follo\'17-'Up, it appears· that this· change 
. t 
is relatively ~urab~e. · . ~owever, it has 'already bee_n·: stated 
that judgem~nt must b.e r w-ithheld about . the long ter_m .. eff.ects. 
. . . ) ' .. ~ . . . 
, se.condly, the appli~at.ion ,Of,~~t~r~dic Disruption 
· leads to l·arge increases in ~he late~~) of i~age · a~d tHought \ . . . 
formation a'nd the effects of the aversive paradigm are · · · · 
' ' I 
. ' . .
~ • I f fl -
re-stricted solely to those imag·~ff~ein,g ' tre~ted~ as· evide~.ced·, ~ ' 
. by the fact . that n'? c:::hanges iii .-ne'utral images . were observed 
. 
· among the patients receiving treatment. · There appears to 
' ~ . 
' . . 
be· a c~r~espondence bet.ween, t\'le /increase in the latency of 
~ ima<}e. forma~ion and the decrease~ in frequency and severity 
. ~ . 
of target symptoms. In· ind.fvidual t .reqtments, i,t has be.en_ 
. ·: . . 
observed that the latency measure serves as· a go.od index 
' . . . 
. . . 
of treatment progress. Generally speaking, .if, the J.atencies · 
. . . ' 
· ar~ increasing over treatment s~_ssions ,· clinical .i~provements ., 
\ · will accompany them or shortly follow-, although in at .lease 
I 
\ , . 
one case in this exi?erirnent a large increase in latencies 
was no,t indicative of permanent improvement~ 
J • ~ ' • • 
In a previous paper (Kenny et al., ~9_73} .tt was 
' I 
noted that tr~at:ment of target symptoms. had anci lliary 
. ~ ... . 
effects in that improvements in'- non-target symptoms appeared ,: 
/ 
to accompany the application _'of Faradic Disruption to ,the -
. targ_et ,symptom$.· ·, There was a · definite tendency •for such 
• 0 J • 
. ~ct in the presen~ eiperiment. which was statistica4ly 
significant in the case o'f the psychiatric r a t i ng but not 
rj ·. 
·in the self-rating's. · 
I' 
·' 
·- ~ . 
. ' 
J 
.. 
•' 
... ' 
, . 
.. 
'• . . .. 
...-94 0. • • 
o• 
a· ' ' • . • • .r;. • 
·. Ano.ther nota.ble eff:ect of t~eatment was 'that the 
patients ~ho .r~ceived . it ·were r~ted a~ havin-g _ imp~oved- in 
""" . . . 
"' their adjustment to ge~eral life situations · as exempL~fiE7d 1 
. . ~ 
by the significant · cha~ges _noted on the ~sychiatric 
a_djustment rating o However, it is to -~e expected_ that· 
the reduction of very O'fteri crippling obsessions should 
, . ~ 
lead to improved functioning in many ,sphere's o_f ~ctivity. 
4 Finally, it is quite obviou); . from the. experiment . th~t 
. . . . . / . ' , 
\ . 
' ; 
the treatment effects do not extend beyond the boundaries of 
the obsessional sy~ptoms o Nei th_er general si tuati~nal anxie t y 
' 
.. responses nor trait anxiety showed any ch~nge over the 
. . ' 
ex~rimental- period. 
Tl'\us ·~he effects o ... £-~_aradi.~. Qisruption of' obsessive -
neurosis · appear to be relatively stliaight-forward. Its 
. immedi~t~. effects. are a large inc.::Je in . the. · la~en~~ of 
.image formation of the treated obsessiye ideat i ons and a 
large decrease in intensity · c;>f the target. symptoms. Its , 
secondary ·effects are. to ·cause an overall improve'rnent in 
-· 
·· l un<?tioning: in those 'types' .of. activi ty ':lhich wer~ .formeriy · 
' being impaired by the c;>bsessive neurosis .. :1 There -i's still 
·some . question of ~hether Faradic Disn.lption e .xtends its 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . 
'effect to. unt:r~ated obsessive ;~ymptom~ b~t it : C:!3rtai-nly .. ~oes . ; 
not c?f~ene:ral . si tuati'onal ~n,xi_ety (phObic . resp-onses) 
. . ' 
' 
· nor general.trait anxiety. For "t:he very short term, it 
. . ' . 
appea'rs to prq.dtice 'a last'ing c~ange for most treated 
.. . . . . '. ' 
.'subjects; however; · ·there :is st-ill . insuffici ent · ev'i dence. to 
conc!ude that ' it is a!'p~rm~~-e~t. e~tect, 0~ at •least aqe~uate 
,, 
' · 
• . :;. 
. , . 
' I 
-' ... 
.... · 
·' 
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to ~llow for· a comple~e indtit~tio~ of new b'ehavfour .i:n 
.... 
. ~ 
place of the o~d obsessive re~ponses. 
. "- . .. 
Patient Responses to· Treatment 
' ' 
r '.As twelve patients originally e~ter~d treatment ·and 
'only, -~·i~, were successfully tfuated, it is of ·importance··~o . 
discuss patie.nts' rei>ponses to treatment. ""'. 
~· . . 
One of the 'twelve patients had -begun treatment and 
. ~ . 
had ~ho_rrn . impr~vement ~?u·t had to be ~ropped because of over-
~edicatio~ • . The effects of concurrent medications is a 
·. fact.or which 'needs.·careful attentio.n in: the future. 
· '_fwo of . the :original •twelve ~ropped 'out of tr~~tinen~ · 
. . 
. · ·due to an inabi ~ity to tqlerate the ·aversive stimulus. Qne 
o.f these terminated . even · 'though he rated himself co·n'sider..: 
' ' 
ably· improved ·and there is a suspicion t 'nat there were other 
. }· . . . . . 
. . . 
motives involved. Nevertheless-a hign drop~out . rate appears 
., ; ..... . 
' 
to .be a comrndn~ phen.omeno~·. in aversiv~ the'~apies in general" . 
and due to the ver.y .nature ·of the treatment, · there see~s to 
' ,"'-. . . . . . . 
·· b~ . ~.ery .~it~le'· ~hat ca~ b.e . ~o~e to allevia~~ .th~~ pr~ble~/ 
One ver~ ·~eculiar phenomenon that occurred in the 
" (!.:~~ ~t.udy ~as the findi~~ that one p~tient had such a high tol-· 
1·-f(l,~ . 
() erance for electroshock that ·an adequate aversive stirnulu's 
' ' <) ' ' ~ • ~ 
could . not be found for him.· J~o reports have been found of 
this phenomenon. However~ the obvi9us c9nclusion is that 
.. 
aversioJ. therapy may have ~ lirni tat ions in :, terms n~t . orily· of 
over-sensit+v.i'ty :bu~of qnsensiti~ity as well. 
. . --\ 
esult of effect-s associated -with avers~on 
. " . . 
therapy and the treatment s~tting, · fo~r· ·of · the •. 
· • . . , •-f' : ·, ~. • . 
( .. , 
· . 
.. . 
I! '"~ 
. ' 
(~ . · 
.. " 
.\ 
. ' 
-· 
• • 
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.. 
: ~ ~2 patient~ _ di~ not·~~na~e to complet~ a full cours~'of 
' . ~ -.· 
- t'rea t.men t . . 
~ · -. - . ' . 
Of the ~emain~ng eight pa~ient~~ one patie~t had· 
' . , . . ~· . 
just begun _tr_eatment after being in the .co_ntro1 gr~p ·so 
' . 
tha~ · a to~~l'6~ sev~n have managed t9 · sompl~te tr6atment~ 1 
" / 
the seven wer~ considered as having and as mentioned, ·.six of 
: : . . . . \.~~p~nd~d · suc~ess:f~lly ~ I ' . . . . i• .  -. . 
. . n • 
I,t appeat"s,' therefore, ·that a good· por;ti'on of the 
!I • 
diffic~lty·involved in using Fa~adic · Disruption is clirectly · · . 
. . ' . . .. .. •' 
.... 
. ' 
-.. ~ .. - vone pat~ent, 
image formation ·, did 
rel~ ted. to the u~-e of a'\{ersion. · the·rap?f. in gemer'al .and. it: ~an 
. . .. . . ,. -
be expect~d that s~milar _dif~icu~'ti(s _ ~n ~h~ ' future .' sh~uid· .. \ _ 
. • . :t ' . • . 
' . " : . ' . r.. 
despite• a ra-p_id rise in latenc:y· bf 
~· 
. .. 
.. arise. 
not improve · -- al thougJ't th~ra w~re· 't.~o 
-· . ~ :4eri.ods ~!' imp~ove~en_t _w_ithin . ~h~ · t'reatm~~t 'per~o_d _ •. ~~~t . .. _ .. . 
patient:s . wh~n th~y -c-ome for tr~atment ·h~ye -~~ua)-ly ha~h~·ir 
. • • . ~ _..' c . 
~ obsessidnal disorders for many years and. their conditions 
• • ~ & • ' ' ~ ·~ 1 ., • , ' I ' "" • • • 
' . 
are · relatively ·stable. This patient~s probl~m~, of only ·· 
. ' . \ 
. - . ..- .. . . . ,_ . . $.:·.. '( 
three years duration, were anything but! stable and, .it. ~s . 
. . . 
. ' 
. ,. ~ 
. suspected that th.i:s . patient ntay •. have been" stil'l .. 'in the' prO.-\. : 
ce'~~ of lorming dbses~~ns. ~~te.v'er .thi s .m.:h~ be expe;te~· .. 
• • • ~ J • • 
. to entail. It was · noted over the ·30 . t .1;eatments th«~lt: this 
' "· ·, ... -
. ./ ~ . J ' . . 0 
patient did report ~n : newly arisen ob~essioQal problems~ . 
~ • , • ~ • • • t 
·A simiia·t; type · o_f. : c~rd_u~s-tanc.e-- ~a~ _no.ted " i( th~ o~e ·p~tient 
w.ho ~bnSid~~ed he_rselt h~~Y moder~te~y. i~p~oV~d • .. It il. 
possilil e·, _ therefo~e, that the .approach ~o very ac~t~ · · 
obs~ssiv~-compuls~ve 
. · 
~ - , I "' o • ' 0 
disc:'rders. migh_t n~e, to ~-
, ) '• . . ' 
• I . ~ r ' ' ' r1 • 
" 
,, 
. 
' 
' 
• 
.. 
- ' 
.. I . 
.. ·
.· 
. 
.. ' 
. .. 
I ' \ 
, II· 
I 
.. 
· .. ... 
' 
•. 
.. 
.• 
. Q 
·_ '( 
. I 
• • ·• Q • . ·. 
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.. 
· ' 
. 
from the approach 
~ ·. .. 
"j I ,/'' 
<~, . .. 
0 
.. 
' . 
. ~· .·~:- . tr.; 
ta~n wi~h ~ore chrQ,~ic _ patients. 
. ' . 
. ' 
' ... 
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: There. ar·e a riumbet' of other · var iab).es . which may_· also 
. . . ;; . . .. 
il 
· .be. important to the· general efficacy of Faradic Dis;ruptio~ ·• _ 
Such factors.' as per'sc:mali ty characte-ristics: .personal :. 
' . 
f ·~ ; ,~ . ' . "' ;,'1~1 : • 0 t ~ 
emvironrnental character is tics, condi tionabLii t.y, numbers 
. ' . . . .. . . . f' • 
an·d. type of other : neurod .. c symptoms, motivatio-~, an4 ~ · · 
. . • • ' . • • _, • • ) • .-1 
. expeQ~ancy may_ ail_ have ·\arying 'degrees ~f infl,u{mce on 
. . ·. 
'"' therap~utic outcome. -·A general discussion of these factors 
... 
• F 
• I 
. . .. · - ~ . (f/ . 
is, qo~ever, too lengthy for present purposes. ·· \ .. ·· /. 
. . 
0 
0 ' 
. r 
C'" ~ • 
.. 
\ 
· ·~ 
I . 
. . ( 
- - !I . , ' r ~ 
Tne .Nature<-l' of Obsessive Ideations ·. .· . ,. ) 
~ . . . .'-............ / 
;_A.s mentioned 'in t~e·I~t~o~uctio_n, ~- ~~\ . 
treat:ment using the presently· des.cribe~ pro.c~~ . ~esul ~~~ · 
• . . 
. . 
i~ considE:ir.abr"e syinptom<:ttic irnprovem·ent, -does not in itself 
' pro~ide direct evide'nce _for . the functional n'at_ure of ·obsessive 
. . ·, . '- ., 
.ideations in the -complex of obse~sive .... compulsive 1 'disorders. 
. ' . 
• f 0 • .• • 
Other ·explanabioo.s· are possible for· the treatment ef.fect ;--
• 't' ' n • • o • ll 
. . 
method is siinply puni~l'\ing compuls'i ve phenpmen~ through t_h~ir . 
• • . - >:/' 
It 'must be acknowle.dged in this 
~ . . . . : '. . . 
regard that the images derived from li.sts of obsessiv'e ideat- '·" 
ions are certain-ly not free . from · reference· to patients' 
-. 
compulsive behaviour. . Often the ideations ~ie· · integrally · · 
• J ' ~i_nked with images o{ compuls~te beh.avio~r . and it . is · som~:times. 
-~v~r_y diff_icult t~ separ.i.te the . two_. I_t ;is~ so i_~possible · 
~ • .I I 
to know w~a~ the contents of the. ~sessive id~ations real~y 
.· are when patients ar.:e ~onjurihg them up -- some . patient;s ~ _do. 
make ·stat.ements such 1las "When I get t~at though~, I always 
.. 
. .. 
.·· .( 
.. 
• ' . 
. "' 
'. 
.:. · 
... 
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· f 
'see mysel·f doin~ II . . . . . . 
. ' 
... . . 
on· the other hand, it .is of interes.t -t;o note that 
.there i·~ a co~sis.tency in the types . of re~6rts · that : patients 
gi~e ~on·ce~11in9 the:\r tre~tment ch.ange~. . T~-~ost preferred 
. ' .":., . : . . , ' 
' £:Sbsi tion. is incorporateq in statements such 'as the following: 
·. 
"The tho~ghf~ come .less frequently ~hen !tm at. hom~ and even 
! . 
w~e~ they _dq come, they don't peem to bother me Nery_ much. 
<'' 
So I feel I don't have to do ao ~uch checking". 
. ~ . 
· In . ~ssence, patients~ reports of their subjective 
'experience during treatment is - that they -finallY, 'ge~ those 
. . 
t}\.oughts un.der -control' . . These are meaningful statements 
r 
----......... . 
-..... ~ ....... , that support the notion ~l).at it is in fact the obsessive 
. . ~ 
- {) . 
,. ideations which are cri tic.al to treatment success and not 
. . .. . . 
,I ~ 
puni~hment of mental imagery .of compufsive behaviour •. _ln 
. . . , . 
' . 
additiori, .. 1 in a. previous report (Kenny. et al. ~ 1~73) . it was --
.. 
\ • • • .. t • 
. . . 
fo'und that wheri 11sts of imag_es of ·c(;>mpulsi ve behaviqur were-\ . 
. .. 
' 
treated · before the ·opsessive ideations, c·ansiderabie ·dif-
. . ficu~ty arose as ~he patients could not carry ·out theii-
checking rituals l;>:ut · still felt a· strong urge to d.o so. 
.. In the ~on~run, . there is actual.ly_ ve"Ey li t~le, 
experimental basis to'make an argument in either direction 
' ' I • 
but the experimental_ results do at least provide a r_.ionale 
. 
~or the further .inv~stiga.tion of- the nature· of ·obsessive 
ide_a'tions. 
The Natur~ of Faradic Disruption 
. . 
It has been sugges'ted that the a-versive paradigm 
describeCl under· t .he rubric of ·F~-~dic Disruption does not 
I , 
' 
\. 
.• 
,/ .. ' 
-, 
, . 
.. 
' 
'. 
.. 
,, 
.. ' 
{ 
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strictli _1i ~-'existing ;av_er~~~e models such as. punish~e_nt or 
a~=e:. or escap.e · conditioning.· ·Al thou11h this seem~ to ·. 
be a considerable de,viati'on of.rom conventionally acc~ptable·. '• 
theories~ there is currently considerable dispute over the 
~- . \) 
nature of the effects of aversion therapy in general' (c :f. 
Hal~am & Rachman, 1972) ~o that the present departure does 
· t no~ appear -to be too radical. 
Alain, ~t is not suggeste~ that the presently 
obt.ained expe_rimental .. re~ults. in any way Rrovi.de . evidence 
for the _separa~1onaof ~he Faradic Disruption pat~digm from 
..... 
the other mqdels --· this is b~ing offered only on logical 
grounds. ·There "is not even hard evidence to c¢unter one 
proposal' offered, to the author t·hat .. the 'treatmeni:: paraq~9m 
results in nothi.ng mor"e th~n. conditioned finger lowering. 
. \ 
What is actually occurring in the. Faradic Disruption pro-
\ • I ~ • 
· ce'dure can nly · be .·inf;-rred. J~ su_rmised. 
Once- m re~ however, patient. reports are of interest. 
During sessions.' the most commonly encoun~ered· 
' 0 e~perience is exemplified in the following reporl: "I get 
. . 
the thought and fight off the' shock as you told me to, but 
eventually the image just 'blinks-out'_ w~thout my making it 
·do so." . . . '- . These types of statements lena support to the notion 
that the treatment action may pcc~r at a level -beyond vol~ 
0 
'---1 untary pa_tient l?ehaviours such as raising and lowering his 
' finger, deliberately thinking or not thinking about the 
ideations, etc. 
l , . 
.. · 
.. . { 
• -4 
' ;• 
/I 
f ·a 
1·00 •. 
•• 
... 
• I 
I • 
Th.e fact that improvement· occurred in, this experiment 
also does not rule ·ou-t the po"ssibility that other paradigms, 
.. f : ~ • . . . 
';I • ., 
for ·example a classi6al par~~lg~with a slngle UC~, would.be 
.. - . ~ .. 
• 0 • 
; more efficacious than the .. Faradic Disruptiol) paradigm, part-
. ' . ·. ... . 
.. 
; -
icularly iri l .ight of · the ex~ell~~ .. t results obt-ained by Marks. · 
t..' ~ . .( . 
and · Gelder (1967) in the treat.me11t of fetish - image~. The 
super iori y of any particular ave-~si've paradigm wo~ld .. :be. · a 
" . ·. \\ 
er to dete~mirie experimentally:· . 
. .._ . 
\ 
simple ·rna· 
if it_is assumed that obsessive ·ideations 
' ' do an imp?rtant function in obsessive neurosis ·and if 
l 
it is assumed that Faradic Disruption does produce.a reduction 
i.rY these ideations, how then are tl\~ results uproduced? ~arks 
. . . . 
(1968) s~ggests· an experimental repress-ion, ·a .term which 
• . . • } . ' • • • I 
. . . . . , .. 
implies to this author a powerful but transi~nt phenomenon~ 
~ • • Q • • • t. - .. • • ; 
Thi:;;; rna~ be an -adequate explanat.ion of'. the - pr~~e~~ p~r~gm ~rticularl-y in ,v:\,ew of the' fact that-. some rela-pse has be.en · 
no::d .~e experiment.· If this ex:lanation ~s giv~n, 
however, then it seems logical to suggest ~hat the. good 
clinical results must be produced by providin~. patients 
with a .chance to l .earn new adaptive behaViours during :the 
interval between post-trea.tment and the p~int"' at which the . 
repression loses its effect. ' This suggests that a. th'f~ugh 
investigation of patient's post-treatment. behaviour' would be 
. 
of considerable importance•in this regard. 
Pc3:tients . were 
. 
designated for the p~esent .study and were only partially 
. 
. ,
• f 
.. 
. 
\ 
.. '
·.:.... . . , 
.-
' ·· 
' -. 
........ . 
• h~ 
-
. @ ) 
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matched. · The _experimental ·group ~ = ~) was g·~ven _30 -
(
sessions of an aveEsion therap~ -~~a~a~lc · oiscupti~n) which 
. . w.~s .. a~plied . ·to deri~'ed lists of obsessive ideations. · The 
. . 1' \ 1 ( 4) d 1 d f wa1t1ng- 1st. contro g!oup N = was e aye or a three-
month period before beginning cross-.over treatments. 
. .. 
Pre-
~ 
and post-treatment assessments as well as within-treatment 
: ~ ~,. 
>I I 
assessments were equated for both groups and consisted of 
patients'' ~·ubjective. "rating.s of their symptoms, a blind 
psychiatric rating of their symptoms., a psychiatric· adjust-
ment and the I·PAT and the F.S.S.'psyq_hometr;ic tests. · A 
,- • ... • l .. .. !- ~ ... .. " t • 
\ 
median tollow-.up period of three months has been made on all 
I 
,, 
~ , 
patients ·successfully compie~±ng Faradi~ . Disruption treatment. 
. I 
It was found that the app_lication of Faradic Dis-
'· 
ruption to oosessive ideations re~ulted i~ a -larg.e d~cre~e 
. in patients' target obsessive-compulsive symptoms and· tna~ 
. ' . . . 
~~is in .. tu:rn resulte·d_ in ~mproved adjus'tm€mt to generai li"f; 
· .. s.i_t~ati6ns. · Iinprovem~nt _ ~~ target symptoms was accompanied 
by a . iiq:g~ · inc~ease i.n lateQCY of im~ge -·(thoug.hi:) · formation 
·among treated· pati.enfs. 
1•, , . 
There was some suggestion that the 
. . 
. e~fect. of treatment··might .extend to non-target sympto~s but 
. . ' \ .. 
no ev i~ence of changes ·in 
• It • 
. •' . , · . ·. 
trait anx~ety" was noted~ 
, ,-
genera~ sltuati~na: anxietY. or > 
Of seve11 patients who completed , the full course of 
treatment, ,onl:/ ori.e failed ~o improve. Of the six who. were 
. ' . 'o " 
improved~ .one has· shown a partial relapse ··after six. mon.ths. 
. . ' ' . . . " 
Altho~gh Fatadiri 
-i,. 
Disruption appears t~ produce 
.. 
.. -~ 
immedi~te i mpro-veme-nt:' in obsessive-compulsive 
. .I sympt~~:s, fj 
.. 
.. 
. ~ 
. -
:. t: 
.. 
.. 
-;'--z 
. •. 
' ·. 
. ·. 
I · 
. 
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an~. statements as to the 'Permanency '·of the effects must. ·be 
seriously reser~~d~ 
f'inally, it .is 
' .• 
suggested '-t;.hat 
"'-· 
..  
, 
~he succ·essful treat-. 
ment res\llt$, provide V~ry · .indi)eCt "evi'dence· ~or the functfor.tal 
• , '.. # 
natu~e of. Gbsessive ideatiohs in obsessional neurosii. 
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Faradic Disruption·Pat~ents 
. , . 
Patient 1 ~This 22-ye~r old, single- girl :was .an 
.. 
·orphan and domestic since her mother's death five years 
' •• c , • I . ,· • . 
• ' _,- ' · ~ I. . . 
p~evious. Having been~n co~fl~ct with her mother at that 
. ~ . ~\ ~-: . . 
time, a11d h~ving en9aged .i,n soine · -chi.ldhood .fant asies of · •. . 
~wishing_ her moth.er . was . ¢lead, 
• t I ./ • 
·. ""when her ~other actually d.i,.d 
• ' J • -
. ' ' . ., . 
she became e~tremely · disturbed 
die ~n l her _ p~esenc~. She sub-
• 
.. Se~uently became obsessed with memories .'of th~ attack and 
• 
·' 
. .. 
mother. ·~ould Spiritual'i-y. · 
.,/ 
det~riorating obsession 
0 
l.r-
·I 
.. 
, 
~ . 
. 'funeral and with thoughts ·that her 
-. . . 
. ' 
• e '• 
... 
c 
o return for revenge. This' steadily 
. "' 0 
I • . 
. .-.~ias co~~le~ .wft~ a c?~puls~o~ t~ ~pend every free mo~~nt at 
'her m;the~'s grave. As a consequence, thes~ thoughts h~d 
. 
been on her mind almost qontinuously fo:r;: tqe past six·. ye.ars 
Cl b ~\-:· • .... .. • • 6 • 
and she did little else besid~ work and visit - he~ mother's 
grave. Fear of.li~,r moth~r · co;;,ng, for· revimg~ . a~ . ~{'!ht ·also\ 
resulted in a severe sleep · disturb~nce • 
: . 
The' ~mages used in treating this pati~nt::'"are '·listed 
' I ~ t ol ~ t ' ' • • I • 
. in Table 4 and -she tesponded quickly in 20 : treatment ses~ions, t ) . . ' . ,:af~er w~ic_h she. w~s ~iven. once ._ wee~r;· ··bo?~t~r ses_~o~~- . Qn 
( follow~up there wa~ . a -c~ntinued i~provement .', • Hq~ever ,· s·he 
- . . ... , . o . ' . • '~ I , . -
.. rated herself as relap~ed at -six-month 'follow~up for ~anip-
• , · • • , - ~ f I ,. 
, .. t " , I 
-_ u'lative, _re~:~ (s.~~ ~~t~od·~· .·. ' At oney~ar ·fo.l~ow~~p . . she 
rateQ hers~lf as even more . ~mproved than o~ a~y . ~revious : 
occasi-on.· 
.. 
• . 
' . . . . . . ~ . 
. .;... Patient i " .- This 42-year ol,d, . mairied l.abourer~as 
. '\ ' plag,ued with .doub~s - th;t·· h~ h~~- not properly . fixed railroa4,._ 
·locks and sw.1 tches and that other txp.e& of 'assoc~.ate,P work 
;, . .~ ... • j: •r 
.: 
/ 
. ~--
' . •. 
. ' 
.• ' 
.. 
· ... _::._ 
0 
' . 
,. 
.... 
. o 
·-
6 ' 
.. 
. • 0 
0 
; --
. -. 
. ..
. \ 
. tasks: pad be~n.· performed .i_nadequately. .. These doubts were 
. ' · ·coupled with '- a ·fear th.at his perform~nce would resuit'.in 
s~me t7rrible · a·c~ident and· ~:o~·etner they led .to: a :large . 
I 
. , 
' 
' 
, · 
of ~:i tu.alistic checking . a~d rech~ckirig ·. 
'3 • • ' # • \ • 
amount 
... _- . 
-. T.his patient· had a ~g-ye~J: · fluct~ati~g: .cou~se of 
• • • t 
. lllnes~ ~hich i'n the long ·~ run w~s , bec:o~in'J. mdr~ and ·mor·~· 
. . . L. 
incapaci tat'ing and occupied inost of. his · waking time.. He 
' ' ' ~ • " I • • ~ • 
was a.lso . ~ nui.sance tq his fa'~itily. ·and friends· in that . he ' . 
• t •• 
' 
continually : ~ought reassurances that ·he had .done hi~ work . 
' ' • • I • ; ., .... "' 
~ . ... . 
.' · 
.111. 
properly·. Despite .his: neur9sis, he had not terminated work • 
\ 
The ~-irst 25 treatment sessions were devated t.o the · 
• c . 
.. . 
... :,...!· •' ·"' •. tar_get symptom of pulling on railroad locks over and . over . 
1 , • , • • ~ • 
.. 
. I 
! . ; 
... 
1 < 0 ' t I I 0 J • ' ', 
. . ." / ~g~~n.-. The tre':ltment ~ist was composed· mos~ly of the dou~t~ . 
.;. .... ;·· ·and 'fears. he had about this task but interspersed i'n _the ')..isiJ\, 
1\ . . • ...- J> 
I; ~ere ~orne .. images ·of:· the- com~ul~ive ·acts. 
,· . . . . r' ..  . •,- ~mp:ro~em'e~t beg~~ after about eight sessipns .and' ~ 
~. .: steadily co~tinued. · After the ' twenty-fifth session, two new 
I . . • I 
' • • 9 • 
lists of. ideations were · construc·te.d ~onderning other job 
· tasks and illness fe~rs. These symptoms improved even. more-
quick~ and t:he .pat.ient was able ~?~· t ·erminate after a total 
< . 0 
of' 48 sessions f.eeling that ·he wa~s in ... ~ontro·l of .his com-
,'1- ~: . 
, . . \ 
' 
·pulsive ·behaviour and had few. doubts or. fears. 
. . 
'!- . I • . . 
. · Follow-up ~tone., ~hree an~ ~ix month~periods . ~hawed 
, . . 
. ~ cqntf~uance of ~mprdvement ~nd th~ patient .teport~d thai 
7 .. 
: he was gradually becoming better adjusted not on!y at work 
' # , 1) ' ' ~ 
but in other endeavours as well. ' 
. \J. 
.. 
. . 
.-(J ., 
" 
.-
I . 
·~ . '. 
., 
•'' 
t· 
,. 
,. 
u \ 
· .'~_·_ - ~ -
. . ·~ ' 
. . 
. \ 
. . 
1:12. 
Patien~ 3 -This 68-year~ Qid, widowed housewife 
. ' . . . \ .. ; : 
'\ 
had been obse·s.sed .si~ce the ·age of -17- with· the idea that 
.... .-someth.ing she·might do. in the way ' of housework might cause _ 
' ! . ' '. . 
:_. · ~oineoi to go blind. O:r;iginalli{ this fear. ·was ·centered 
. ~~.?i~ her father. but 'later exf~rided to . her tw~ son~. As . ·. 
a .·re·su·l t, her · day consisted of· time-consurnin~ 1 h:ousehold 
• ' f r 1 ' I 
. . 
· ·· rit'uals which w.ere .initiated .. to prevent· this occurrence.·· 
I 
The thoughts used f'or treat.~ent ate listed/in ·Tabl~ 
5 and g~ve a clear picture of the nature of her obsession. · 
'Q 
. . 
Initially she . respond~d with minimal ' improvement 
' 
and there. was ·not, any substantial change in tlfe latet:lcy_.of 
J • 
. image' fol.'mation·. ·. After .. approxiinateiy is sef ions, ho~ever, 
· the -treatment appeared · to ta-ke h~ld and sh~ experience-d · a . 
.. 
rapid improvement resditing in discharge ~fter 30, sessions. ~ 
. , I 
A_t qne ·and .three month follow-up she reporte~ further 
. . 
improvement. 
. . 
However, at six . rnonths she reported that the · 
0 • • ' 
thoughts had beer). returning, and that she had re-commenced 
., 
. ' 
- some· of her rituals. she was offered booster trea.tments at 
. . . . ,. 
~:__ this time bu~:~ she. ref~s~~ them .- st-ating that she wa.nt~d t~ 
. ,. . '· ~~t 'before. · ·reso~idng to · ~ ~his . because· she still felt she had ·· 
.... ':---. • • • 0 • 
< ~-o~;)o~trol· . o~er ·_.th~ ~roblems • . • .Th1s . pat;ie!]~ has ~ot yet 
.been seen for a one-¥ear assessment ..- anq it is not known 
) 
. whethe'r or not she achieved that goal • . 
• r 
"" 12 \ • ' # 
'Patfent 4 ... This 33-year old., singl@ . secretary had 
' .. 
, ,: ... ... .. a thre~ y~r: _h~st:ory of obse~siv.e_ neurosis ;:sterriming primarily· 
t· from an incident four .years previous i n which she . accid~nt-
, 
. 
\ . 
all)( started a small : f~l5'e by·· leaving on element on•· on her 
~- ,. 
't:) 
, . 
. . ( 
·i 
. ·' 
,' , 
~ · 
-. 
. . 
' ... 
' ? . 113. -~ . \ 
~tove. She subsequently developed a full-blown obsessiona-l 
di~order whicn~result~d in her spendihg many hours·~ day 
. ' 
. I ~ .,. .... Qb_ecking. th' stove 1 doubting that sh~ had not done it . 
correctly ,and be1ng unable to leave it unattended. By- the 
-·time ·she came for treatment and continuing d~rirl9 1;-r~atment, 
(. . . .. 
. - . 
-the patient's c~ecking a~d 're6heqk~ng :had ~xtende~ to sever~l 
other household appliances. ~ 
Other than expressing fea: QVer causing a fire, this 
& ·pattern had c~n-~ider.;tbl~ ·· di~ficu_lty. ~. identif~~ng obs~ssi~e· 
· . ·ideations connected with ~er compulsions·. The ~ist ·used for. -
tre~tment consequently wa's composed mostiy of ·images of her 
.. 
ritualisti~ activity itself. Treatment· led to a rapid rise . 
c • • ' • 
in the latency of · image formation but- no ~hange in her 
'symptoms . . Later in the sessions I . two bri_ef 'periods' of three 
I 
to four days each'occu~red · in which ~he patient was ~ble t6 
~ .. ~ ' . 
redu'ce her ·checking. These improvements did not .persist, 
. . . 
-h_owever 1 and after. 30 sessions· she .was referred to another 
psychologis·t for a different treatment for her checking and '-. 
for treatment of several other behavioural disorders she had. · 
:. • . 
Patient 5 - Thi's 62-ye~r old, married' accounta~t had; 
a 20-year .histo_ry of obsessiye thoughts about _remarks that 
. -
had be'en made to him in the past. He was unable -to stop 
thinking abou~_- these r 'emarks wliich he had blown up out of 
• r • . a~l proport~on. He sought relief in his . work but had to 
. resort to little psy~homo~or ~ritu~ls in order -to ·fr'ee his 
,. \ 
0 rnind of the thoughts. 
\ 
- • 0 
.. G ··-
.. 
. 
• 
·-
\ 
.~ 
\ 
' ·The first 30 sessions wer~ ~ent i~ dis,:uptin9 the 
o~sessive thoughts with the result that they rarely came to 
114. 
0 
. his mind .. apd even whe!l they did,· did not trouble him. · -
Al1 additional ten se~sions· we're spE;m~-~nother \ · 
\ . 
ritu·al which centered around doubts that certain litt-le 
tasks were 'impossible ·not to do'. These doubts which 
resulted in compulsion to perform each task correctly to 
prove · his 'theory' quickly diminished a,nd he' was di_s~Jlarge? 
after 40 treatment sessions.~ 
, 
'Follo·w-up at one and three moi}.ths showed that the 
treated obsessions had not returned despite ano~her unr~lated 
turmoil· which caused him considerable anxiety and some in-
.• cr~ase in a number of mii10r untreated obsessional difficulties, 
.. 
Patient 6_- This 17-year old, single female student 
. 
had a five year history of obsessional, thougnts concerning 
. ~ 
. . 
the fear th~t she was going to seriously harm '" s~meone she 
·/ \ . 
. ' ' 
knew. Origi~Jlly ~his had started with a fear that she would 
harm herself ·but by the time she carne- for treatment this fear . 
. . . 
had 9-isappearec;l. ·• Her ruminations . wefe coupled with mino.J; 
.comp_u~~~ns to che~k for ~~~ pu,t away any obj.ects with . which .'. 
· she m1~t cause injury_. ·she a~so avoided walking beside • ' 
. people on t~e s~<iew:alk or' goi~g downst.a~rs ~o that she 
wouldn't be · t~mp~ed to .Pu.s~ .th~ into oncornin_g cars or down "-
.... "' 
the stairs. 
.. 
,., -
I) 
'~ !, 
Thirty treatments were given on a list of ideat-ions 
• I "> , 
. ~ 
centering around· her horrific temptations · to perform harmful 
a(,:'ts. This resulted in only ·moderat·e improvement, the patient ',. 
j 
-
~". 
. \ 
·. f 
.. 
'\ 
. ... ' 
~. 
·.-
. ' 
.. ~ 
. .,/ 11"5 • 
. 
claiming, that the thoughts -did not come- less frequently 
• ft 
·':~hen she en9ountered dangerous situati?ns, •.but that they . 
...l 
bothered ·her much. less ~nd1she could quickly eliminate :the 
. ~ .. 
thoughts from her- ~ind. The fact ' that the ~houghts w.er~ '~ 
still coming prevented her _fr6m rating herself much improve~ /· 
8 : -even though she was functioning a great deal better. 
Ten additional treatments were given to images of 
herse~f actua1ly performing harmful acts but this produce4· 
little further improvement and she was subsequently discharged. 
One month follow-up showed that she was maint~ining .abo~t 
the same level of improvement. 
Waiting-List Control Patients ( . . 
~· . 
J• 
Patient 1 - This f.?-yea~~ld,. sing~e girl had a four-
year history of severe obsessive-cornpuls.ive neurosis. She 
had_multiple symptoms the worst of which.was a fear she had· 
s toletl something. . This. was coupled with rituals involving 
checldng her purse, clothes, room, etc'. to see if she had in 
,/ 
fact stoleri something. She also had fears of harming other 
.... 
people, of becoming <2ontaminate.d, ·etc. 
After ~he tbre·e-month waiting periC?d, she was si:arted 
on treatment but was unable · to tolerate tpe shock and term-. 
inated shortly thereafte~. ~ 
tatient 2 -- This 42-year old, married business owner 
,, 
hgd a four-year h_istor; of obs~s.sive rumi~a~ions concernfg 
his,wife having an affair with another (imaginary) man. 
. \ - ' 
Although he recogn~z-ed that these fears were gJ;"oundles:', ~e 
nevertheless cou-ld not get the thoughts out of his mind __ ·rven 
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wfen he was ·_wo:r;kil\g. . 
After the three-month waiting period, he began 
treatment with ·a list. of i~ages of his wife participating 
' ' I .-
... in a se'rie's of ~x.t-ra-ma'rital eve,~ts ~~th . another m?-n·" Th.is 
. \. 
resulted in considerable . improvement after 30 sessions but 
. .• 
' an ~dd~tional ten were given before terminatiop. This ·· 
• J 
p~tient cla~med to have · improv~d to the point that t~e 
" thoughts only ~arne to hi~ o~cf in a while wh~n.he was 
particularly idle a~d even then ~hey_ did not u~duly trouble 
him. Follow-up results are not presentl:/ ·avail~ble on this 
p·atient • 
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· . . Pat~ent ·3 - This 19~year old J!lcile student had a ten-
y~ax; history of ·_fears c;;f contamination .by dead people anq. 
. ( 
peop~e with cancer. 3 As a ·result ,he. avoided going close to 
... . ' . . 
funeral homes, hospitals and even 'got panicky if he saw a 
. ' . , 
II 
hearse go by. . If he came . close enough to a source of . con-
tarnin'ation he ~auld be, compelled to destroy his clothes, 
gl.asses and any other. ·articles ·he felt m~y _ h~ve' been · a_ffected . . 
as well . as · ~ngaged in · elaborate washing rituals.· . 
. .' . . . . . . .. . . 
' . 
·After 'the · three-month waiting peri od, this patient 
I ' , t. 
. . . 
'began treatment with a list of ideations concerning hi~ fear 
of c~:mtamln.?-tio~ ... bY dead people • . Ho~~-ver; it was · found, 
after one or two ' sessio'ns, that the maximum shock .amperage 
. ' . ~ . 
. . ... . 
did not cause him· discomfort so that· _no_ disruption· of images 
<tl ' I f, 
could tak~ place . . A subsequent attempt to fi~d · a shock devi ce 
., . . ~~ . 
that wo~ld pro~uce discomfort failed and the pat~ent was 
. r.eferr"ed . to ano:ther psy~hologist· for · another tr~tmen't · 
. .. . '\ . . 
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"" ~· 
Patient· 4 - This 29-y~ar old, fema-1-e school 
.. I 
teacher had fears of ·' contra~ting sperm' fr m sources othe_r 
. . . 
than ~exual intercourse, for exa~ple, to± ~t seats, towels, · 
• etc. Th"is fear was coupled w'ith fuminations that getting 
. : 
' ' pregnant from such a ·-source would lead .. to __ having a deformed 
. . . ' . . . 
child. The pati~n~:· avoided going in~o publ"ic . bathrooms c;1nd 
had to perform elab~rate cleaning rituals each time her own 
tathroom :~as • "' used by a male. . , 
Thiq pahent. has just begun cross-over tre·a trl\ents 
'l 
··and no further info_x-rna tion is available qn her pro9ress. 
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AP~ENDIX B, 
.. 
·Rating Sheets Used in Evaluating 
Patient S~p~_~rnato1ogy 
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SYMPTOM CHECK LIST·· 
- .. 
' DATE: 
. , . .... 
... 
··Absent 
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Most· Severe 
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PSYCHIATRIST'S SYMPTOM CHECK LIST .. j 
" 
.. , 
· NAME OF 
. 
.. PATIENT: 
. . 
NAME OF. ASSESSOR: 1)'-;_V 
.,.. "' ' 
DATE: 
"- • 
- \~ 
~ .. 
.. : ·. Please rate the ~everit¥ ·of the fo1~owing symptoms on a ·Q-10 
. r • 
basis where '0' repres.ents to~al abse~.ce <?'f the·· symptom and 
. 
· 10 . r~esents ~ m~st se~~re co~~iti?n 
~pa~iept has ever ~perienced-. ' 
of the .syrnptOI:n that · 
,.SYMPTOM RAI!'ING 
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. . 
PSYCHIATRIC RATING · 
Ple.ase . rate the fc:'ll~wing activities, ~n accord~nce with, how 
'• seve~·ely the·~ ~re impaired .by the . patient's .·curien·e .sjmpt<;>rn-. . 
~to logy, using the following rating method: 
... 
no impairrne~t l 
1 
· , .. ". 
mild imp a i~men t 
. 2. mo~er'ate impairment 
_. 
~- - · severe impairment . .. 
·' 
· 4- - total impai rment 
ACTIVITY 
• 
1. ·WORK ADJt1STMENT . · ' . . ·'/ 
(inciud.ing housework. for females) 
..... 
2. SOCIAL AD,JUSTMEN'J:' . ... .... 
. (interpersonal relationships . l:.o others) 
( .. 
,J. FAMILY - ADJUSTMENT 
(interpersonal relationships with family 
l .. . members) 
.- ' 
4 ~ · SEXUAL ADJUSTMENT 
. : 
5. LEISURE . ACTIVITIES 
· (p.atie.nt' s enjoyment of recrea:tional 
endeayour s) 
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